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PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

WILLIAM HOBSON,
C OUNSELLORS AT LA W,
35 OI/D STATE HOUSE,

BOSTON.
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PORTLAND

MACHINEWORKS
(FORMERLY C. STAPLES & SOX,)
Marine, Stationary and Portable
STEAM
ENGINES,
Steam Boiler*, Bleach Boiler* and Tank*. Shafting,
Mill Gearing and General Machinery. Canting* of
iron, bras*, and composition. Repairing promptly

attended to.

syNew and Pecond-liand Engine* tor sale.
Highest cash price* paid for old Iron.
SIS Commercial Street,

Portland, Me-

aprHtf

GEO. E. COLLINS,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

au7

AT

ARTIST,

illG ( OYLKI.HS STREET,
styles of Card
Ficture*. Item brant, NIedu2lion,&c., from
Retouched Ncgntim.
this
By
proce** we
Oft rid of Freckle*. Nlole* and other imof
the
Mkin.
For
all
of which no
perfection*
extra charge will be made. All work warranted to
Call
and
for
examine
voux
selves.
mcblSdtf
please.

SCRIBNER A IORDAN,

PATENT AGENTS,

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO REJECTaprjED CASES.eodtf

Book, Card

MARKS

& Job Printer

Navigation

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)
»ecuted, and at the
ap22 to

promptly
lowest price*.
work

Instruction will be given every afternoon by Cant.
Breen, and Monday and Friday evenings by C. II.
Farley. The course will begin with decrnal arithmetic, and well comprise .Plane, Traverse. Parallel Middle Latitude sailing; the use of Logarithms; the use
and adjustment of Nautical Instruments; Latitude
by Sun and Stars, and Longitude by Chronometer.
Lunar observations will not be included in the course
but will be taught if desired.
The evening instruction will be given before the
whole class, when the various problems involved in
navigation will be worked out upon the black-board
aud illustratod by suitable diagrams and apparatus,
and the use and adjustment of Instruments explained. Subjects collateral to navigation such as alcteorolgy, Ocean Currents, &c., will also be introduced
at tho evening sessions. Fcr terms, apply to C. II.
feblOtf
Farley, No. 4 Exchange street.

FAMILY SCHOOL FOR

THE WILLOWS.
FARMINGTON, MAINE.
TERM commences First Tuesday in September.
German and French Department under the charge
f Madame M. Courlaender.
For circulars and References address tho PrinciMISS L. G. BELCHER.
pal,

july7-tscpl-73

AT

CHICAGO.
]ytd3m

GEO. D. JOST
STREET,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
All orders promptly attended to.
jyl7d3m
ftl R sTjPA IJ LDING,

Clairvovant,

NO. 346 CONGREN8 ST.
Hour* 9 A. ML. to 5 P.
julyKUm*

(Established 1&6.)
The Fall Term will
For circulars address
HAMLIN F.

MAY

STREET.

Portland Business College.
The Fall Term will Commence

JyiTtf_
O’DONNELL.

COUNSELLOR
has

LAW,

AT

removed to

•TO. 84 1-3 MIDDLE STBI ET,
(2nd door below Canal Bank,)

For Fall Informaticn Addres*,

L. A. GRAF,
Jy29(12w

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

MAXOTACTUEER

Parlor

Patent

ameled

Book Binders.
WM. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’s
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
IBAIjI. & SHACK FORD, No. S3 Plum

Confeetionery.

ES—All kinds of
boxed and matted.

En-

&c.

Street.

Furniture--Wholesale aud Retail.
WALTER COREY A CO., Arcade,

No.

1S Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds
order.

to

cor.

Exrlmngc and Fed-

HOOPER A EATON, Old Post Office,
Exchange Street.
Ij. F. HOYT, No. II Preble Street. Updone to order.

enlarging done to order.
All the new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion,
he Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, aud the retouched
tard, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles and all imperfections ef the skin. Call
and Judge for yourselves.
S^Motto—Good work at Moderate
20
Price*. Aim to Please.

_may

ROSS & STURDIVANT,
OULLRS

179 Commercial 8t., Portland.
Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hammett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also for sale at lowest market price,
^ilkeeborre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pittston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the tranportation of coals from
rt of shipment
auy point desired.tfapr27
>

CLARK,

FEDERAL STREET,

103

Upholstering.

lOO Fore St.

ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.
Acents for Howard Watch Company.

Carpet-Bags.

J. R. DURAN A CO., lit Middle and
116 Federal Streets.

N. E.

AT LAW

30 Exchange At., Portland.
Furmerlv of the V. S. Treasury Department and
Attorney fn all the courts in the District of* olumbla,
will attend to the prosecution of claims fcelore the
at
Court of Claims and the various departments
Washington.

octll-tf^

Dissolution ol Copartnership.
is hereby gtvon that the copartnership
under

is

the firm

Srect and

IS Market St.

name

A. S. DA VIS A CO.. No. SO Middle Street.
J. H. I. AMSON. 132 Middle St.,cor. Cross.

Plumbers.
JAMES HILLER, No. SI Federal Street.
Every description ol Water Fixture* arranged and «et up in the best
Jobbing promptly attended to.
■

—

manner.

m

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.
P. FEENY, For. Cumberland and Franklin Sts.

PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

SilTer and Plated Ware.
ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.

oae

by S. YOUNG A CO.,

Fere

No. lOO

at

Street.my3D*L'm

Stair Bnilder.
B. F. MERY, IdO. 259 Fore
CrosM St., in Releno’s Mill.
G. L. HOOPER, Cor.
Streets.

Street,

_

JTIOEASSES.

York

A

Maple

Can he

Cienfnegos,
Sagua la Grande,
and Caibarlen Molasses,
Grocery,

F<JR SALE BV

CO.,

No. 4 PorUaod pier.

applied to the Treasurer of said company for the issue
of a new certificate
M. PULS1FER.

auloaw3w_It.

Agent for the State of Maine fothe best “Family Sowing Machine'* in the inarr
ket; very liberal terms will be given to the right
man and a profit of $10,000 per year can be made.
Parties wishing-to engage in the Sewing Machine

P’OR

SALE!

business will find it to their
4187, Boston, Mass.

With Buildings now reining for
more than $800 per year.

ANStore.
reference

small outlay lie easily changed into three
stores, with the tenements over them would then
rent for from $1600 to $1800. Buildings in good repair. Title perfect. Terms easy.
Enquire at

CLSHHAN’S Fit LIT STOKE,

No* 30G

Congress

Street.
dtf

my‘22

For Sale in the Town of West-

EXPERINCED Salesman in

~A

thirteen finished rooms, double parlor’ with marblo
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all iu
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40x60 on the
premises; Wounds contain 15$ acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, $ acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade trees. This is one ot the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of G. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Browm, Westbrook.

SALE.

LOT of vacant land, situated

the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Dan forth, Sts.
This let has a front of about 61 feet and is about 194
feet
deep, and plans have been drawn t>y How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of
EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
Frobi 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.
raar28

A

on

of

Sale,
years, the properFOR
ty belonging to tho estate of Francis O Libby,
and
him.on the
or

lease for

a

term

corner of Free
formerly occupied by
and High Streets.
HARRISON J. LIBBY,) AArn,ra
FRANK W. LIBBY,
J A(ln> r!'
inar24
ti

The “Limerick House,”
SALE.

The suivenber offers for sale his Hotel
proj rty in Limerick Village, York County.
The house has 22 rooms all in good repair,
with shed and two large stables adjoining:
two well9 of water on the premises, and
every convenience for a first-class Hotel.
The “Limerick House” is well situated for securing
liberal patronage.
Enquire furtner of the owner.
JOSEPH O. HARMON,
marl3dtf
Limerick, Me.

For Sale.
house on State Street, occupied by the undersigned. This house is thoroughly built of
brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.
ALLEN HAINES.

sepl9-tt

Country Cotage for Sale.
rooms in
order, Ellone and one
grass land, garden and fruit trees, very
high airy and healthy location, commanding beautiful
views or country and mountains; 13 miles Irom the
city and 3 miles from P. & O. R. R. Depot, price
moderate.
CHARLES M HAWKES,
96 Middle Street.
ju21oo 13m

containing five
good
HOUSE
Woodhouse and Stable connected;
acres

BOSTON LEAD CO.,
[Incorporated

in

Portland,

HOUSE.

Ju27__dtf
$300~REWA RD.

BOSTON

City Marshal’s Office, May

Three

Hundred.

14,1*1*-

Dollars

to any person who will rive
Will be paid by the
Information that will lead to the a. rest and conviction
that
set fire to the house of
of the person or persons
M. Welch, on L&ich 6trect, April 27.1873.

aayUcttax

GEO. W. PARKER,
City Marshal

A
first

dry goods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply to
septlldlf

Philadelphia

GOLDEN STATE PUB’G. CO.
No. 9 Hamilton Place,
BOSTON MASS.

Immediately.

South Windham, Maine.
Jyiitf

Wholesale Store. One
Counting
Room for Bill Clerk, and
in outside Store.
BOYS
in
with
in

in

a

one

Address,

own

handwriting,

name

jyOdtfPortland,

P. O.

500 Good Girls Wanted Immedia-

&

COMMERCIAL HOUSE,
PORTLAND,
been enlarged, remodelled and finished
to suit the times, Is prepared to accommodate
boarders at reasonable rates.
WM. F. HUSSEY,

jyl9dtf

NEW YORK.

jy3

d2m

GIRLS WAITED

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN!

RICHARD P. FRENCH,
Son of the late Cot,. RICHARD FRENCH, of
French's Hotel, lias taken this Hotel, newlv filled up
ami entirely renovated t lie same. Centrally located
in the BUSfXESS PART of the City.

Jy»**

Wine Store, 203
Middle Street, Portland, Me.
jn28dafW. S. MAINS.
BOTTLES

WINE

Boarders
—

AT

A

RELIABLE, honest Girl at No. 8

WILL

Bay View

Brown

furnished

of the

Address

mayl4tf

or

unfur-

THE
at
in

boating
Coast.

Phillips

&

Co.,

FOR TIIE CO.,-

46 & 48 MIDDLE ST.

fcblS__lyTT&S
NIXON

AGENTS

FOR

NASH,

TRUNKS.

&

MARSTON,
MANUFACTURERS
OF

TRUNKS, VALISES ANI» BAGS,
139 Exchange Street, Portland, ;«'e.
Wholesale buy.™ will find it to their advantage to
cell and examine our stock and prices before purJy30dlm
sbaslng elsewhere.

THE

Simplicity

O. 91. & D. W

NASH.

Portland, July, 1873.Jy28dtf

unsurpassed by any other place on the
J. T. STERLING, Proprietor.
jn23dtf

HOUSE!

This old and popular Sea-Side House Is
now

opened

for the season.
JOSEPH P. CHAMBERLIN,

junlOdtf

CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS,
Doten’fi Planing 92111, foot of Crew St.

As there are imitations and counterfeits, always
ask for the Flordia Water which has on the bottle,
on the label, and on the pamphlet, the names of
UIIJRRAir & IjANHI AW, without which none
au8d28w
in genuine
Jyl old

Proposals for Building Sloop-olWar at Kittery Navy Yard.
Navy Department,
)
of Construction and Repair A
July 30, 1873. )

Bureau

will be received at this Bureau until
12 o’clock m„ on the 1st. day of September
next, from builders or mechanics qualified to do the
work, for tbe raising, framing and ribboning, planking Irom keel to rail, ceiling, including keelsons,
clamps, spirketting and battery, to rail, putting in
decks, including all bitts, etc., nutt'ng on main and
hammock rails, channels and chains, building storelooms, magazines and locker, joiner work inside and

PROPOSALS

out, caulking and scraping, building quarter-galleries
and getting head, and painting complete, of a Sloop-

of-War ol about 640 tons. The material', tools and
facilities for doiug the work will be furnished by the
Government.
The Chief of the Bureau of Construction and Repair will be at the Kittery Navy Yard on Wednesday, the 20th. of August next, and in connection
with the Naval Constructor of that yard will meet
persons desiring to make proposals for the work
above mentioned, and will give all necessary explanations concerning the work to be done, and in regard
to the character ot the materials, tools and facilities to be furnished by the Government.
Plans and specificition* may be se
and examined
bv
to the Commandant of the
Uterv Navy
\ard, after August 1st, 1873.
a
llaw4w

applying

Providence Tool

Co.

Wm. H. Haskell & Co. Rhode Islaud Not Co
BEADING BOI.T AND NET WORKS.
A.

shop and fitted it up with
enlarged
tho latest improved machinery (by the aid of
whi' h we are enabled to got ^ufc our wo»k accurately
onr

and expeditiously,) we arc now prepared to take conline. Plans and
tracts of any size in the
specifications prepared at a reasonable pri< e. We
can on the shortest possible notice furnisn the window and door frames and all the inside and outside
finish for any description of building. Those about
erectingsea side houses ploase take note of the above.
We have superior facilities forth© manufacture of inside blinds, and will famish them all painted and
hung quick metre. We make a specialty of building
and setting up machinery, and would be happy to receive calls from parties using power who contemplate
a change ofquarters, or that may need any service in
thisline. We are also prepared to contract for the
manufacture ot patented articles on more favorable
terms than any one in the city.
WILLIAM BURROWES.
J. W. BURROWES.
tf
myl3

following list of Taxes on Real Estate of nonresident owners in the town of Raymond, ior the
year 1872, in bills committed to Jordan Brown,
Collector of said Town, on the first day of July,
1872, has been returned by him to me as romaiuing
unpaid on thefitliday of June, 1873, by his certificate
of that date, and now remaining unpaid; and notice
is hereby given that if the said taxes and interest and
charges are not paid into the Treasury of the said
Town within eighteen months from the date of the

Copartnership.

sent.

Corner York and Maple Streets,
Portland July 22d, 1873,
jy23*lm

GETTTSFTnrG
KATALYSINE WATER—The Great MedicIndorsed by the Highest Mediine of Nature.
cal Authorities. Restores Muscular Power to the
Paralytic, Youthfnl Vigor to the Aged, and Develops the Young at a Critical Period; Dissolves
Calculi and “Chalky’* Deposits; Cures Gout,
Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Neuralgia. Gravel, Diabetes, Diseases of the Ki inevs, Liver and Skin,
Abdominal Drops'*. Chronic Diarrhoea, Constipation, Asthma, Nervousness, Sleeplessness, General Debility, and nearly every class of Chronic Disease.
Pamphlets containing History of the Spring
and Testimonials from Medical Journals, Eminent Physicians and Distinguished Citizens, sent
free by mail by WHITNEY BROS., General
Agents. 227 South Front St., Philadelphia. For
sale by all Druggist.
au6d3m

1001
175
300 !
250 f
350 j
800 J
25
275
75
50

|

40.00

.50
5.50
2.18
1.00

HAVE the largest and best stock ot Ship Knoea
in the State. Also best inality seasoned White
Oak Treenails, and can furnish

I

Hackmatack, Hardwood or White
Oak Timber and Plank
at the lowest cash prices.
Ii

TAYLOR
tl

.iu21<ieowivrBoston ITlnww.

IMPROVED

The Cincinnati Times asks: “Can it be
Francis Train is writing
the Caesarian articles of the New Tork Herald, and that he is to be their opposition candidate for the Presidency?'1

Bean William,

3.1
12.1
2.2

ERASTUS A. PLUMMER, Treasur r.
w2w33
Raymond, August 5, 1873

Flour!

Jones said he
Fall River Line.

fWEED
Sewing

Machine!

The BEST Family Mn
chine in the WORLD. A1
bo, General Agent lor

Iffme. DEMOREST’S

RELIABLE PATTERNS.

S. W. EATON, 13 Free St.,
Jv26-3mPORTLAND

Maine State Agricultural Society
will hold Its
1

ITU, EXHIBITION AT BANOOB,

September^ 117,18 & 19
SOOOO, In premiums are offered.

6^“0ver
mar22

“yotkcan’t go to Portland on a Sound steam1” “Then,” rejoined Jones, “as I will not
go on an unsound one, I will stay at home,”

er

*16m

PURSUANT

We have just received an
Company’s property.
N. 0. CRAM, Clerk.
invoice of Choice New Portland, July 30,1873.
jy31td
SEBAGO DVE WORKS,
Wheat Flour, the first arrival In this market.
No. 17 Plum Street.
proprietors of this establishment will just say
to the public that they
THE
prepared to dry bv
Every Barrel warranted steam
and also
to
cleanse and finish
are

prepared

at

W. L. Wilson & Co.’s,
Cor. Federal & Exchange St.

J?28_tr

Sage and PlainOieesc
from

Vermont.
DIRECT

03

Chronometers and Clocks,

Exchange

St.

THOMAS BLOCK.

the

earned
t0T ll®e«©eping and reasonable
price. In every variety ox gold and silver canes—open face and hunters.
Kev winders and 6tem winders.
mvl2-d9mo
their

California Flour.
Just received and for sale in lots to suit purchasers.

1400 Bags California Flour

a

Paris

correspondent:

are

cause Mile. B. gave me a slap in the face.”
“And did you return it?”
“No, as I gave
her one first.”
_a
«

A worthy old lady offers the following advice to girls: “Whenever a fellow pops the
question, don’t blush and stare at your foot.
Just throw your arms around his neck, look
him full in the face, and commence talking
about the furniture.”
A little girl who had great kindness of
heart for the animal creation, saw a hen preparing to gather her chickens under her
shelter, and shouted earnestly, “Oh! don’t
s't down on those beautiful little birds, you
great, ugly old rooster.”

They (men of activity and faction) contract
habit of ill-nature and disingenuity necessary
to their affairs and the temper of those upon
whom they are to work, that liberal-minded
men would not persuade themselves to entertain, even for the prevention of all the mischief the others intend.—Clarendon.
a

Bamura wants to get a nightmare to exhibit at his museum. Let him eat a mincepie, three sausages, and a dozen pickles, a plate

salad, and a few pigs’ teet, at midnight,
and go at once to bed. He will get one of
the animals in two hours or less.

of

pretentious shoddyite was
ooking at some paintings which he purposed
to buy, the dealer pointed to a fine one and
said: “There is a dog after Landseer.” “Is it,
really!” exclaimed the pretender. “What is
the dog after him for?”*
The authorities in the gun factories of the
arsenal contemplate the introduction

royal

into the service of a new gun for land or hardefence, It will probably weigh about

bor

and will be three feet

longer

than the

Woolwich Infant, which weighs

thirty-five

tons.

A very fbnny fellow went into a Union town
(Pa.) grocery, one day last week, and offered
to swallow two dozen and a half of raw
eggs,
anybody would pay for them. The eggs
were promptly furnished, and the
funny man

THE

C. M. Richardson,
K. M. Gammon.

All engagements must be
ler. Leader.

$5f"Any

number

[Advertiser copy.]

made with D. H. Chand-

of pieces furnished.

promptly hid them under his belt, and, of
was correspondingly happy.

as

course,

Conclusion of a Long Branch letter:
“Long Branch, as a place to leave, is the
most charming in America. Five dollars a
day for a stall to sleep in is but a small portion of the dreariness that you miss when you
away from it.”

are

There are few periods in life more critical
than that in which sensibilities and strong
feeling begin to develop themselves in young
people. The question is about to be decided
whether what is at present merely romantic
feeling is to become generous devotion, and
to end by maturing into self-denial, or wheth-

ent,

and

sneering tone.—Robertson.

jy23tf

Sunday, Professor Joseph Henry,

Sec-

retary of the Smithsonian Institution of
with some others, called at PenHe fouud
ekese in a lighthouse steamer,
many of the students studying and admiring

Washington,

“Portuguese man-of-war,” recently captured in the bay, which are sometimes blown in
by long South winds from the Gulf Stream.

a

Spirit of the New York Press.
The Herald under the head of “The Fusion of the Bourbon Interests’’ says:
Count de Chambord has, as we are informed from Vienna, again accepted the throne of
Frane. The tender was made to him by a
deputation of French legitimists some short
He has now directly replied, actime since.
cepting. He always and ever accepts: it is
according to dynastic rule and in accordance
Whether the
with the creed of Divine right.
King dejure will be more lucky in his crown
realizations just at present than he has been
heretofore remains for solution. He argues
his case with great ingenuity, as will be seen
elsewhere in the columns of the Herald.
From Vienna we learn that the Count
aforesaid, who hopes to be Henrv the Fifth,
has politely returned the visit of the Count de
an
Paris. The interview, we are told, lasted
hour. It is said that the Count de Paris forthe Count de C bambuul
Bourbon and
to be the head of the house of
of the royal line of France. It becomes evia
reconciliation,
dent that, for a time at least,
has been
so far as the two princes concerned,
from a royal standpoint,
effected. Look.-d at
of the heads of the two houses
a reconciliation
_the elder and the younger—is, in present
De
circumstances, t’ne one thing needful.

mally acknowledged

Headquarters Portland Montgomery, I
Chambord, though married, is childless, aud
Guards, Me. Vol. Militia,
there is every reason to believe that he will
Portland, July 19, 1873. I
the purpose of organizing a Drnm Corns five
bo the last representative of the elder branch
1
men will be enlisted in this Company to be* uniof the Bourbons. At his death De Paris will
formed and equipped as musicians.
Application* be the
recognized head of the Bourbon family.
must bo made at once.
A. J. McMAHON,
It has long been the desire of the French royjyl9dtf
Capt. Commanding Company.
alists to bring about a reconciliation—the plan
being that De Chambord shall take the throne,
De Paris being recognized as heir apparent.
Dc Chambord is fifty-three years of age and
On hand and sowed to dimen0lons.
De Paris is thirty five. It is no longer doubtllard Pine Plant, hard *nne Flooring' ful that MacMahon favors a fusion of the interests of the two houses; and MacMahon,
and step boards.
more than any other man to-day, is master of
are
the situation in France. The
FOR SALE BY STETSON & POPE. understood to be more or less imperialists
in favor of tbe

FOR

Hard Pine Timber

39 Commercial Street,

aa9*3tJ.P.

undersignod have formed an Association to be
known as Chandler's Band, for the pnrpose of
furnishing music for Balls. Parties, Concorte, Lcvoos, «Jfcc., after Sept. 1st, 1873.
D. H. Chandler,
Chas. Grimmer,
J. M. Mullaly,
J. Tyler,

Superior Waltham Watchm,
AGKNTformaintain
well
reputation

BOItWEtt.

for Ladies Dresses

and Street Garments, at MISS M.
0. MAGUIRE’S, No. 11 Clapp’s

Bloek, np
r stairs.
•pm

COMMERCIAL STREET,

NOTICE!

WM. SEATER,

Spring Styles

the BEST Factories in

sale by

auM.w

-BY—

which

For

of

Make,

Spectacles and Jewelry,

-At 54

some

SMITH, GAGE A CO.,

WATCHES,
Foreign and American

dry,

all kinds gent’s wearing apparel, and also ladies*
dresses, shawls, cloaks, all colors, or cleansed and
warrant them not to smut.
mvi7dtfJOHNS. MILLER.

er*Wh»rf

a

anff

Office. No. 10 State

Doek, First,

corner

street, Boston.

of K Street

my3eodljr

operation was of the greatest moment. But
its relations U1 the Constitution were still
for it stripped the goverr ment
more so,
of a most essential, if not of an indispensable, war power, and did this by the action
of an actual minority of the Supreme Court.
Every considention of policy and justice demanded, therefore, that the well established
rule of the court should be observed, and
that the question should bo reargued and reconsidered. That it should be was, moreover,
the inevitable result of the natural operation
of the ordinary method of transacting business in the court.
There is not, as we have said, a shadow of
evidence, much less of proof, that Gen.
Grant's appointment of Judges Bradley and
Strong was made to effect a reversal of the
legal-tender decision. The action of the
court ill the matter was independent and ordinary. The only thing in the case which
could justly affect the reputation of the court
was the undue haste with which a decision
was pushed by the then Chief Justice, who
was known at the time to have political aspirations likely to be directly affected by the
decision. This is a point which it is but justice to indicate, but which entirely escapes
the attention of the critics of the opposition.

you crying so, my child?” inquired
“Bea mamma of her grown-up daughter.

“Why

On

to a call duly made, I hereby notify
a special meeting of the shareholders of “the
Teroiscouata Pine Lund Company,” to be holden at
the office of A. E. Stevens & Co., on FRIDAY AFTERNOON, at 4 o’clock, Aug. 8th, for the purpose
of hearing any reports, settlement of any accounts,
and considering any propositions for tbesale of the

throughout the Union, and its immediate

which he did.

Special meeting.

CROP OF ’73.

going to Portland by the
“But,” remarked Smithers,

was

if

THE
1.3'

—AT—

Timber and Knees

44 Broad Street,

value tax.
$100 $1.00

Libby Moses H.,

Of

the bonnets of that family.

thirty-eight tons,

J. II* WORK, Agent,

HIGHWAY DEFICIENCY FOR 1871/

LITTLEFIELD & WILSON’S

as

Chand-

THE “PROVIDENCE” CLOTHES
WRINGER

commitment of the said bills so much of the Real Estate taxed as will be sufficient to pay the amount
due therefor including interest and charges, will
without further notice be sold at public auction at
the Post Office at Raymond, in said town on the 7th
day of January, 1874, at one o’clock P. M.

No. acres,
Names.
10
Edwards Harriett*, or unknown,
&
Wm.
Goff Linsey
M.,
Libby place, 22
25
Goff Linsey & M„ F. Webster
Goff Linsey & M., M. F. Libby
23
50
Golf Linsey & M., J. Webster h’s,
28
Goff Linsey & M., Gore land
Golf Linsey & M., lot No. 1 range 10 93
3
Jordan Oliver P., Mill privilege
80
Lombard James II., Cape lot,
15
Shaw Clinton & Carlisle, Cape lot.
12
Welch Robert B.,

Skip

lery.

THE

building

Notice Is hereby given that the Copartnerihip
heretofore existing turner the firm name of G. L.
Hooper & Co., is this day dissolved by mutual con-

Marine Hardware &

Raymond, in the County of
Cumberland* foi the Year 1872.

Wheat

veil

As a rich’ and

Heavy Hardware and Railroad Supplies.

of

New

A Texas paper speaks of a lady at Dallas
who has a bonnet worn by her great grand

W. GIFFORD & Co.,
Manufacturers of

Non-Resident Taxes in the Town

*

In the village of Walpole, X. H., which is
called oftentimes “Saints’ Rest/’ there were
counted the other day thirteen regular ministers, and it wasn’t, considered much of a day
for parsons either.

This is told by

AT THE TOILET,
AND IN THE BATH.

Proprietor.

Morgan Pittman,
Webster Joseph, heirs,

BURROWEH BROTHERS,

Portland, D*0.80,18T2

al

—

Invention of tho WROUGHT IRON FURNACE, was the result of a thorough and painstaking investigation by Dr. James R. Nichols, Editor of the Boston Journal ot Chemistry, into the objections or defects in nearly all the Hot Air Furnaces
now in use.
During the past three years Five Hundred have been sold. They have proved competent
to supply a delightful, pure current ot wr rm air to
Churches, Stores, School Houses and Dwellings, and
lu every place where used they have been a perfect
success and given entire satisfaction.
Tho great distinguishing features of this Furnace,
of Construction, the perfect safeare its
guards against the passage of Dust aim deleterious
coal gases into the rooms warmed by it. The heat
radiating surfaces are made of Boiler Iron, rivited
together in the same manner as Stea n 1 oilers, ano
not a particle ot gas or dust can p ss through.
The
original of this Furnace was constructed three years
ago by Dr. Nic*. ols. for private use, as a safeguard
against those infractions of the laws of health to
which he himself as well as others were subjected by
the use cf Hot Air Fu naces. Dr Nichols says with
three years use ot my Furnace I am satisfied that no
deleterious gases or dust can flow into the rooms
troin it.
In the NICHOLS WROUGHT IRON FURNACE,
we have a coal burning device much cheaper than
any Steam Apparatus, less troublesome, one which
supplies air as pure and healthful as that from
Steam or hot water. It does away with all the serious objections which have existed against Hot Air
Furnaces and its sanitary advai ta^es are such as to
commend it to the attention cf all intelligent Houseowners and heads of Farni ies.

Ship

most delicate of
on tne

are

OCEAN

Dust and Gas Tight
Wrought Iron Furnaces!

HAVING

most

HANDKERCHIEF,

Boarders, and Families,
low prices. The locality is one of the pleasantest
Casco Bay. Its facilities lor bathing. Ashing and

Nichols’

&c.

Our Pure White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,
warrant to be ntrictly pure, and guarantee
that for fineness, body and durability, it is not surpassed by any Lead In the market, either foreign or
American.
G3r*ln order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our trade-mark an eight-pointed red star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every package of our Pure Lead. None genuine wituout it.

He EM’S

—

lasting, yet
perfumes, for use

richest,

Summer

E. B., 37 Brown St., Portland.

0. M. & D. W.

The

LEWUOLIVEB & PHILLIPS.

subscriber having remodeled and refurnished
th Uelegant House, is now prepared to take

Rooms Wanted.
part
city,
pleasant
with
without board.
IN nished,

House !

Portland Harbor.

Peaks Island,

An American

a

JAMES M. GIBSOJV*
Proprietor.

jul9t!3m

dtf

preferred.
ju!8dtf
Street.

II OH SC !

fumfsli Summer Boarders and Transient
Company with good accommodations and board
at moderate prices. Rooms large and pleasant and
nearest Hotel to the Portland & Ogdensburg K. R.
Station-

21 BROWN STREET.

Finning Mills,

we

W. F.

_jul4d2mw24m25

—

jn20_
Wanted Immediately.

at-

NORTH CONWAY, N. H.,

at Mains’

Wanted !

Rooms

Dining

Washington

Wanted.

Ground in Oi!»

FITTINGS, PUMPS, &c.,

& Gextlemes’s

Ladies

BY THE —

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.

FLORIDA WATER,

HOTEL^

GOOD Girls of all nations, for housework
vlA In town and country; table girls for Saloon,
Laundry and Kitchen; girls for Hotels, Summer and
Beach Houses: Cooks, Chamber, and Scrub girls.

Lead!

White

Proprietor.

COB. CORTLANDT & NEW CHURCH STS.

City Employment Office.
MRS. L. HOVEY, 314 Congress Street.

vious to the decision it is alleged to have been
meant to affect. Plainly,
therefore, it is impossible that in its first form the charge can
be correct.
It is not any more so in its second
form,
which is that the President secured the reconsideration and reversal of the decision by
extraordinary means. The answer to that is,
that the practice of the court, fixed during the
chief justiceship of the eminent John Marshall
demanded the course that was taken.
This
Is established by the language of Chief Justice Marshall himself, in the case of the city
of New York vs. Miln, (8 Peters,
118,) as
quoted by the writer in *be Advertiser:
“The practice of tbe conrt is not (except in
cases of absolute
neoessity) to deliver any judgment in cases where constitutional questions
are involved, unless four judges coucur in
opinion, thus making tbe decision that of a majority
of the whole court- In the present case four
judges do not concur in opiuion as to the constitutional question which bas been argued.
The court, therefore, direct these cases to be reargued at the next term, under the expectation
that a larger uumber of tbe judges may then
be present.”
This sound rule, entirely worthy of the profound judgment and delicate discretion of Marshall, to which the Supreme Court owes much
of its great authority, exactly applies to the
case of the legal-tender act.
That case was
argued before a court from which one member was absent, and was heard by but eight
justices. It was decided by a court from
which two members were absent; and the
decision was considered only by seveu justices. The decision was rendered by a bare
majority of this court, four justices only joining it. It was one of the most important decisions ever rendered, and the most important at that time possible tor the court to
make. It affected vast sums of indebtedness

regatta, in which the contestants
Indians, is to take place along the
shore at West Haven, Ct., during the last
week of August. The course is three miles
in length, and the prizes amount to $300.

CELEBRATED

^

CORNER CROSS AND FORE STS,

FRENCH’S NEW

_

The Governor of South Carolina spends
$40,000 a year. He probably pays too much
attention to what the Governor of North
Carolina has to say on the subject of refresh-

will be

LAYMAN’S

Proprietoi.

tely.

Forest

Fragrance.

now

jyt9tf

and re»id

Chicago pays out a good deal of money for
educational purposes, and is vexed to see
some of her prominent business men
hang out
signs of “two wrent.”

possible that George

MURRAY

Tms

The Timet says on the ‘‘alleged packing of
Supreme Court by President Grant:
The legal tender was decided to be unconstitutional so far as it relates to debts incurred before its passage on the 7th of February, 1870. The court then consisted of seven
acting memhers,and there were two vacaneiaa.
The act of Congress making the whole number of judges nine, is the one which is said to
have been passed for the purpose of enabling
the President to pack the court, and secure
the reversal of this decision.
Yet this act
was passed in April. 1871, ten months
prethe

A canoe

open for the
Located on the highest peak of Mt.
season.
Pleasant, 2018 feet above the level of the sea, commanding an unsurpassed view of the White Mountain?, Portland, the Atlantic Ocean, &c., &c.
The steamers Mount Pleasant and Sebago leave Sebago Lake for Bridgton on arrival o. trains of Portland & Ogdensbnrg R. R., which leave Portland at
7.10 A. M. and 12.20 P. M. Coach s leave Bridglon
for the Mountain on arrival of s.earners.
CHA8. E. GIBBN,

BOX 593

cone.

late firm ol

HENRY, F. MCALLISTER.
Portland, March 27th, 1873.
mar29dtl

Imperishable

HAVING

WANTED I

of the

RANDALL,

JOHN F.

RRIDGTON, MAINE.
and elegant House is

without a struggle. A royalist restoration
will not make the Umpire impossible, nor will
it quench the hopes of republicans.
The old
factions will remain, and the struggle for supremacy will be resumed.

That is a sensitive young man who slings
lemonade in a circus-tent. He got mad because an admiring country-man pointed him
out to his wife as one of the Aztec children.

as

MOUNT PLEASANT HOUSE,
new

mouth.

St.

■

WANTED!

MCCLELLAN’S

They will settle' all demands
Randall, McAllister A Co.
!

The Ohio River has a remarkably long face.
It is twelve hundred miles from its head to its

mother two hundred yean ago. There must
have been some longevity among the people

HOTELS.

Pa.

GOLDEN STATE, is the most
beantifully illustrated, and fastest selling book
in America.
gents wanted everywhere; circulars,
terms &c., sent Tree on application. Address,

WOOD

Commercial

60

LET.

store in the Raekleff Block, corner
of Middle and Ceurch streets—basement and
floor, eleganth finished and adapted to jobbing

&

RANDALL, MCALLISTER & CO.,

large brick

AN

jylTtf

copart|

the old stand ol the late firm of

at

—

ACTIVE and reliable agent in this city to
represent one of the oldest Life Companies in
the country. Address with references
“PENN** Lock Box 55 P. O.

GEO. L. HOOPER,
GEO. C. LITTLEFIED,
A. M. WILSON.
All demands of the late firm will be settled by
either of tho above parties at the old stand.

BOSTON
and

TO

a

will continue the business of dealers In

COAL

ONE

Wauled.

Dissolution of

Office 22, 24 & 26 Oliver Street,

TRUNKS.

City ol Portland.

Jy26d2w*

P. O.

and

got any

ment.
Notice.

RANDALL & McALISTER,

To Let.
OF THE BEST OFFICES ON EXCHANGE
STREET. Enquire of
GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO,.
mar24tf
No. 46 Exchange St.

STORE

1873.

undersigned have this day formed
THEnorship
under the name of

_

PARTNER WANTED

MCALLISTER,

EDWARD H. SARGENT.

■Copartnership

To Let.
the central part of the city.
W. W. CARR,
3 Exchange street.

near

NO. 8 COTTON STREET.
Jn5
tf

Millinery job-

V17ITH $7,500 in cash, in a permanent and legiti▼ ▼ mate business, paying a heavy profit, and freo
from ai y annoying
active
competition. None but
men of good business qualities need apply.
A salary
of $2,5 0 will be paid aa.d partner for attending to
the general supervision of tbe business beside an
equal share of profits, Address C. R. BEEBE,

1S29.J

J. E.Chadwick & Co., Ag’ts,

and

CUSTOM

a

Address with real name and reP. O. BOX 2912,
Boston, Mass.

Portland, March 27,

Rooms tA Let

W stilted.

ANbing house.

HENRY F.

Suitable

jn24*lw then tf

ju7dtf

d2w

au2

or

DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE. TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE

Randall & McAllister,

TWOApply to

One

Portlaud;

Dry

delivered in any part of the city by

tenements,

who is not afraid of work, Good
required. Address Box 1116, Portland.

A Depots. Post-office, House
good Schools and Churches,
and Ell two stories
six miles from

FOR

Free Street.

Copartnership.

is

NOTICE

Let.
rooms.

At 02

of

man

?”

If thou wouldst be free, joyful and calm,
take the only means that cannot be affected
by accident—Virtue.—Biehter.

Hereby given thrt the firm ol RANDALL, MCALLISTER & CO., is hereby dissolved by mutual consent.
JOHN F. RANDALL,

or

address Box
au4dlw

Clerk Wauled;
experienced Clerk in a Wholesale Grocery

a

Out

Furnace Coal $7.50 per ton

advantage to

To

been tested and pronounced

Dissolution

and Lady wishing a quiet home
pleasant rooms, furnished or unfurat No. 4 Cotton Street.
Also room for single
jv2tf
gentlemen.
can find

nished, with board

BOARD, large pleasant
WITH
for families
single gentlemen.

his Bakery,

P. N.—Take some choice
BROWN
BREAD with them or not, an von like.
ap!5tf

GENTLEMAN

tached.

ON CONGRESS ST. NEAR CASCO,

Can at

jy21tf

Quiet Board.

A

at

GOOD !

a»5dtfT. A. SEW ALL, Capt.

WANTED—An

—

MANUFACTURERS OF

Dropped

city

&

gas

any aitemoon between the hours ot 2

seen

Pure

OPPOSITE

Barbadoes,

good cellar, water

a

and 4.

J. XV. & II. H. MCDUFFEE, Cor. Middle
A Union Sts.

The Bottom

the undersigned.
;
against purchasing or negotiating
hereby given »hat I have

rum

Isow if you wish to try them,
yon can by sending
n your order have them
brought right from the oven
to your door any morning
during the week. Or, if
you say you want them Sabbath morning (as is the
custom) Mr. Cobb will have a fresh lot ready which
ho will send you Saturday
evening. Then by putting them in your own ovt n you can find them there
at breakfast time and save the
unpleasant task ot
rising before you are ready and hurrying to the bakery.

daring

K/'k/'k"

two-story house, No, 8 Carleton Street. This
house is in good repair, is well located iu
THE
good
Has
and

neighborhood.
throughout.

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

60 Commercial St.,

Porto Rico,

amjfldU

House for Sale J

cor.

THE
rt%

standing

in name of
sons are cautioned
same and notice is

known as
thousand

water com-

munication to Mobile Bay.
The Mill is nearly new, and the whole will be sold
low, part cash and mortgage. Apply to
ZOPHAR MILLS,
144 Front street, New York,
or HENRY ST. PAUL, Attorney,
38 Roval Street, Mobile Ala.
jyl2dlm

fifth

Notice.

F. CBUKCHILL

land,

Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.

of Sam-

undersigned have this day formed acopurtnership under the firm name of Rounds, SarA Co., and will continue the business of dealers
Coal A Wood, at the old stand of Samuel Rounds,
A Bons, No. 36 Commercial Street.
They will settle all demands o! fcbc late firm of
Samuel Rounds & Sons.
SAMUEL ROUNDS,
GEO. H. ROUNDS,
EDWARD H. SARGENT,
dtf
aprl

All Choice

heavily

be

1873.

Tbe Indian question—“White

selling BY THE QUART,

have

Tlie owner going away, the Yacht Alarm
will be let to parties by the day or week
tbe month of August and September. Cabin and pantry completely furnished. Orders left at Lyman, Tobey & Co.
Commercial street, or on board the Yacht,

FIFTY

THE

Real Estate Agents*
JOHN C.
Street.

No. WO
ComAll per-

mail

TUESDAY MORNING, AUGUST 12,1878.

—

NOS. 28 & 30 PEARL STREET,

C. FARLEY
17

is

*

accommodated at
8 AUston street Boston.

can

WHICH

It does seem as if a
determined attempt were about to be made to
stifle the Republic. The Assembly is
omnipotent, and if the Assembly Is determined to
restore the monarchy there is not, so far as
we can see, any power in France
strong
enough to hinder them. MacMahon may be
strong enough to play the role of General
Monk ; but the French are a peculiar people,
and it would not be at ail wonderful, strong
as MacMahon is with the army, if he should
be found counting without his host. France
is evidently on the eve of another crisis, and
it remains to lw seen how she will comport
herself. The Republic ought not to go down

Gossip and Gleanings.

W. C. COBB

au4dlw*

rjlKANSIENT Company
No.

Coat. Makers. Steady employment and
good wages. Good board readily obtained.

Baldwin

FISH

(8,000)

FOR

Photographers.

SAMUEI, ROUNDS,
GEO. H. ROUNDS.
CHAS. F. ROUNDS.

Copartnership

TRANSMISSION

Wanted

Pattern and Model Maker.
J. I. BARBOUR, 252 Fore Street, foot.1
CroK't. Portland.

can can find work at M.
of Union and Middle streets
Come prepared to work.
lw

certificate
by
INfor twenty shares International
Telegraph

of

County, Ala,
Mill Tract.” About eight
ON“HughesofRiver,
timbered
with

—

TACHT TO LET.

W.A W. H. BACON & CO.,

acres

street.

au7d3t

Beans.

THOSE BAKED BEANS

Boarders Wanted.
rilWO Gentlemen
lodgers can be accommodated
a good
w«jh
large room; Sebago water in tlie
room.
Also a few Boarders wanted at No. 38 Myrtle

Boston July

Baked

any prospect of success.

the press.

au6*3w

A.

Lost.

Atlantic Wharf.

dsy dissolved by mutual

COMeDt'

or

Real Estate.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpetings.

MERRILL,

N*.

heretofore existing
NOTICE
this
uel Rounds & Sons,

premises

corner

auC_

C. F. WILLIAMS, JR.,

BEDLON, 233 1-2 Congress St.

ENGLISH aud FRENCH SCHOOI.,430
Congress Street*

.pit

COUNSELOR

on

Capt.

Palmer’* Shoe Store.

jyUdlm

with Stable. No. 13 Pino Street.

HOUSE
Inquire

Jewelry aud Fine Watches.

Schools.

PIPING.
HENRY F. T.

Sale.

mar21tf

Signs and Awning Hangings.

WATER

AND

For

FINE residence one-half mile from the Railroad

SHERRY, No. O Clapp’s Bloek
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

S Boor* Baal of Temple Si.,

GAS

THE

the entry.

Lodgers* and

GOOD Dre«s makers

ARMAND’S,

feren e.
au2dlw

Property, for Sale,

brook.

Copying and

W. C.

and

Subscribers ofter for sale theii> Valuable
Timber Lands, situated on the Head Waters of
the Liverpool River, Annapolis County and Province of Nova Scotia, consisting of Lix Thousand
Acres, together with Six Thousand Pine Logs and
Half of Steam Mill, located at the Town ot Liverpool
within sevnty-flve yards of a loading wharf.
This tract of Land is acknowledged to be the best of
the River, the Logs named above being the first and
only ones ever cut ofl it, and are estimated to make
Twenty-five Thousand Lumber to the Hundred, it
is admirabl situated for summer work. The Timber is mostly Pine, and
remarkably sound. The Mill
was built in 1872. and is in
tplendtd running order.
In connection with the above, can also be procured
a fine tract of 5,000 acres on another branch of the
same river, together with the otherHalf of the Mill.
To auy person wishing to enter into a profitable
Timber speculation, the al»ove otters every inducement. The Port of Liverpool is easy of access at all
seasons of the year.
Terms which will bo very moderate, with any further information in regard to the above, can bo obtained ou application to
SPONAGLE & PATTI LLO,
Liverpool N. S. or in
St John to CHAS. McLAUCHLAN & SONS.

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
RENJ. ADAMS,
era I Streets.

EOTHROP,DE YENS A CO., 61 Ex'oange

ME.

WHOLESALE COAL.

Mill

Logs

About 5000 feet Land.

Masons and Builders.

PHOTOGRAPHER,
PORTLAND,

House and Lot for Sale.
ONE Story house and lot 30x120 feet. Pleasantly located on Bramhall Hill. Good neighborhood. Paice $1760. Apply to WM. H, JERRIS,
Real Estate Agent, next east ot City Hall.
Portland July 30th, 1873.
3w

MEANS, Pearl Street, op-

Dye-House.

Furniture

l.AtlSOV,

IVo. 152 Middle

Win. L. Wilson. The house con'---—tains tweive finished rooms, including Bath Room, all in coo repair. The lot contains
more than an acre.
Nice Grape Vines, also Apple
and Pear Trees, together with a good stable and excellent water. Apply to WM. Ji. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent, next East of City Hall.
Portland July 30ch. 1873.
3w

Timber Land,

3

over

further information apply to
EDWARD P. CHASE, No. 3 Oak St.
my27tf

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

octJ-^OTT&Stf

J. II.

Stevens’
by the late

on

MISCELLANEOUS.

Story in Store No. 130 Middle Street Those
SECOND
over Shaw’s Tea Store”. Inquire at No. 137
across

Wanted.

for the

commodious

Plains, formerly occupied

Portland, August 6,1673.

pany

A Nice Surb urban Residence
FOR LEASE. The
two story brick house

ed.
The finder will please leave the same with
S. Oliver, of Steamer “Express.”

For

Carpenters ami Builders.
WHITNEY A
posite Park.

YOUNG A CO., No.

repairing neatly done.

A

&

a

L. J. PERKINS manufacturer of plain
and fancy Candies, 28/ Congress Nt,
Portland Me*

Horse Shoeing and Carriage repairing
Rone n the best possible manner by S.

T.onugri,

Bed

For Sale.
story House, live finished rooms,
Price $250. Enquire of KILBY
MERRILL, Carpenters. Spring street. au6dtw
ONE and half
in good order.

Bakers.

J. F.

OF

Chairs,

SITUATED

Valuable Hill Property and Timbered Lands.

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

Suits, Lounges. Spring
Bede, Mattresses,

lHrBonongh

Verandah and Winslow streets1
East Peering, containing eight finished rooms,
on
the premises. I ot 50 x 130.
cellar, good stable
This desirable property is in closo proximity to the
Omnibus
line. Price $>109. Terms
East Peering
one-half cash; balance on t mo. Apply in person or
to
F. G. PATTERSON,
letter
by
au6d2w
Dealer in Real Estate,
corner

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE

TO LEI.

During the Summer Momtlis

Repairing*

___

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,

LOST!

PRESS.

1873.

BOARD iy bostoy.

AT

Gothic Cottage for Sale,

FOR SALE.

done to order.

UP U.O L8TEEER

THE

Evergreen Lauding, Tuesday, 5th inst, a fine
Gold Necklace Chain with small charm attach-

W. M. DYEB, No. 373 Middle St. All
Iliads of Machines for sale aud lo let.

Furniture and

J. H. HOOPER,

Owner can have the same l v calling at
G. R. GARDINER’S, Brown’s Hill, Capo
Elizabeth
an8*6t

Real Estate and Mortgage Rroker,
over Ijowell’s Jewelry Store,
Cor. Congress & Krowu Sts.
ap25»ltf

jyt8tf

Booksellers and Stationers.
norT, FOCiC A BBEBD,.\o.9I Middle

auglltf

Newtoudlaud Dog Found.

Jy291m

DAY ID W. DEANE, No. SO Federal St.
All kinds ofUpbols eringand Repairing

deeds for tbo fevcral States.

street

G. PATTERSON,

Fortlaad. Me,

holstering

POBTLAND, MAINE.
for mlwioner of
e>b a

August 4th.

done

Portland. Me.
JAMES

M.

FOSTER’S Rye House, 24 Union Street.*

NO. 333 CONG BESS STBEET,
O

EATON, A.

d4w

jy28

H._

FRESCO PAINTER,
RESIDENCE

Ang. 18th*

commence

Dentists.
DB. W. K. JOHNSON, over H. U. Hay’s.

KEILER,

L.

W.

F.

Street.

PAINTER

Medical

ME.

NORRIDGEWOCK,

hired.

164 & 166 Washington Street,

I

Boys,

for

17. C COBB, Noa.3S nnd SO P«srl Street.
On direct route between New Custom
Moose and Post Office, near the Market.

Commission Merchant

134 MIDDLE

to

FALL

Family School

of

GIRLS, A

—AT—

carefully

and

ROBERT BRADLEY.

FRESCO

School!

Agency for Sewing Machines.

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

Every Description of

Boys,

Autumn session will open August icth. All
of Home arc here combined with a
superior
Boys arc prepared for college or business.
Graduation and diplomas aro confered upon
all who finish the required course of
study. Send
for an illustrated circular, or address the Principal
ALDEN J. BLETHEN, A. M.
julldSm

74 MIDDLE, COB., EXCHANGE ST.,
PORTLAND, JVIA.IN'K.

M.

First-Class
Real Estate
in I or timid
Real Estate
and vicinity.
bought and sold. Rents collected. Apply

the comforts
T1IE
school.

I* prepared to make all the varion*

WM.

for

LITTLE BLUE, Farmington Mr.

Eaton

A

on

Mortgages

*

d5w

Family School

TO

MftlVEV
^

A

~JAMES FLICKERING,

W. H. FESSENDEN.

on

12,

AUGUST

To Let.

Lost.
KNIGHT TEMPLAR gold crosB with key stone
on ->ack.
The finder will be rewarded t'V returning the same to ALBION KEITH, Middle

Symonds, will re-open their School

THURSDAY, Bepterabcr 18th.
Catalogues may be obtained of the Principals.

Abbott

F. G. Patterson’s

Real Estate Bulletin.

NAVIGATION SCHOOL will l»e opened at No.
15J Exchange street, March 3d, to be under
the charge of CapF. Edward Breen and C. H. Earley.

"business cards!

aul

Day School,

St., Portland, Me.

lor Young Ladies
THE
a

Rites of advertising: One Inch of space,
tnjrh of column, constliutes a “square.”
$. 50 > er si|mire dailv first week; 75 cents per
w ek aft'jr; lluce insertions, or less, $1 00; continuing every other nay utter first week, 50 cents.
iJ.iif fonare. three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week. «s 1 bo: 50 cents per week after.
Ser eiA?, Notices, on© third additional.
I n ui Lead of “Amusements,” f j oO per square
per week; three insertions or less $1 50.
V vertiwments inserted in the “Maine State
Pr ss” (w hich has a largo circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 00 per square ior first insertion,

and 5i> ecui.8 per square for each
tion.
Address all communications to*

and

MORNING,

TUESDAY

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

ESTATE.

Published every day
(Sundays excepted) by the

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.,

PORTLAND

12._

DAILY

restoration, the Prince Impeiial being yet too
young to allow them to pu»h his claim* with

|

This has gone far enough.
Sothern, the
actor, has inflicted himself in various forms
upon the public for months back, as a joker,
a fighter, etc., all by way of advertising himself; and now the New York Times devotes
an entire column of editorial matter to him.
The Times puff's Sothern in a V?ry amusing
manner, however, and before proceeding to
condemn it for thus prostituting its columns,
this extract may be offered in proof of the assertion :
As a concoctor of puffs, Mr. Sothern ought
to have a wax figure of himself in his native

city—at Mine. Tussauds's.

Large ibrtunes

have been made in all trades by judicious and
systematic advertising, and Mr. Sothern has
acquired, by long practice, a mastery over tho
art. You read down half the paragraph before you discover that it is the same old yarn
by the same old hand. It is like French cookery—it disguises the taste of the original article. You think at first you have never seen
it before—whereas you have had it on vour
table every day. Had Mr. Sothern’s talents
—for we suppose he has talents, or of coarse
the intelligent public would not go to sec him
—led him to invent a quack pill, or a soothing
cordial, or a pectoral syrup, he would have
made it a success, for he would have kept it
constantly under the noses or eyes of the public. And he treats himself just as if he were
He is always standing at the
a quack pill,
corner of the street and calling our attention
to its virtues and properties.
He is always
begging us to take a little more Sothern—the
cure-all.
only geunine
He is always sending little “notices” of it
to the papers and sticking placards about it
on the wal's, and distributing in immense
numbers beautiful portraits or the inventor.
The next he shows us a series of dissolving
views of Sothern assisting a bereaved family,
Sothern giving a bottle ol Burgundy to a
starving man, Sothern preventing a child from
eating a green apple, Sethern rubbing the
stomach of a black man seized with cramps,
Sothern ladling out a cough-mixture to a bat>y
with n cold, or benevolently wiping the nose
ot a little boy who has lost his pocket-handkerchief. In some form or other be is forever
thrusting himself before the public. He is
like the Iast(new liniment—always in the
way. We have not the slightest doubt that
he will gladly embrace the opportunity of
writing a few score ofletters about this article,
and paste it inside his friends’ hats—for a
man of his kind naturally prefers a “notice”
of any sort to no notice at all.

Cape Fear River Improvement.
N. S. Engineer Office,
3d Story Union Bank Bui ding, Fayette, near J
Charles St., Baltimore, Aid., Auuutt 4,1*73.
j

PROPOSALS
Are invited for famishing and delivering stone on U.
S. lighter near Federal Point on he Cape Fear river.
North Carolina; and separate pro[>osaU for stone
loaded on lighters at quamtes on the river acceaalbla
to tug boats.
Proposals to be sealed, tn duplicate, endorsed on
outside, and accompanied by a copy of this advertisement will be received until noon if Augnat <4,1*73,
and will be opened in five mi mi ten thereafter In pretence of such bidders as may wish to attend.
The right to reject any b d is reserved. Bids most
be on prescribed forms and accor panted by the usual

guaranty.
Blank forms, specification and any desired Inforcan be had on application at this office.
WM. P. CRAIOHILL,
au9d6t
Major of Engineers.

mation

Notice to Owner* of JLol* in Evergreen Cemetery.
lols In

Evergreen Cemetery,

person owning
the Office of the City Treasurer
ANY
by calling
dollar for each lot, will Inof
the

and

at
sum
care

paying

one

for the same by the Superintendthe best ot
ent fbr the current rent; and any person paying the
dollars
will secure the car* of
twentv-flve
sum ol
.heir lots by the city for all time.

sure

JAS. BAXLEY, )
J. S. PALMER, J Trustees.
C. E. JOSE,
i
DOGS—Any Dogs found in the Incloenre alter hie
date without the presence of master will be to peril!
JAS. BAXLEY,
J. S. PALMER,
C. E. JOSE.

mylOdtr

CH.A.MJP.AGKN'E.
JUST RECEIVED FROM

REIMS,

FRANCE.

IN Ql VRTS AND PINTS,
For sale at No. 146 Exchange Street by the Importer,

H. PEVKET.

aug9_

3m_

Portland Havings Bank,
NO. 91 EXCHANGE ST.

ALL

of one dollar and upward* Q"™*
iotcreet on the flrxt day or tne nora
the date of depoeit.
..

dcpoelte

mcnce

following

ROVES. Treerorar,

maT.H-dtf_FRANK
Sanford’s Improved Refrigerators,
n>« three

excellence which I claim, are,
Uiorongn circuUtton of pnr. nlr|
dampneee monld nor taint; 3rd; no
of odors, punty and aettre alr tho

points of

f»nd
no

tnteJmirgllng

Call, or send tor ofrenlara.
laments of It* »ucceee.
jSSi" factored and tor tale by J. F. MERRILL, be-

n**rLearltt
41 Co-* Ice HOMO, rortauaa, Mt>

tmenCros.andCottonjt.

BvtU
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PRESS.

THE

TUESDAY MOUSING, AUGUST 12,1873.
FOR

CSOVERKOR.

NELSON DINGLEY. JR.,
OP
Every

LEWISTON.

re jular

attache of the Press is furnished
certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat an I bote
managers will confer a favor uj>on us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
Journal, as we have information that several “humwith

a

card

ing

lence. The examinations in many instances
are conducted without any reference to the
object to be attained and in direct opposition
to the ordinary rules that govern and control

business men in the selection of their assis*
tants. There may be some good in the sys-

Wn do not read anonymous letters and communi
cations. The name and address of the writer are in

evidences of it have been
yet
tem,
shown either in its execution or in the selections made under its rale, other than that
which might have resulted had there been no
civil service examinatiou whatever, it may
be added in this connection, that Mr. Harlan
is not the best style ol statesman, and may not

all

like the

mers**

seeking

are

courtesies

in

the

Press, and we have no disposition to
ively,

a

name

be,

of the

even

pas-

party to such fraud

indiapensab e, not necessarily for publication
a guaranty of good fiiith.

coses

but

as

W »cannot uudertake to return
munications that are not tiseu.

or

reserve

com-

Cumberland County Republican

Convention.
T!ie Republicans ot the several towns of Cumberland County are hereby notified to choose Delegates
to meet la Convention at

LANCASTER
On
At

HALL

Tuesday, August 26, 1873,

lO

in

O’clock

forenoon,

the

to nominate the following list of candidates to be
supported at the State election on the eighth of Sep-

tember, viz:
FOUR SENATORS,
COUNTY ATTORNEY,

TREASURER,
COMMISSIONER.
Also to choose a County Committee, and to act
any other business that may come before them.
The basis will be the Governor vote of last year,
each town, being entitled to one Delegate and an additional Delegate for every seventy-five vot«3 cast for
Gov. Pelham. A fraction of 40 votes additional to

upon

the full number will be entitled to an additional Delegate The basis will yield 136 votes and apportioned
to the several towns

as

follows:

Baldwin. 3

New Gloucester.4
North Yarmouth. 3
Brunswick.
Otisfield. 3
Cape Elizabeth.7 Portland.39
Casco. 2 Pownal. 2
Cumberland. 3 Raymond....
2
Dee ring.6 Scarboro. 3
Falmouth.3 Sebago.2

BridgUn.

6
7

....

Freeport.

6

Gray.
Harpswell.

3
3
3
2

Gorham. 6

Harrison.

Naples.

Standish

4

Westbrook. 5
Windham. 5
Yarmouth. 4
_

136

A. F. GERRISH,
D. ELLIOT.

Republican
*

WM, OSGOOD,
tv
County
'IOLMAN,
WM. H, DRESSER Committee.
L. B, CHAPMAN,
P.

Micawbers.
The outsider who strolled about the Preble
House last evening where the assumed leaders of the Democratic party were in council
and listened to the conversation, if a moderately intelligent man, must have come to the
conclusiou that the whole crown from the
strictest Bourbon to the half-rebellious representative of the
set

Young Democracy,

of political Micawbers.

were a

He would be im-

pressed with the idea that political success
was the and the only
objective pbint of every
one of the leaders of that
party in the State.
Since 1871, when the Augusta Convention
cut away from its opposition to the Fifteenth
Amendment and the greenback theory, the
party has had no principles that its leaders
have ha<l any love for. The half-hearted and
hesitating mauner in which they have accepted tenets held by their opponents and
and

long
since

bitterly fought by them, has long
convinced all intelligent men that their

acceptance of new doctrines is a mere matter
of policy. The secret of the dissentions and
difference of opinion, is not in the fact of a
difference of opinion but as to the policy to
adopt to secure success. If the leaders at the
Preble House saw victory by adopting a pig
iron tariff, they would endorse a prohibitive
tax. If the public crib could be reached
by
endorsing the salary grab and eulogizing Gen.
Butler, it would be done. If success depended upon the endorsement of a total prohibition of the

liquor traffic, though it would be a
great personal sacrifice to many, they would
shout for it aud anathematize every sour apple tree in Maine. The old leaders would
gladly re-enlist in the cause of Jeff Davis if
victory was rendered certain by so doing; or,
they would throw up their hats fora third*
term of Gen. Grant if they were certain of
rustom house offices and good places. It
was the hope of the victors’
spoils that led
them to shout for Greeley last year. This
year they will bear aloft any banner inscribed
■with any device that promises to bring them
to the front.
Nobth Carolixa on Thursday voted on
several
constitutional
amendments
and
though the returns are very meagre aad the
vote light, there is enough to indicate that all
the

provisions

were

adopted.

All

no

but as

competition

on

personal grounds.

Our Dominion neighbors are so far removed from the presence of the British throne
that they begin to criticise somewhat sharply
the nobieLord who has beon sent to them to
represent the Queen by that lady herself. The
opposition papers suggest that he stay at
home and attend to business, and especially
make quick work of John A. Macdonald and
his fellow knights who have bedraggled their
escutcheons in the mud of the Canadian Pacific scandal. When they arrive at a point
where they regard the viceroy as a man that
can be abused they are nearly ripe for annexation.
Later intelligence from the Potomac disaster indicates that the number of deaths occasioned by the burning of the Wawassett
probably exceed seventy, sixty-seven bodies
having already been found. There were five
hundred life preservers, but they were stowed
away in the gangway, and could not be
reached. If there had been on the steamer
two or three light rafts that could have been
launched without the danger of capsizing, all
these lives might have been saved. But after
the terrible disaster, “iP’ and “might have
been” are only words of bitter mockery.
Official Record ok the" Senate on
the Back Pat.—The Washington special
of the New York Evening Post says:
Your correspondent has been enabled to
obtain from the books and records of the
the first full and acculist of the names of the Senators who
Lave drawn and pocketed their “back pay
of those who still have the moi ey to their
credit on the books of the disbursing officer
of the Senate, to be diawn at their own
pleasure, aud of those who have drawn the
money and returned it to the Treasury. It
will be seen that the list as here given differs
very materially from several heretofore published, but as this is an exact transcript of the
official records, its accuracy can be relied on.
In the following lists the Republicans are
printed in Romau, the Democrats in italics
aud Liberals in small capitals.
The Senators who have drawn their “back
pay” aud not covered it into the Treasury,
but pocketed it, are:

Treasury department
rate

Mississippi, Alcorn, Mississippi;
Blair, Missouri; Boreman, West Virginia;
Brownlow, Tennessee; Caldwell, Kansas; Cameron, Pennsylvania; Carpenter,
Wisconsin;
Clayton, Arkansas; Cole, California: Cooper,
Tennessee; Corbett, Oregon; Davis, West Virginia; Kerry, Connecticut; Flanagan, Texas;
Gilbert, Florida; Ooldlhwaite, Alabama; Howe,
Wisconsin; Hill, Georgia; Hamilton, Texas;
Hitchcock, Nebraska; Johnston, Virginia; Lewis, Virginia; Logan, Illinois; Machen, Kentucky; Morrill, Maine; Morrill, Vermont; Norwood, Georgia; Nye, Nevada; Osborn, Florida;
Patterson, New Ilampshire; Pomeroy, Kansas;
Pool, North Carolina; Ransom, North Carolina;
Rice, Arkansas; Robertson, South Carolina;
Sawyer, South Carolina; Spencer, Alabama;
Stevenson, Kentucky; Stewart, Nevada; TipI ton, Nebraska; Trumbull, Illinois; Vickers
Maryland; West, Louisiana. Total, 44.
The following sixteen Senators have returned their “back pay” to the
treasury:
Ames

of

Athony, of Rhode Island; Bayard, DelawareBuckingham, Connecticut; Casserly. California;
Chandler Michigan; Fenton, New York; FerNew Jersey;
ry, Michigan; Froliughuysen.
Hamlin, Maine; Pratt, Indiana; Schurz, Missouri; Scott, Pennsylvania; Sherman, Ohio;
Sumner, Massachusetts; Thurman, Ohio; Wilson, Massachusetts.
The following eleven

Senators have left
their “back pay.” subject to their order, with
the disbursing clerk of the Senate:

Conkling of

New

York, Cragin,

New
Hamilton,

Hamp-

shire, Edmunds, Vermont.
Maryland, Harlan, Iowa. Morton, Indiana, Ramsey,
Minnesota, Saulsbury, Delaware, Sprague,
Rhode Island, Windom, ^Minnesota, Wright,
Iowa.

It will be observed that ot fifteen Democrats in the Senate ten have pocketed the
back pay, three have returned it to the Treasury and two have not yet drawn it Of fiflyty-one Republicans thirty-two have pocketed the
returned ft
money, ten have
to the Treasury and niue have not yet
drawn it. Of six liberals three have pocketed
the money and three have returned it to the
Treasury. The name of Senator Kelley of
Oregon, Democrat, does not appear in the
above list at

from the fact that the law
prescribed that the amount of mileage paid
each Senator should be deducted irom his
back pay, and the balance paid over to him.
In Kelley’s case his mileage exceeded the
amount of his back pay, so there was nothing
due him on account of the latter.

all,

of the

Political Notes.
In a card, Daniel Pratt, the “Great Amerigeneral importance. One, however, propocan Traveller,” -offers to support Gen. Butler
nes to strike out of the present
constitution
for Governor of Massachusetts if Butler will
the provid >n that the State debt, regularly
go for him (Pratt) for President in 1876. He
contracted before and since the rebellion,shall
adds: “Clear the track for the coming univerlie regarded as inviolable and never be quessal genius of the 19th century.
God save
tioned ; and to strike out the section which
the commonwealth of Massachusetts.”
that
after
the
1830
the
General
provides
year
The Boston Post says oi Butler's defence—
Assembly shall provide lor the levying of a
“The letter is an apology, and a weak aud
specific tax upon real and personal property
dismal one, and only puts a fresh cork in the
lor the payment of the principal upon the
•Id bottle.”
State debt. This amendment will so change
Brownlow is after General Hill again.
the Constitutionjthat it will not make it comThis time he frankly writes to him: “Ton
pulsory on the Legislature to pay the interare a small pattern of a man—a vulgar fracnet aud principal on the State debt; but the
tion ol human nature reduced to its lowest
clause which provides that “the State” shall
terms.” Hill has not yet been heard from.
never assume or pay any debt or obligation
The Chicago Times (anti-Greeley Demoincurred in aid of the rebellion, or any claim
cratic)
says of the New Tork World and
for the loss or emancipation of any “slave’)
others :
will remain.
What the organs of the ancient Tammany
This amendment has a very harmless aptramp mean by such nonsense as the followpearance at first reading, but some of the
ing, it is difficult to conjecture: “The DemoDemocratic papers declare that the purpose cratic party, now fairly rid of the incubus
which for a time paralyzed its energies, has
of tue amendment is to give the
Legislature
only the more firmly pledged its adhesion to
power to repudiate the interest on the State
the enduring first principles of its foundadebt which It is claimed, with the running extion-principles destined to outlive all the repenses of the government will impose a tax actions based on real or supposed defections
of three dollars on one hundred dollars of from them.” The incubus which paralyzed
the Democratic party long before its death
property, In brief it is a repudiation amend- was its own anti-democratic
life and practice;
ment.
Its championship of slavery and the slave
its
with
The Liquor Dealers’ Gozette is the name principle;
compromise
rascality and
of a new paper published in Troy, N. Y., the wrong for the sake of the “spoils;” its fosand deiense of plunder-rings, like that
tering
first number of which, has been sent to us. of
Tammany; ite initiation of the subsidy
It Is the official organ of the liquor dealers of system of giving away the people’s lands to
its persistent
the United States, and the editor says he is to speculating combinations;
of the monopoly system by all manspeak for a class of men engaged in a busi- practice
ner of special legislation; the moral rottenness which is
closely connected with the ness of its controlling “public men;” its unmoral, social, political an financial welfare of swerving practice in every way and at ail
the country, namely, the manufacture and times upon the highwayman’s maxim, “to
the victors belong the spoils;” in fine, its
traffic in Intoxicating liquors. The editor
anti-progressive and reactionary tendencies
In
his
says
salutatory that “he shall advocate upon every vital problem of the age. How,
that which he believes to be right in the fear
when, where did the sell-constituted -‘leadof God and with good will towards his fellow- ers” who compose the lingering rump of that
get rid of the “incubus?” How, when,
men.” He then proceeds to inform the pub- party
and where did they “pledge its adhesion to
lic how good a man the liquor dealer is. We the enduring first principles of its foundation?”
have thought that Rev. Mr. Grocber the
The Missouri Republican, the leading DemLutheran clergyman of Meriden, Conn., was
alone in this great moral work of advocating ocratic paper of the South-west, says that inthe cause of nine-teuths of the misery of the the national field the Democratic party is pracCivilized woild, but he can congratulate him- tically dead—that in Missouri the promise of
reform given by the Democratic party on comself that as a first-class idiot he is not alone.
ing into power has failed of fulfillment—that
As it will cost us five cents a
we
tiust
quarter,
the party leaders have turned their backs upthe Gazette will not
place us on its exchange
on the progressive measures of the
•
list.
period
and when compelled to obey the people they
Last Saturday a Nova
Scotia ox contested have shown
halfheartedness.“Hence,” Itsays,
the track with the excursion
train of the rep- when patriotism demands it, let the Demoresentatives of the
Eastern, Maine Central, cratic party slide 1”
European and North American
railroads, on
The New York Evening Post being called
the Windsor and Annapolis
Railway
giving to account by a Democratic paper for
stating
the distinguished gentlemen a
startling shock that the old rebel spirit still inspires the Deand a most disagreeable night alter for
want
mocracy of the southern states, gives the folof accommodations. Indeed, the whole
affair
lowing from the Alabama Guide:
caused the Eastern and Maine Central
people
“White men of Alabama, can you longer
more disquiet and uncomfort than the war
of doubt the
fact that the only question at issue
the Boston and Maine at this point. Per- >n the
South is. Shall we have a white or nehaps the introduction of a few yokes of Nova gro government?
And the
Scotia oxen into the dying conflict here would
Birmingham News of the same
give it life and interest. At any rate Uncle state, says:
Sam would secure a specific and ad valorem
°f
funendments submitted except

■

Ex-Senator
Harlan’s
Washington
Chronicle condemns the piescnt system of
competitive examinations for civil service iu
the strongest terms, declaring that they are
unequal, unjust and a failure. It says that
the execution of the rales will result in lowerthe standard of official ability and excel-

one are

of

no

duty.__

is

A prominent railroad lobbyist predicts the
fiercest railroad war during the session of the
next Legislature, ever known In Maine. The
third branch already gloat over fat fees.
The people must look out for non-trading
Senators aDd Representatives.
As will be seen
by
the meetings of the

Vassalboro’ letters
Society of Friends in that
among the most remarkaour

Quaker town, are
ble of a religious
character,
State,

ever held In

between8theeCauct,^“
andAn*011
that
going

the

on

the other is

Let

.m"-*
u

ou®

unceadng™untU^ne’
exterminated-

lentiy, ruthlessly
or

th«

War

and

b

*

,

recognize tacts, admit that a war nf
progressing, and then every man will

us

races is

range himself under the banner of his k’n
dred. For ourselves, we
no
—no

'unification —but

a

say,

white

eompromise

man

a

rule
a white man’s civilization and a white
man’s
government, or ruin and extermination.

The valuation of Lowell is $35,344,170; numpolls, 10,758; amount of city, county
and State tax, $606,628.74; rate of taxation,
$16.90 per $1000.
ber of

Richmond Camp Meeting.
6IXTQ DAT.

shape, with wide chasms and gorges between;
The appearance presented is fearful.
The

SPECIAL

harmony of nature is reversed. Everything
While there
has an upside-down character,

SANFORD’S

be seen, there is
no doubt that this distortion is the result of a
waterflow or washing-out. Mineral specimens
abound on the high buttes, with clear evidence

are traces

[Reported for the Preu.1
Richmond, Aug. 11,1873.
Trouble is to arise from the excursion of tho
Yosemite from Bath to these grounds yester-

day.

The executive committee are to arraign
the owners before the grand jury on the points,
1st, Sabbath breaking; 2d, trespass; 3d, causing

disturbance ou the grounds by landing

excur-

sionists.
Last evening the prayer meeting was held at
the tabernacle.
One brother said he wanted
the religion that struck fire every day in the
year; another brother told the! anecdote of Dr.
Clark when he, being insulted by some waiters
threw his cloak under the table saying, “lay
there theology while I throw these waiters out
of the wiudows.” Brother Lufkins said of
those who opposed the holding of separata
meetings for holiness” “let them growl, the
sheep will go where the salt boxes are.”
The five and a half o’clock prayer meeting
this morning was led by Campmeeting John
Aljen. The venerable man infused some of his
own enthusiasm into those present, aud a joyOne brother got too
ous season was the result.
earnest and talked too long.
They tried to
stop him but he would not stop. They sang,

kept right on. Old John Allen got up
aud told him to sit down, but he paid no attention to the venerable man and kept pouring

but he

out hi3 tide of talk. For once iD his life the indomitable Allen confes'ed himself beaten, for
he exclaimed, “I’ve got my match this time.”
Finally the man's pond run dry and he sat
down. It leaked out afterwards that he was as
deaf as an adder.
The eight o’clock meeting was conducted by
E'der Pratt, and like all the others, was largely
attended. At ten o’clock, Rev. Mr. Plummer

Conference, preached a very
interesting sermon from John 16,13th, on the

of the East Maine

power of truth. One of the noticeable features
of these meetings is the five minutes of silent
prayer each day at noon. At the tap of the bell
every worshiper falls upon his or her knee
wherever they may be, if within hearing of the

They may

be conversing in groups at the
time, they may be alone, but at the first tap of
the bell down they all go upon the knee. We

bell.

read of the Musselman prostrating himself at
his morning and evening prayer, and wonder
at his devotion; we read of Catholic devotees

kneeling and crosing themselves before the
cross, or statue of the Virgin and pity them
for their superstition, but here are the followers of the great Westley wbo abhorred the su-

perstitious

Musselman and pitied the devout
Catholic, themselves kneeling at fhe tap of the
ball.
The obvious lesson is, we should have

charity

for all.
At tbe noon prayer meeting
held in Pine street tent, the remarks turned
upon the unnecessary wearing of jewelry, and
under the excitement of the moment, theory
changed to action, and ladies took out their

jewels, pulled off their rings, and divested
themselves ol their ornameDts.
At 2iJo'clock,at thefstand,Rev. Cyrus King of
Nebraska, preached from the text, “Where two
or three are
gathered together in ny uame,
there am I In the midst of them.”
There are
perhaps three thousand nersons present to-day.
ThC best of order is preserved. At noon a business meeting of the proprietors of the tabernacle was held, at which it was announced that
the tabernacle cost $1,289.31. and that the
amount had been subscribed and paid
Mr.
I>. W. Robinson was appointed the agent to
ear

take charge of the tent.
It was also voted to
tender the maker of it fifty dollars extra for
efficient services.
Rov. B. F. Lufkin of Cape Elizabeth, is a
character deserving special notice, towering
above everybody in height, with a stooping,

swinging gait.He oonveys to one the impression

the outset of originality and quiet humor. A
good thing is told of him, and being the most
at

recent we give it.
On his way to Richmond
last week, his baggage got lost, and after considerable search was found at the railroad station at the Cape.
On reaching the station he
expressed his joy to the depot inastqj in this
fashion, “There, I knew I should find my stuff

here, because the Lord told me I should, and
now I guess I will take the train for
camp

meeting.”

But,

said the depot master, the
train has been gone ten minutes. Didn’t the
Lord tell you, you would miss the train? “I
declare,” replied the old man, “I didn’t think
to ask him about that.”
The experience of the meetings is altogether
different from last year. There is less excitement, less positivencss in preaching, less
shouting,and the feature so'prominentlast year
of urging kneelers to the altar, though not altogether dispensed with, is yet less forcibly urged
In a word, so far, the
npon the worshipers.
meetings have been remarkably quiet in their
character.
Perhaps the most enthusiastic
meeting thus far was the early morning of to-

day, when, by

actual count, 805 persons spoke
in the Ispace of one hour and thirty-five minutes, several being on their feet at one time,
Several cases of personal loss have occurred.
The dusj is intolerable. A shower would do us

good.
An invitation was sent to-day to President
Grant to stop on his way to Augusta to-morrow
and visit this now famous eamping ground. As
he will doubtless be very much fatigued from
his continuous travel from Long Branch, it is

hardly probable

that he will accept

train

Vassapboro, Aug,, 11,1873.

caj

pacitv.

The revivalist corps was reinforced
by
Thomas Kimball of Philadelphia, a
wealthy
businessman who until recently was a Methodist. He, as well.as Jay and
Douglass, inspired by the large attendance and the
en-

growing
thusiasm, exhorted with great power. Te say
that they prjached, or to undertake to
report
their “sermons” would be preposterous.
They
trouble themselves very little about
anything
but exciting hope, fear or remorse in a series of
pious ejaculations Intermingled with stereotyped scripture phrases and illustrations from
personal experience. But so artfully and elo-

quently

do

they

make use of these appliances
that great waves of emotion roll through the
assembly at freqnent intervals subduing all
hearts and suffusing all eyes with tears. The
efforts of Douglass have become each
day more
amazing in their fervor, and yesterday he gesticulated like Gough and roared like Forrest.
And the effect was tremendous.
Mr. Higgins, pastor of the Methodist chnrch

the busiuess doue with newspapers by the letof private wires.
Business in the
money
order department has grown 16 per cent,

ting

owing
to a large reduction in commissions during the
year; but the profit in the department has lessened. The amount-passing through the offioe
in the form of domostic orders was $120,000,000
foJ the year. The foreign and colonial orders
amounted to $5,000,000. Canada and the United states receiving $4,000,000, leaving only $',.
000,000 for other colonies and countries.
The
number of letters mailed unaddressed was 15,000, of which 300 contained money. This num-

ber shows little change,
ures of other years.

D.

compared

with the

Southern Editorial Amenities.—Here is
the language addressed by the editor of the Columbus (Ga.) Enquirer, to the

editor of the Opelika (Ala.) paper:
Ah, French Strange, you lying coward, yon

poor apologist for murder, you illiterate, unprincipled scoundrel, you white-livered whelp
you champion of cowardice, you upholder ol
murder, you (made a fearful mistake in your

cunuing when you took np the arguments
of Yankees against me because I would advocate decorating “rebel graves,” and this in order that you, “poor, brainless, illiterate cowarc, {might find an argument to sustain murmean

der.
******
Do you think, French Strange, that the words
of your kindred blackguards in the North can
uphold you ? I dare them and stand here
ready to show you and your friends, the champions of murder, that I was a braver soldier
for the Union than you were for the South,
and a truer advocate of financial honesty than
you have been of blood. Poor driveling fool,
does the spirit of Phillips never nse against
people, ignorant of your
you, whenoffoolishcall
law,
knowledge
you poor, ignorant, unprincipled, brainless ass, to defend them in
that court near which he was murdered?
Judging from a distance we should say that
there is evidently unpleasant feelings between
these parties.

STATE

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

The Journal says that Prof. Hayes and famipropose to sail for Europe on the 20th, They
go by the Anchor Line.
A number of tasty cottages are being built on
the Poland camp-grounds.
At Lewiston, Friday, the horses attached to
a hack containing six persons, in a funeral
procession, got frightened, broke the pole, and only a tree saved the coach from going into the
a

building

a

striking evidence of the tendency among
the new school of Friends to depart from the
ancient traditions of the Society, it may bo
mentioned that Charles M. Bailey of Winthrop
has been in attendance upon the Methodist

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

afternoon a freight car on conductor
West’s train was badly burned while approachClinton.
The value of the freight burned
ing
is estimated at $300.
The Journal says that the Savings Bank at
Waterville, lias just received a new steel box.
weighing 4200 pounds and costing a thousand
dollars. It is made after the latest pattern,
with all the modern improvements to resist the
attacks of burglars, including a patent combination lock.
The dwelling of E. Foster, of Winthrop, was
burnt Friday.
Loss not stated. Mrs. Foster
came near losing her life, as the fire was caused
by the explosion of a kerosene lamp which set
her clothes on fire.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The criminal term of the S. J. Conrt for Penobsoot county opens at Bangor, Aug. 12th.
The French Canadian Convention
open in
Biddefurd this week.

Saturday afternoon,

boy aged
and a
girl aged three years, children of John Traynor,
of Biddeford, fell from the roof of a
two-story
liuuae, thud at******* to a»j nuio AAufe serlOttg]y hurt.
a

IN GENERAL.

Blueberries are reported to be found only on
the highest grounds, as the late frosts have killed all the blossoms on tbe low ground bushes,
which generally produce the largest berries.
A Critical (Season.
Towards the close of the warm season the long
continued heat begins to tell upon body and mind.
Both becomes exhausted, and we feel instinctively
that nature, after fighting a gallant battle with a debilitating temperature is drooping at last and requires
to be stimulated and reinforced. This therefore, is a
of toe year when a course of H os tetter’s
toinach Bitters is especially useful. The immediate
effect of this unequalled vegetable restorative is to
strengthen the stomach, sharpen the appetite, ton©
and regulate the bowels and give steadiness and vigor
to the nerves. As a preventive of the endemic and
epidemic complaints that prevail at this season,
and as a remedy for indegestion, liver disturbance,
nervous debility,
languor, headach and
oonstipation,
all Irregularities
of tlie bowels, this pure and
wholesome vegetable tonic and alterative has no
equal among medicines.

geriod

SPECIAL NOTICES.
PORTLAND St BOSTON STEAMERS.

The Portland Steam Packet Co. hereby give
notice that their recent loss by fire will occasion no
detention to business
The Steamers John Brooks and Forest City will
form a daily line leaving wlutff foot of Franklin
St.,
for Boston at 8, P. M.
anl2sn3w

TO

LET.

a

A CAPABLE GIRL to do general house work in
family at 31 State Street,
augl2snlw

French cloth. Price only $1. Sent by mall, post
paid, on receipt of price. Address PEAfiODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 BulUnch street, Boston,
Mass., or Dlt. W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician.
N.B. The author may be consulted on the above as
well as all diseases requiring skill and experience
mar3tsneod&wly

invigorates

the stomach and organs ot

this class oi Ills worth reading. 100th edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful

digestion, and

is therefore a powerful ally for those desirous of abandoning the use of Intoxicants, and for those whose
systems have become enfeebled tfy long continued In-

dulgence

in

BATCHELOR’S HAIR DYE.
This splendid Hair Dve is the belt in tbe world.
The
only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and Instantaneous; nodisappointment; no ridiculous
tln'.s or unpleasant odor. Remedies the 111 Sects of
bod dyes washes. Prodncos IjikediAtely a superb
Black ok Natubal Brown, and leaves the hair
clean, soft and beautiful. The Genuine, signed W. A.
atchelor. Sold by all Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR, Prop., A. T.

spirituous liquors.

SANFORD’S

SStf-

JAMAICA

IdawIvrs

GINGER

Blackhead and Flesh worm, use PERRY*8 improved Comedone and Pimple Remedy, the great skin
medicine.
Prepared only by I>r. B. C. PERKY,
Dermatologist, 49 Bond St., N. Y. Sold by Druggists
mar22d&wsn6ml7
verywhere.

Ib now firmly established in the cohfidence of physicians and the public. It should be in every family, on
board every ship, and the constant companion of
every traveler. It is at once the most grateful and
effective medicine ever compounded, and no other,
however highly landed, can possibly satisfy those
who have once tried this elegant aud effective.

Skowhegan, July 30, Charles D. Lawrence and
F. Davis, both of Fairfield.
In Unity, Aug. 3, A lonzo Coffin and Miss Rose C.
Ward, both of Thorndike.
In Norridgewock, Aug. 1, Jesse E. Taylor and Miss
Mary E. Prescott.
In

a

gerif found
parity and prompt medicinal effect.
Samples free.

DIED.
In this city, Ang. 9, Mrs. Sarah Owen, widow of the
late Eben Owen, aged 84 years 3 months.
In this city, Aug. 9, of cholera infantum, Eddie
Frank, infant son of Edward L. and Mary J. Dyer,

W. F. PHILLIPS & COFor sale by all

Druggists and

aged 7 months 22 days.
In this city, Ang. 11,
4 months.

Dealers in Medicine.

»ui

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway.
Checked Through from
Poitland.

General Ticket Agcais, Portland.

To tbe Public.

..

Society

for the Prevention of Cruelty to Anfresnectfully plro» noiir« that Alonzo H.
ibby, Constable, whose office is at No. 80 Middle
street, (up Btairs) has been appointed Agent of the

Etals

..

Tarifa.Boston.Liverpool_Ang
Circassian.Quebec.Liverpool_Aug

therefore lequested to give prompt
Information to him of any crueltv to animals that
may come to their knowledge, and he will see to it
that the offenders are brought to
speedy and strict
Per order.
are

ftftiniatnre Almanac.A a gas t 19.

aI>29sntf

ban

San

THE BED.
Sweet home of half our lives below,
Where we had birth, however low.
And where we hope to die on,
The bed for bond, the bed for free,
The poorest of the poor is he,
Who has no bed to lie on.

or

Steamer
port and St

or

Hoar

& Sturdivant. Vessel to C H Chase & Co.
Scb Arabella, Smith, Boston.
Sch Mariel, Anderson. Boston.
Sch Frank Pierce, Grant, Ellsworth.
Sch Lnc.v Ann. Lowell, Thomaston.
Sch Oregon, Dunton, Boothbay.
Sch Evelina. Spurling, Cranberry Isles.
Sigxal for a brig.
CLEARED.
Scb P L Smith, Upton, New York—Bunker Bros.
Sch Isaac Vansant. Burns, Boston-Bunker Bros!
Sch J C Roker, Taylor, Boston—Chas Sawyer.

?

MEMORANDA.
Sch Beta, (of Machias) Robinson, in ballast, struck
on Scateree a few
days since, where she remains. A
tug boat fastened on her but failed to pull her off.
Sch Lucy, from Windsor, NS, for Philadelphia, was
ashore on Cherry Island Flats 9th, and would have

Ulorbas

Hlomacb,

to be

no

COE’S

CALISAYA TONIC I

1

sold by

COE.

CENTS

30

PER

BOTTLE.
sn2w

A. PARbOflS, Jft. D„

DENTIST.
Has

NO.

removed to

SQUARE.

MARKET

IS

jy8PECIALTY—Administration of Ether for
the purpose of extracting teeth without pain,
junta

sntf

REMOVAL.
CHARLES

JOS. II. POOR A BRO *

STORE,

Cor. Temple and Congress Sts.
DULY
jy29

FIRST IMP

from the fact that the Prodwets of other
Provincial Mines are sometimes offered
and sold in this market as Acadia.

FORTRESS MONROE-Sid 8th, barqne Ada Carter, Nichols, (from Rio Janeiro) for New York.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 7tb, brig Isaac Carver, Williams. Windsor, NS; sch E F Hart. Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 8th, brig Emma, Durgin. Matanzas; schs Teazer, Had lock, Portland; Hamburg.
Hall, Windsor, NS.
Cld Sth. brigs Chas Wesley, Harding, Salem; nebs
A E Kranz, Purvere, Portland; G P Pomeroy, Bryant, Boston.
Sid 8th. brig Alberti, tor Portland.
Ar9tb, barque Daring, McDonald, Sagua; sch Mary E Rankin, Fuller, Gardiner.
Cld 9th, schs Lacy Hammond, Robinson, Boston;
Nellie Lampber, Wiley, do.
In port, barqne Ellen Stevens, for Portland; scb
Wyoming. Foss, for Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 8th, schs Jos Baxter, Dickinson, Portland; Abbie. Cleaves, Gardiner.
Below, schs F M Crowley, Crowley, Windsor NS;
R L Hersey. from Femnndina.
Cld 8th, sch Ida May. DrH»ko, Kittery.
NEW YORK—Ar 9th. shins Young America, Cummings, Liverpool; Rhine. Jordan, London; Lisbon,
Dunning, Bremen 50 days; St Paul. Hathc.rn.do;
barques Meuetn, Kirby, Sydney; Epbro Williams,
Keene, Port Caledonia; brigs Nepnnset. Stront, from
Messina 68 days; Ambrose Light, Higgius. Trinidad;
B Young, Cole, Shulee, NS; schs izeua, Smith, Port
Caledonia; Congress, York, do; Victor, Look, Rookport ; V R Gates. Coombs, New Haven, Hattie A
Butler, Strickland, Portland.
Cld 9th, barqne Helena, Snow, Sydney NS; schs
Fair Wind, Bowman, Wood’s Hole; Percy, Colwell,
Eastport; Island Belle, Brown,do; Saarbruck, Clark
Portsmouth.
Sid 8th, brig J C Clark, for Leghorn; gch Carrie
Bonnell, for Baracoa; 9th, Nellio Grant, for Jacksonville.
Passed through Hell Gate 9th, schs Hudson, Post,
New York for Rockland; Edward & Frank, Lewis,
Elizabethport for Bristol; Pushaw. Jones, Hoboken
tor Calais; Van Bnren, Montgomery. Elizabethport
for Bristol; Percy, Colwell, New York for Eastport;
M C Hart, Rawley, do for Portsmouth; A H Sawyer,
Lindsey, do for Boston; L M St rout. Dean, from Port
Johnson for do; T Bonedict, Marr, New York lor
Portland; Mary Brower, do for Boston.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 8tb, brigs Abby Thaxter, Parker, Philadelphia for Batti; A Richardson,
Crowley. Boston for Beaufort SC; sclis Owen P Hinds
Clendennin, from Portland for New York; Azelda &
Laura, Mclndoe. do lor do.
Sid, schs Susan, Eqnal, Catawamteak, A L Wilder.
Moses Eddv, Casco Lodge. Orizon, Exchange, Julia A
Rich, Hosannah Rose, Idaho. Jacbin, Julia.
Ar 9th, schs E H Gott, Piper, Port Caledonia for
New York; A H Sawyer. Cook, Calais for Philadelphia; E G Sawyer, Cook, do for New Bedford.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 8th, sch Mary Lymbumer,
Cook, Bangor.
Ar 9th. sen K u sawyer, Hall, Calais.
BOSTON—Ar 9th, brig Robin, Douglass, Cow Bay ;
schs Mary. Richardson, Port Johnson; Chase, Ingraham. Rondout; Senator, Sbaw, Mllibridge; Shawmut. Moon, Bangor; Rough & Qeady, Grant, Portland.
Cld 9th, brig H Houston. Griffin, Richmond. Va;
schs Alpine, Elliott, Bath; Thames, Anderson, Portland.
Ar 10th, brig Tally Ho, Plummer, Philadelphia:
schs David Nichols, Wyman, Glace Ray; Leesburg,
Herrick, Bangor; Cameo, Peachy. Belfast; Odeon,
Morton. Rockland; ML Varney, Dnnham, Bath.
Ar lltb, brig Cbas Miller, Gilchrist, Philadelphia;
schs Convert, Teague, Jacksonville; Carrie Melvin,
Andrews, and Princeton, Wells, Philadelphia; Eliza
J Staples, Staples. Elizabethport; Zicova, Candage,
Bluehill; Ringleader, Snare. Bangor; It Baker, Robinson, Thomaston; R W Dnnham, Dunham, and S C
Trafton, Flanders, Bath.
Cld lltb. barque Wakefield, Carver, Melbourne;
Neptune. Beal. Cienfuegos: sell Alpine. Elliot, Bath.
BEVERLY—Ar 7th. sen IdaC Spofford, Ingalls.
Calais; 10th. Hiram, do.
NEWBURYPORT—Sid 8th, scbs William Demlnz
*’
Mitchell, and Neptune’s Bride. Grierson, Calais

invigorating the system.

sn2t

ortation of Acadia Coal
this season, and the only genuine Acadia
in town. This statement seems
necessary

Rockland.

appetite, promoting dige.tion
and

sntf

—

IIAWKES.

DEALER IN

—

Western Ci y and Connty BONDS.
Office removed to

FOR FAMILY USE.

96 MIDDLE STREET.
sntf

JunlS

SPECIAL

NOTICE.

TUBS

HALFORD

T-A-B L-E

Proprietors of Boarding-houses, and private families, desiring or willing to receive as boarders the
members of tbe

American Association for the Advance*

LEICESTERSHIRE

ment of

S-A-U-C-E-

The bent Sauce and Relish

Science,

during the Annnal Meeting to be held in this city for
ten or twelve days from tho 20th of August, are requested to give immediate notice,
with statement of accomadatlone Sc terms,
to the Local Secretary, the Bev, Charles W. Hayes,
65 State Street.

Made in any Part ot the

World

BENJ. KINGSBURY, Jr.,
JySOBntfChairman of Com, on Reception.

To lei.

—FOR—

B’-A-M-I-IJ-Y
P1*“

"

Half Plato

....
....

FOR SALE BY ALL

commodious four storied Brick Store, No. ST
Commercial St.—immediate possesion riven.
ELIAS THOMAS & CO.,
Inquire of
No. 90 Commercial St.
Or of
W.W. THOMAS, Canal National Bank.
sentl2sutf

THE

XT-8-K.
ao Cenu

SOCem,

<GROCERS.

ON THE BREAKFAST, LUNCHEON, DINNER
AND SUPPER TABLE,
LEA Sc PERRINS’ Worcestershire Nance
IS INDESPENSA BLE.
JOHN DUNCAN’S SONS. New Verb,

descends from the
surrounding table laud from
250 to 350 feet and
then meets with an endless

FOR MOTH, PATCHES,
FRBCKLES~
And TAN, usePERRY’S Moth and
Freekle Lotion

5fu„?^n
AS8?k^t

Pfclladeljhfcfp^^'

'__
It is reuablb and harmless. Sold

en3m

S*1,t
everywhere. Depot, it Bond St., N. Y.
dAwsatmn

OCt)7

Agents for the United States.

eodenly

9th,scbsNew Zealand,Simmons,Port Johnson;
Winner, Nash, Weehawken.
Sid 9th, scbs A K Woodward, Woodward tor vu■
E®
worth; J B Stinson, Stinson, Dwr Isle
Ar

PORTLAND &

0GDEKSBCR6 R. R.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
On and after this date the trains of the Portland
& OgAonsburg Railroad will net stop at Stroudwater
either td take, or leave passengers or freight,
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
auUndw
August 4, WT3.

20th,

Sanford, Sanford,
Antwerp.
Sid fm Leghorn 24th, Monitor, Eaton, Boston

Goods.
SUMMER

i

SHAWLS
splendid

A

GOODS

SHAWLS !
prices below

assortment at

cost.

£7~A tew more SHETLAND SHAWLS
nt *1.93, 91.73, Are.

for

BLACK
A

NICK

SILKS !

ASSORT.71 KN T.

Benkrnnt Stock of Dry Ooorie nut be
sold and the Bargains offered
every dav are too numerous to mentiou tn this
advertisement.
Remember the Store,
Cangreaa,
ear, Brrwa
Wtreeie.
auMtf

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,
Bankers and Brokers,
—

OFFER FOB SALE

—

Portland.«»,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Rockland
Cook County

...

j»„

Chicago
;>•
Toledo, Ohio
8’s
Itaytou, Ohio,
8’s
Zanesville, Ohio,
8’a
Scioto County, Ohio
8’a
Leeds & Farmington R. R., guaranteed ft’s
Portland A Rochester R. ft.
7»a

Non-Resident Taxes in the town
of Sebago, in tbe County of Cum-

...

•

berland, r©r tbe year 1879.

_

mHE following list of Taxes on Real Estate ofnonresident owners imthe town ol Sebago, for the
Tear 1872, in bills committed to Albert H.
Sanborn, Collector of said town, on the 29th day of June
1872, lias been returned by him to me as remaining
unpaid on the 11th day of June 1873, by his certificate
of that date, and now remains
unpaid, and notice la
hereby given that if the said taxes and Interest and
charges are not paid Into the treasury ot the said town
within eighteen months from the date ol the commitment of the said bills, so much of the real estate taxed as will be sufficient to paythe amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will, without
further notice be sold at public auction at the Store
of Samuel T. Bickford, in said town on
Saturday ths
tenth day of January, 1874, at two o’clock in the afternoon.

_

DRESS

closed oat immediately.

to be

SPOKEN.

1*
1
100
13
1
100
14
1
100
Warren A Gray,
0
2
ICO
117
gore 50
Rich A Shaw,
*4
1
loo
64
P. L. 30
Wight Mormon, pt,
64
P. L.
30
Douglas Clin, pt.,
44
P. L.
Gray Albert, pt.,
*0
Dresser Edward.
53
P. L.
100
Lovell Lorenzo D., pt., 40
P. L.
40
Litchfield Joshua
?5
1
100
3
13
Tyler Ai ram, pt
15
REUBEN SANB JRN, Treas.
Sebago, August 11th, 1873.

—

Large Lot of Remnants of White
The balance of

June 23, lat 11 50 N, Ion 30 59. brig Etta Whlttemore, from Fcmandina for Montevideo.
Aug 4, lat 28 17. Ion 79 45. barque Sam Sheppard,
from Cienfuegoe for Philadelphia.
Aug 5. lat 42 15. Ion 62 40, ship Southern Chief, fm
Amsterdam for New York,
Aug 7. lat 43 26, Ion CO 39, ship Reunion, from Liverpool for St John, NB.

NEW

ALSO

—

A

Arar. Bordeaux 27th, Addie Me Adam, Partridea
New York; Alzena. Plummer, do.
Sid fm Cronstadt 25th, D W Chapman, Stetson, tor
Bristol.
Ar at Rio Janeiro prev to 8tli ult, Alice Vennard,
Humphrey, Shields.

Maine Central It. R.
Northern Pa. lilc R. R. Gold

BOO
BOO
690
100
100
500
170
150
40
60
120
600
150

7'a

7-80’a

•

Government Bondi, Bank Stocks and
Gold Bought and Sold.
33 EXCHANGE STREET
PORTLAND.

»P3

dtf

BONDS.
New York City

8.80
8.50

y

8.50

e*

1.70
1.70
8.60
2.89
2.85
.68
1.02
2.' 4
8.50

Brooklyn City

ft’a

Jersey City
Elizabeth City

3

Canada Southern R. R.,

2.55
of Sebago.

Gold,

7’s

B. & Cedar Rapids R. R., Gold,

W3W33

7’a

Northern Pacific R. it., Gold,

7-80»

-FOB SALE BY-

R.

more,

|

from

FOREIGN forth.
i ,biD Commodore, Gil-

Valparaiso,

tor 8in Francisco 8th.

1,001 ^ *n,t’ *b*1> Starling, Baker, from
Halt flag 3d Inst, sch Georgia Staplee, Bunker,

EMtport”

A.

97

BIRD

Exchange

St.

_ieb26

Every Dog
To Rational Invalids.—In sickness every
of the body sympathizes with the seat of
the disorder. When the stomach fails to perform
the function, the liver, bowels, nerves, muscles,
veins, arteries. Ac., are all mors or less affected.
These delinquents require a medicine combining the
properties of a Btomachlc, an alterative, a purgative,
a tonic, and sedative, to bring them back to their
duty; and all these elements. In their purest anl
most effective forms, arc united in

$7.00

the great Saline Remedy for Indigestion and all ita
concomitant consequences. Sold by all druggists.
TuASAw2w33

3« COMMERCIAL, STREET.
tcp

WANTEDW:nr«

_

BONDS
FOR
St. Louis

board, two furnished rooms at 301 Hige
WITH
street.
Allso good accomodations for slnzlh
a

S. KNIGHT.

“

Atlantic & St. Laurence R. R
Stock and Dcf. Rent Scrip

REPORTS.

I’TTBLISHTCD to-day,
LOVING
SHORT &
HARnOlf.
an!2d3tLaw Pabllsters.

Westbrook

ji.
7><,
g-g
7>«
8’s
7>g
7>g

“

Toledo
...
Cook County, 111.,
Marion Comity, Ind.,
Maine Central R. R.
Portland & Rochester R. R.
Atchison, Topeka & Sante Fe Gold 7’s
Northern Facillc R. R. Gold
7-80’s
Chicago, Dan. A Tin. R. R. Gold
7’a

WOODMAN, TRUE 2k CO.

MAINE

BOUGHT BY

Swan

Mannfactoring Co.

&

Barrett,

lOO MIDDLE STREET.

Annual Meeting of the Stockholdera of the
Westbr.iok Manufacturing Company, for the
choice of officers and tho transaction of
any other
business which nia\
come belore them, will be
t eld at their office
No. 10 Central Wharf, on Tuesday, August 26th, at 4 o’clock p. m.

eodtt

rHE

WANTED!

legally

—AT THE—

RUFUS E. WOOD, Clerk.
anlldtd

Portland, August 11, 1873.

Martha’s Grove
At

PRESS OFFICE,

Camp Meeting, A Boy to feed Hoe’s
Cylin-

Fryebnrg, Mew

Commences AUGUST 19th, holding
the Sabbath.

m., 12.20

m.

and 5,56 p. m,.

Factory,

O. n. BODGE, A.
M., Principal,
Teachers' Class ana Sciences.
I. B CHOATE, a, M. Associate,
Greek Latin and Spanish.
PROF. J. C. MORAZAIN,
of Stench Classes.
m muvoov S°pf;
„„„.

_

M.

_

BODGE._aullddtw2w

establishment

CITY OF PORTLAND.
Is hereby given that the Committee
on
reets. Sidewalks and Bridgts will meet at the

NOTICE

S
Junction of\ork aud Brackett streets on THURSDAY the Hth. Inst, at 3J o’clock P.
M., and wm
then and there hea: all parties
Interested, and fix the
Grade of York etreet fr. in Brackett to a
point on
Clark street between Beach snd Summer rtieeis
•»
laid out by the City Council approved Are 7
D
°
*'
1872.
Per outer of
auTdtd
GEORGE P. WESOOTT, Cha'rman

JOSEPH CASTELL, JR.

1

i

Have you

Boys,

them 1

MAHER & CO.%

now

LOCATION
Topsham, opposite Brunswick,

the main line of travel between
tor, easy of access, attractive and

seen

If not, go to

TOPSHAM, ME.

on

^

Coramfirce,

augllat*

Is in the village of

Mathematics and Business Dept.

E. BODGE,
Rhemrlc
MISS ETTAS. QUINCY,
Palntiim
JENNIE I. FURsAlTH,
Music
MISS A. E. CLEMENT,
Primary Dept
Terries.—Higher English, Teacher’s Class, and
uicient Languages, one or all, 36; Common
English,
35:, Modern Languages, (each) extra, 39; Music
and Piano, (extra) 312; Tocal 312;
Penmnanahip,
£>XH?\*,VS#;
pe°k-K«Pl“3, (extra) 31 AO; Drawing,
*4; Painting 38.
llnard in Memlnnrv,
840 Per term.
Board in Prirnte Families* 84 Per week.
At Seminary, Young Ladles only, board. Each
room for two persons, who are
required to lind
sheets, pillow cases, towels ouilts, and toilet soap
For circulars aud .Information address O. M

cute every varietv of Book and Job Printing in tho
best manner, and at the lowest prices. Toour friends
and all who favor ua with their patronage we guarantee satisfaction.
FRANK F. EU8TI8,

THE

JOHNSON, Assistant,

ne..

MISS

of Messrs. G. O. Gosse
Co., wo have formed a copartrerehip as above, and are now p spared to exe-

Established in 1857 by Hon. Warren Johnson,
State Superintendent of Common Schools.

w

Preceptre“’
mbsVrchoat®*
H‘*her«M1SS J.

Opp. Post Office.

A Good Home School for

75 John St.,

Board of Instruction.

daily, Sunday

The subscriber recommends the above named
gentlemen to the favor of his friends and the confidence
of the public. The accounts of the former concern
will be adjusted as expeditiously as possible
by the
undersigned.
GEO. O. GOSSE.

Office,

Fall Term commen:ea August 28.1873.

Printers,

Printing

Mt. Vernon ;

YORK._3m
GORHAM SEMINARY.

Cor. Exchange & middle SI rests.
the Job

the well-known namber,,

_atKW

Successors to G. 0. Gosse A Co.,

Having purchased

to

505—75—28—20 & 22.

ECSTIS & CASTELL

Job

& Co’s

STEEL PENS.

Special attention called

excepted, stopping at Intermediate stations
Returning, leave Fryebutg at 7.10 a. m., 1 p. in. and
6.30 p. ra.
An npenlng train for the Camp Ground for
Bag .-age
and Passengers will leave Poitlandat 8.46 a. m. on
the 19th. It is desired that all tents and baggage be
sent by this train.
Bnaid and lodging can he obtdned on the ground
at the following rates:
Board and lodging during the meeting. $7.50.
Board without lodging during the taeetlng $5.00.
GEORGE I.. KIMBALL, Secretary.
Portland, Ang. 11,1873.
dtf

Practical

Press.

___«_

Harrison, Bradford

SVTrains leave the Ogdensburg Depot, Portland,
a.

der

_»nT

over

Faro from Portland. Steep Falls
and intermediate stations to the
..Camp Ground and return,
Rl 50
**
From Baldwin
1.25
W. Baldwin
1.10
Hiram
1.00
Bronwfleld”
75o
O. Conway"
75o
N Conway
1.00
G-len Station and Upper
Bartlett and return
1.25
The abeve fares inelnde Irnu.partation
from the Depat at Fryebarg ta the
Camp Ground and retara.
at 7.10

6’s

•

N. J.,

Cleveland

apply

60,

6’s
s’a

•

“

Elizabeth,

A

VOL.

SAFE.

Portland City
“
Bangor

For Sale or To Let.
ONE aud a half story house with Stable, situatcd on Vaughan street, opposite the reside- ce
or Geo. W. V\ oodman: lot contains
6000, feet,. Poeeession given first of Septem’Der. For partlculin

S.

size
and
ton
any

BOUNDS, SARGENT A CO..

tram Slewing iTIach’ te made at Danbury
Conn. The Latest and Best. Tbe Stillest,
rosiest, on.l Easiest Lack Stitch, Straight
Needle machine in the market. Better terns
than any company. Address, BARTRAM A FANTON M’fg* Co. JOHN A. DODGE, General
Agent, Danbnry, Cann.
aul2!4w

Gentleman.
aul2eodtf

Day.

Good White Ash Coal, Stove
suitable for Cooking Stoves
Ranges, for seven dollars per
of 2000
pounds, delivered to
part of the city by

Tarrant’s Effervescent Seltzer Aperient.

to
aul2tf

has his

COAL, COAL, COAL.

portton

lightened.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
GALVESTON—Cld 4th, sch Josephine, Giles, for
Pensacola.
BRUNSWICK, GA—Sid 2d, sch J M Morales, Eldridge, New York.
WILMINGTON—Ar 5th, brig Ysidora Rlonda,
Plummer, Baltimore; schs Kate Wentworth, Mead,
Portland.
S'd 6th, sch Harry White. Hopkins, Demarara.
Ar 7th, brig Isola, Lord, Portland; scb Kate Wontworth, Meade, do.
RICHMOND—Ar 7th, sch America, Ingraham,

__snim

Prepared

tor East-

Brig Wenonah, (ot Portland) Russell, Pictou—363
to John Porteons.
Brig J Bickmore, Henley, New York—coal to Ross

Indigestion See. Contains no opiate and docs
produce Ccetiveness. Druggists sell it.

an

ol Portland, Pike, Boston
City
John. NR

tons coal

sntf

Dysentery, Diarrhea, Cholera

Swiw Muslin*.
Plaid itlaaliaa,
Striped *Iu»liu.,
and
Figured
Striped Linen Ltwi,
P. H.,
P. K., for Toilet Comm

from

H S

aa»

Cambric*,

Jaronet

To Let.

UlOBday, Ai|. II.

Hammer Complaint.,

Cholera, Colic, Hick

NEWS.

ARRIVED.

Dr. Bicknell’s Syrup
Bowel

Checked Naiaaook.,
Plaid NainM>a,k,

Pendleton, Pendleton, from

fm

in

Striped, Plaid and Plaia Victoria Lawn,

Ar*Montevideo.
Shl ld“
p

<&£82F*
Sid
Queen,town

GOODS

Portland,

in

Cardifl 2911,1 Pri«ill».
Merriman, lor Bio

Peltenglll,

—

WHITE

A Campbell, Carlin*, from
s.AirnS^Lv»r"S0129thw
°Rr
Stetson, do.
sti'. irVN,U:
f Rlmouth
Alex
®‘>*.
McNeil, Storer, Talcahnan?.

3°th' An,ta

found

or

—

Cardiff.
Ar at Alicante 21ft nit,
Dirigo, Coffin, Genoa.
Ar at Elsinore 23d ult, John
Harvev, Brown, from
MobUe for Cronstadt; Faustina,
Blanchard, NYork
for Gefie; 25th, Helen
Richards,
Blanchard, Skjonvig
*
for Bristol.
In Havre Roads 26th, A N
Holbrook,
Franklin,
from New York.
Ar at Marseilles 24th u»t. Esther.
Loring, Baltimore; M^nt Blanc, Currier, Martinique.
Passed through Pentland Frith 25th
ult,
Star, Duncan, from New York for Memel.
Passed Gibraltar 16th, Marathon,
from
Donnell,
Marseilles for Havana.

London

stand,

COB. BBOWN ST,
can be

Antwerp.

Jaoeiro!

Cou,I>a,1>'’s

THE BEST ASSORTMENT

Ar at Queenstown 27th. H S
Santord, Dunphy,
Callao; Scotia, Drummond, San Francisco; Jennie
Cobb* Packard, Matanzos; Arietta, Dow, Porto Klco.
_s
Antwerp 23th ult, Resolute, Nichols, tor

PORT OP PORTLAND.

Now, where ean chamber suits bo found
My dear, the question you propound
I’ll answer In a minute,—
At MEKRiAM's Store in Middle Street,
From Pearl, below, some fifty feet,—
The walk we’ll now begin It.

Care*

rises.5 04 I Moon ripe?. 9.35 PM
sets.7.05 I High watoi.2.30 PM

MARINE

To make onr homes much sweeter still,
And to avoid that nanseons pill,
As bitter as a gall-uut,
We'll say "my dear don't tease me more,
There’s none but you who I adcre,”
I’ll furnish with black walnut.

GEO. G. STACY, Sec’y of State.

'1_

Olympus.Boston.Liverpool_Aug 12
Cnba. ..New York..Liverpool.Aug 13
Wyoming.New York. .Liverpool.Ang 13
City of Mexico.New York.. Hav& VCruz.Ang 14
Sarmatian.Quebec
..Liverpool.Aug 16
Samaria.New York. Liverpool-Aug 16
Silesia.New York. .Hamburg
.Aug 16
Celtic...New York .Liverpool._Aug 16
City of London.New York..Livernool_Aug 16
19
Ocean Queen. New York.. Aspinwall_Aug 20
23

en2w

m.

Attest:

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMER*
MoroCastle.New York. .Havana.Ang 12
Europa.New York. Glasgow.Aug 12

ROLLINS A ADAMS,

AT HIS NEW APOTHECARY

Departmekt,

Angusta, Ang. S, 1873.1
An attyonmed session of the Executive Council wfll
be held at the Council Chamber, In Angusta, on
Tuesday, the 12th day of Aug. inst., at 10 o'clock a.
»“1I

Tuesday

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway
have completed arrangements whereby passengers
are transferred across Boston and
Baggage is checked
through from Portland to Chicago, San Francisco and
all points West and Southwest. Tickets for sale by

Society.
The public

CONGRESS,

Samuel Libby, aged C8 years

thur notice.
In this city, Aug. 11, Miss Charlotte Annie, daughter of the late Capt. Otis and Charlotte 1. Harward.
[Services on Wednesday afternoon at 3 o’clock,
Burial at the convenience of the family. Brooklyn
papers please copy.}
In this city, Aug. 11, Mr. John W. Swott, aged 67
years.
afternoon at 3 o’clock,
[Funeral services
at his late residence.
Relatives aDd friends and the
Aged Brotherhood are invited to attend.
Aug. 9, Mr. John Mattsou, aged 51 years 7 months.
[Fuueral services Tuesday afternoon, at 4$ o’clock,
at his late residence, No. 12 Qreenlief street. Friends
and acquaintances are invited to attend.
In Rochester, N. H., Aug. 11. Kittle, only child of
Charles W, and Sarah C. Giikey. aged 3 years 3
months 21 days.
[Funeral services this afternoon at 3 o’clock, at
the residence of J. C. Baker, corner of Spring and
Winter streets.

THROUGH TICKETS to Chicago. San Franolsco
points West via the

The

*ld

at

find all

Jy26

^

[Funeral services Wednesday afternoon at 2$ o’clk,
his late residence. No. 342 Congress street. Relatives and friends are invited to attend without fur-

sn26t

NEW PASSENGER ARRANGEMENT,

Baggage

EL]atest by nropean steamers.1
Ar at Live pool 27th, Gold Hunter, Freeman, San
Francisco.
Sid 2Stb, Agra, Park, Philadelphia.
Cld 26th, Gene vie Strickland, Strickland, for New
York.
Sid fm Gravesend 36th, P Pendleton, Pendleton,
for Newcastle.
Off the Lizard 27tb, Alexander, Hutchings, Havre
for Cardiff; C B
Hazeltine, Gilkey, from Montreal for
London.
Ar in the Clyde 28th, Annie
Torrey, Libby, Matanzas; Guiding Star, Smit h, do.
Sid tra Falmouth
28th, P G Blanchard, McIntyre,

frame ol owners.

Emily

bottle of any other Ginto equal it in fine flavor,

MISCELLANEO US.

_

No.
No.
N«.
Am’t
lots, range, acres, value, tax.
Warren G. A L. P., pt. 11
1
2o
*100
*1.70
"

MARRIED.

HOUSEHOLD REMEDY.
"( /'M’YWill be paid for

_

Executive

B

FOB PIMPLES ON THE FACE,

•»i

STATE OF MAINE.

,™!.

STIMULANT

after each meal.

Dae of the beet Preparation, extant for
a

of

and Tonic in a remarkable degree; possessing a flavor hot little inferior to the best French Cordials;
purely medicinal in every sense of the wont, It will
be found a most refreshing Stimulant for the careworn, the over-worked and the weary invalid.
It is
tree from every injurous property. It strengthens and

DYSPEPSIA,

ereat eg

small

causes

A BOOK FOR EVERY MAM.

Flatulency, Sluggish Digestion, wanto f Tone and Activity in the Stomach and Bowels, Oppression after
Eating, are sure to be relieved by a single dose taken

J1120

Bireet.

of the very

the

THE “SCIENCE OF LIFE, OK SELF PRESERVATION,” a Medical Treatise on the Cause and
Care of Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline In
Man, and Nervous and Physical Debility, Hypochondria, Impotency. Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, and other diseases arising fiom the errors of
youth or the indiscretions cr excesses of mature
years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been taught by this work the true
way to
health and happiness. It is the cheapost and best
medical work ever published, and the only one on

Spacious room in Store No. 161 Middle Street, now
occupied by Sweetaer & Herrin. Possession
giveu on or about September lit.
Apply to
T. B. K FED,

agl2sneod2w«_91 Middle
WANTED.

action

are

etomacli,5^

WATER

a"2____

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Howard Association,
Philadelphia Pa.
An Institution having a high
roputatloa for honorable conduct and professional skill.
Acting
J. 8. HOUGHTOS, M. D, Essavs
for
free
of charge. Address, HOWARD
5?nt No. 2 South
a°
TION,
Ninth St„’

hills, or, as they are termed in
Dakota, buttes; many of
singularly grotesque

morbus,

mixtute which as a cootlng, healthy and refreshing Summer Beverage has no
of
Barrels
Ice
equal.
water, prepared In this way,
may be drank without the slightest Injury, and hap
man who finds In this a substitute Tor
the
Is
py
spirltuons liquors. Its value to the Farmer, Mechanic
and Laborer cannot be overestimated. It is so cheap
as to be within the reach of all; so finely Savored as
to be enjoyed by lovers of the choicest liqnors,

seven

The Bad Lands.—“Les Manvais Terresor
the Bad Lands, are understood to extend from
Fort Stevenson to Fort Buford, on the west
side of the Missouri river, to about 200 miles
south. They are briefly described in a letter
from tho Yellowstone
The traveler

succession of

ICE

blood, hemorrhage

consumption. Many are
now complaining with dull
paiu in the side, the bowele BOmetlmee costive and .ometimes to
loose, tongue
coated, pain in the shoulder blade, feeling eoiu.imee
very restless, and at other time* drowsv-tho food
that la aken lies heavily on the
omnanU
ed with acidity and belAing ofwin.l
Ttee
toms usually originate irorn a disordered condition of
or
a
liver.
the stomach
torpid
Persons so affected if
they take one or two heavy colds, and if the cough’in
these cases be suddenly stoppod, the lungs, liyer and
stomach clog, and remain torpid and inactive, and
before the patient is aware of his situation, the lungs
are a mass of sores, and ulcerated, and death is the
inevitable result.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain any
opinm, nor anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck’s Seaweed tonic dissolves the food, mixes
with the gastric juice of the stomach, digests easily,
nourishes tho system, and creates a healthy circulation of the blood. When the bowels are costive, skin
shallow, and the patient is of a billious habit,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills are req aired.
These medicines are prepaired by Dr. J. H.
SCHENCK & SON, Noitheast coiner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and lor sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street, Boston, and John F. Henry, 8 College place, New York.
For sale by Druggists generally.
sept3sneodtf

CRAMPS AND PAINS,

YORK COUNTY.

Camp Meeting at Richmond, while the General Meeting has been in progress here.

expedition.

the
^clogging
the cough.
411(1
2*88*
of tho casesaJ2*P«Prta
of

organs t hat caused
♦
m
two-thiids

Friday

I,ang, whose

nary.
As a

in

whether produced by indigestion, improper food,
change of water or diet, too free indulgence in ice
water, exposure to sudden change of temperature
are immediately relieved by it.
One ounce added to
a gallon of

and sweetened, forms

Pulmonary

Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will often occasion the death of the
patient. It locks up the
liver, stops the circulation of the

Agents.

The annual exhibition of the Androscoggin
Connty Agricultural Society will be held at
Lewiston, beginning Sept. 30th.

as

voice has for many years been
heard almost every week.when he was in
towD,
from the extreme right of the
topmost “facing
seat.” This time he was silent.
This morning’s services are
intended to close
the meeting, though some of the more
celebrated preachers aie to return by the middle of
the
week. The occasion has been one of
great success from the point of view of its
projectors,
and has not been marred by any of those
extravagancies which sometimes greatly impair
the usefulness and destroy the
dignity of revival meetings. Not less than a thousand
persons
have at times been in attendance, and last eveabout
two
hundred
ning
“testimonials” were
giveu, half of which were from new converts.
Among the latter was Bicbard M Jones, son
of Eli Jones, Principal of Oak Grove Semi-

cholera

cure

consumption.

Cramps, Pains, Diarrhoea and Dysontery are iustantly relieved by it. It will render an attack of Cholera
Morbus impossible if taken when the symptoms of
this dangerous complaint first manifest themselves.

engine house.

new

RCHEfiCK’R HARDBAKE PILLS,
Are the only medicines that will

This elegant preparation is prepared from the true
Jamaica Ginger, combined with choice aromatics
and genuine French brandy, and is vastly superior to
every other Extract or Essence of Ginger before the
public—all of which are prepared with alochol by the
old proccess.

high embankment.

Lewiston is

PYKCP,

RCHERCK’R SEAWEED TOfTIC,

GINGER.

ly

river over

BiFTSTjItED

RCHENCK R PI'L.TIOffIC

JAMAICA

fig-

sample of

a

well as other Methodists and members
of other evangelical churches, took
part jn the
meetings yesterday, but in an unobtrusive
manner. It lias been
throughout a Friends’
meeting more exclusively than I had anticipated. Among the listeners
yesterday was Jehu
here,

traveling four miles.

net revenue of the year amounted to $10,750,000. There was an increase of 25 per cent, in
the number of messages transmitted over the
postal telegraph lines, and also an inciease in

The Friends General Meeting at Tassalboro.

The managers of a General Meeting propose
to themselves as the object of their efforts a
“revival” as definitely as if their
assembly
were in the open air and called a camp meeting. On the present occasion the object has
been successfully attained.
At the meeting
held at eight o'clock yesterday morning
maty
persons not hitherto interested in religion rose
for the first time to announce the change in
their feelings. It is said that at least
thirty
persons have been “converted” up to this timeThe interest has become intense.
All day yesterday the house was crowded to its utmost

twelve hours in

was

The Postal Service In Enoland.—The increase in the number of postoffices in Great
Britain during the year 1875 was 300, the total
number now existing being about 12,200. The

the invita-

DAT.

to

Generally the sides of
the hills and walls are destitute of vegetation,
but in some of the passes or valleys there are
more wood and better grass than can be found
in any other part of Dacota. The passage of
the expedition through this region was exceeding tedious and difficult. At one poiut the

CM at St John, KB. 8th Inst, ship Castine, Wilson
Bristol Channel; sch J C Nash, Crowley, New York’;
Alpha, SauUbury. do.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
CONSUMPTION CAN

supporting this theory.

tion.

THIRD

of volcanic tires

NOTICES.

Opposite

Boston and Ban-

P. O.
d.f

_

Railroad Sleepers for
Expenses for the entire School year $850
Sale by the Cargo.
Four Teacher* and number of
healthy.

limited te Forty.

SPECIAL
1.

A

PupUa

Drlirrnd »«»

ADVANTAGES.

location unusnallv attractim

j.
...

|

8.

“»

P«IW,

ROBERTS,

191 COMMERCIAL STREET.
tf
jnnIO_

^oUtherFToeT
900.000 Feet Timber and
Plank,
now landlrg Ex. Sohr
‘‘Annie R. Lewl»‘‘. Suitable
for Ship, Stoie and Biidge
for rale low
building,
All order* left at office No. 17
Exchange St. (Ocean
I-C°. Building,) up *talr», will be
promptly atten
7. Abundant pbvsical exercise under proper supervision.

r. o.
Jy30dlw&w4w

LIASLEV, Principal.
___

mnino Savings Bank.
pro.

too middle tttreet, Portland.

deposited In this Bank on the flret day
of any month basin* on interest th« not day.
II deposited on any other dey, begins on Interest the
first day of the following month.
A. M. BOSTON, Treanrer.
junl7d*wtf

MONET

J. H. IIAMLEN.

ftn6_

istf

HOT TEA
HOT TEA
can

W. C.

ROLLS.
ROLLS

be h»d from

Cobb's Bakery

n,UEVEBY

or

Carts

AFTERNOON.

THE

PBE8S.'

TUESDAY M0BYING, AUGUST A2,187S
THE PHENg
May be obtained al the Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros., Marouis. Robinson, Branell & Co.,
Andrews, Wentworth, Glendenning Moses, Henderson. and Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out of
the try.

Pillsbury.

VICINITY.

a

AUCTION COLUMN.
O. Bailey & Co.
SPECIAL NOTICES.

Portland & Boston Steamers.
Boem To Let—T. B.
Girl Wanted—^1 State Street.

Eo^'l-

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Music Hall—Dollie Bidwell.

heap

providing

CITY GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take place
the first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday evening of eath month.

fire, and haven’t been

MASONIC
At Masonic Hall, Xo. 95 Exchange Street.
YORK El TEA*.
Blue Lodges—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednesday: Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third

of tobacco.
There was no insurance on any of the burned
boats in the agency of J. W. Munger & Son,
though they had 810,000 on the Forest City.
Isaac Berry lost 30, and E. R. Deland 50 bbls.
of potatoes.
The team of Wm. Allen, fruit dealer, was in
the New York shed, just loading with fruit,

Monday.

E. D. Mulligan of the Carlotta says
that tbe round windows in tbe stem of the vessel were open, and that tbs flames rushed
throngh them. When he attempted to go below he was driven back by smoke. Holes were
cut in the deck, and an attem pt was made to
get at the fiire, but it was useless.
The bodies of John Mattison, stevedore, and
Percival O’Nell, firemen of tho Dirigo, were
rescued yesterday. The body of O’Neil was
taken to Morse & Bunco’s coffin shop, where it
was tenderly cared for. Coroner Gould informs
us that O’Neil
had $200 in his trunk, which
was thrown overboard and
picked up by a
Hampton boat. O’Neil was 21 years old, and
belouged inBrooklyn,where he has sisters living.

Capt.

mandery, Wednesday evening.

ANCIENT ACCEPTED 8COTTI8H RITES.

Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, first

Friday.

Council—Portland Oouncil P. of J., second Fri-

day.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de H., third
Friday.
Consistory—Maine Consistory, S. P. R. S., fourth
Friday in Mai oh, June, September and December.
O. F.
At Odd Fellows* Hall, No. 88 Exchange Street.
I. O.

Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancient
on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Friday
eveningB; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Ivy, D., of
R^Necond and fourth Saturday.
Encampments—Machigonne, first and third Wed-

Brothers,

nesdays; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednesdays ; Portland, first and third Saturdays.
itelief association—Every third Tuesday in the
month.

A

man

named

Breenough fractured

Every evening.
Knxohts of Pythias—Bramhall Lodge, No. 3,
Thursday evenings; Munjov Lodge. No. 6, Monday evenings. At their Hall, Clapp s Block, Marked
Navy Union- Corner
First Tuesday in each

Convention which meets in this city to day.
Considering the distressing circumstances under which they met, the appearance of jollity
observed upon their countenances was really
marvelous. The indications arc that the Convention will he a small one.
The scene is

mouth.
Sons op Temperance—Portland Division, No. 95;
Sons’ of Temperance Hall. Friday evening.
Independent Order ok Good Templars—Arcana, Monday; Mission, Wednesday;—in Williams’
block, Congress street. Mystic, Thursday; ForeBt
City, Saturday; At lantic, Monday;—at Sons ot Temperance Hall, Congress street. Iron Clad, Thursday,
at West Knd; Pocahontas, Thursday,at ATcanaHall
Portland Typographical Union, No. 75—Corner Congress and Casco streets. Second Saturday in
ouch month.
Payson Literary Society.—Meetings every
Monday evening, Brown’s Block, cor. Brown and
Congress streets, at 7$ o’clock.
Boswohth Post G. A. R.—Meetings every FrHay
evening in Mechanics’ Hall, corner ot Congress and

strangely suggestive of the Democratic Conventions of six or seven years ago, before the
“Young Democracy” had come to its birth.
The men who voted for Jackson are present in
force, determined to block any attempt to adjourn without making a nomination. Indeed,

the no nomination project has virtu ally fallen
to the ground and will not be brought up in
the Convention to-day. There are many junPatriotic Order Sons of America—Convenes
at Aroana Hah, Williams’ block, comer of Congress
iors of the party whose rallying cry is “Salvaand Chapel Sts., Saturday evening.
tion through death,” a doctrine that is scripMercantile Library Association, Congress !
Hall Bio k. Second .Oonday In each month. DeJiv- I tural, hut by consequence is virtually un-Democratic. These men believe that the t/mo lias
ory ,i books, 2 to 6, 7 to 9. day aud evening.
come for the party to wrap the drapery of its
Brier Jotting;*.
couch about it and lie down to pleasant dreams
Allan Mail Steamship Prussian from Quebec
and they hope out of corruptiou to bring
arrived at Liverpool Sunday.
forth incorruptibility. Their power, however,
LiverCircassian
from
Allan Mail Steamship
will not be felt in the Convention, as their reppool arrived at Quebec Sunday.
resentation is exceedingly small.
The Old
They are repairing the wharf of the Allan Guard as usual have
captured the caucasses
steamer landing.
and will control the Convention.
An Albino who had a taste bnt not a genius
Yesterday afternoon a movement was develfor the violin, distracted the people of Market
oped to nominate Hon. F. A. Pike. Whence
I
square last evening.
this movement originated it is difficult to deThat agravatine drum tap in Market square,
termine, for no one is willing to father the basis to be stopped,
tard. ItKOertainly has considerable streugth.
Gens Loagstroet, Beauregard, and JohnsoD,
now
Indications
are,
however,
[that
are at Capo Cottage.
Mr. Kimball, the standard bearer for the past
A 903 pound turtle, caught off Seguin was
two years, will bo nominated by acclamation
brought to this city yesterday.
and compelled to accept. The programme is
The quarterly meeting of the St. Andrews after that of
Seymour and the July Convensociety takes place Thursday evening.
tion. Mr. Kimball will be selected for chairThat Congress Street cur has bitten another
man, and then the spontaneous outburst will
man.
Some people think he had better diecomo off.
Joseph Titcomb, esq., of Kennethat
A Bangor dispatch says it is reported
bunk, is strongly pushed by the Baugor triumSanford’s independent lino of steamers lose virate, and its
catspaw, the Oxford delegation.
several thousand dollars by tho burning of the
But it is understood that be absolutely detliues
steamers in our harbor.
to have his name us°d. The choice undoubtedThem was a very large attendance yesterday
ly lies between Pike and Kimball.
afternoon at the funeral of Nellie McCarty, one
The resolutions will bo of tho bastard Jefferof the Dlrigo victims.
sonian school, with condemnation of salary
LordDufferin, Governor General of the Dograb and Credit Mobilier, and a personal asminion, is expected to pass'jhiough this city to. sault upon President Grant tacked to the end.
day.
There are two sets of delegates from Sanford
Large lots of cabbage wont to Boston last in York coanty, the great Democratic party in
night on the boat.
that town having got into a squabble over a
Marshal Parker arrested a small boy yestertown house.
day for the larceny of fruit from a garden, hut
Among those present are Gen. J. H. Butler,
when ii was found that it was Fred. Douglas,
that practical prohibitionist, J. S. Iiawson, the
the Marshal decided to let him go.
great man Marcellus Emery, who is a sort of
If the movement to nominate Mr. Kimball
reactionary ‘‘Bed.’1 Gus. Crumwell, the man
promises to sweep the convention, Mr. Titcomb who whistles, C. C. Roberts, the weather-vane
The
officer.
as
the
be
selected
may
presiding
of Waldo, Joseph Titcomb, S. B. Leavitt, and
matter will be settled by the Stato committee
Casco streets.

Hastings Strickland._
Larceny.—Last Tuesday night the

this morning.

room of
named Carey, who boards at Mrs.
Lowry’s on Watervillo street, was entered and
his clothes, watch, jewelry, &o., valued ai $150,
stolen.
Suspicion fell upon John Dowd and

Two mon came into the station last night
with bleeding heads, told a story of being
assaulted on hoard the steamer Falmouth.
A small sail boat capsized off Peak’s island,
The two men

on

board

wero

a

easily

youog

man

John O’Neil, two fellow boarders, who left for
The City
Boston on the night of the theft.
Marshal sent word to the Boston police, and the
Yestermen
were arrested Saturday night.

rescued.
There was an exciting ran-away in Market
square yesterday. The horses attached to a
team unloading brick near the United States,
bfcame frightened and started at a run down

Middle street.

day Deputy Bridges went after them and
brought them to this city. The stolen articles
were found on them, and they confessed the
theft. The Boston officers charged $15.75 for
making the arrest, which is rather steep, cousidering that Portland officers never charged a

One of tho horses was badly

cut.
A fruit wagon broke down on Exchange St
yesterday, and furnished the urchins a feast.
It is now thought that $30, 000 will rebuild j
Boston officer a cent.
the Carlotta.
George Waterhouse and wife of the Preble 1 Assault.—Conductor Richards on the P. &
House, returned from their bridal tour last O. R. R. was assaulted at West Baldwin by
evening, and received the felicitations of many i one Burnell and others. The assault grew out
friends.
i of a difficulty Richards had with Burnell on
The city-bred boy is deprived of one gwat i the excursion train last Friday. Burnell *uin the passenger car. ConIf he
way to the Ev-inherited '■ sisted on

j

j

luxury.

gives

smoking

instinct for stealing apples, he is arrested for I! ductors on this road are not apt to allow such
larceny. In tho country such offences are ai- j indignity, and Richards very properly obliged
most always condemned.
him to stop. Saturday night while his train
There were seventeen arrests by the police was stopping at West Baldwin, he was assault-

J

ed, but his assaulter came off second beet. We
nnderstaud he intends to make an example of
these rowdies.

yesterday.
Deputy

Williams recovered from a Nova
Beotia vessel, yesterday, two barrels of mackerel
stolen from the wharveB during the fire.
Two cider kegs and a whip, apparently tho
property of a rustic, were found on the
steps of tho City Building yesterduy.
Two trunks are at the police station which
were taken from Atlantic wharf
during the
fire. The owner, a Nova Scotia gontlemeu,got
trace of them yestorday and rejoicod exceed-

Annual Session.—The 27th annual

He had seen a toy one standing
in front of the store and his heart coveted its
possession. Ou being told there were nooe for
sale at that price, he left the
store, looked at
tbo wheelbarrow for a fow
minutes, (then sat
down in it and fell to meditating. The result of
his reverie was that ho took the coveted article
and started down street. As soon as the
wheelbarrow was missed, search was made and
the boy was found trundling it along the sidewalk near the Park school. He wept
bitterly
when it was taken from him.

wheelbarrow.

f Fatal Accident—Elroy J. Hatch of Wells,
brakeman on the Eastern Railroad, was killed near Revere, Saturday, by. being knocked
from the top of a train by a bridgo. He was an
estimable young man, 23 years old, and was
He was inmuch beloved by bis associates.
fared for $2o00 in the Equitable.
a

session,

Supreme Council Templars of Honor and Tem-

:

ingly.
A gentlemen stopped into the Press office
yesterday and said he guessed he would have
It bad
the direction of his paper changed.
been going to Atlantic wharf.
A Two Cent Wheelbarrow.—Yesterday
afternoon a diminutive and ragged urchin,
aged about five years, strutted iuto the Eureka
dollar store anc wanted to buy a two cent

placing in peril

his hip

perance of the United States and Provinces
will convene to-day in the city of Providence,
R. I. In the evening a general banquet will be
given, when the Governor of Rhode Island and
the Mayor of Providence will welcome the Representatives to the State and city.
On Wednesday a mammoth clam hake will be given at
Rocky Point. The occasion promises to he a
grand one. The representatives from Maine
leave this

|

morning._

The Sebaoo Steamer.—The steamer Mt.
Pleasant will not make a trip up the lake
Thursday, and no excursion tickets will be
sold for that day. aa the boat is engaged for an
excursion party whicii goes from Bridgton
Thursday morning, to Old Orchard. The Mt
Pleasant will resume her usual trip Friday!
The travel on that route is larger than ever bej
fore.

__

Kindness vs. Meanness!
Mr. Editor: A few weeks since, the yatch
“Ethel” of Portland, Capt, Churchill, in a trip
a
mile out of her
dowu the Bay weuf over
boat containing one of
course to take in tow a
and gratuitousthe keepers at “Halfway Rock
Such acts cf
ly towed her more tb&D Mix railes.
words.
kindness speak louder than
Last week one of the keepers of
Halfway
Rock” attempted to board Cuo yatch Gracie
of Boston (we omit the Capt’s name; non t
know as he has one) to purchase a small quantity of provisions.
They not only refused to supply them but objected to their coming alongside and Insulted
them and let them go, We advise all hungry
men to keep clear of the “Gracie.”

Victor.

upwards

ing conversation. I am told that one of the
English clergymen sleeps) in his bathing suit.
He believes in thoroughly impregnating his

system with the salt water, and as he is a most
eloquent man, I would recommend some of our
clergymen to try what salt will do for them,—
more especially as he only preaches thirty minutes. We have a very buxom landlady and
she is as good as she is large
We have a very
good table, and the people in the house hare
laid aside ceremony for the season, making it
seem as much like a large family as is possible
where the people are mostly tstraagers to each

of 150 pas-

other.

Ross,

It

Philadelphia,

Charles M. Libby,
Portland.
niSCELLMEOIlH NOTICES.

Mrs. Manchester, tho celebrated Physician, will leave Portland August 15th.
Miss A. M. Elden will give instruction in
Instrumental Music (German method) Vocal in
Italian and Guitar. Best of references given
For particulars apply at United States Hotel
aul2-eod2m
Velvet Belts, extra large size fans, ladies,
gents, misses and children’s cotton hosiery, real
kid gloves for oue dollar, black and colored
worsteds, canvass, paper patterns, ottoman and
slipper patterns, neck rufflings, Swiss muslins,
Victoria Lawns, piques, standard puffings and
plaitings, &c., &c., at reduced prices for two
weeks at Nelson &Co., 297
just above the Preble House.

Congress street,

street and 155 feet on Chatham street.
At 11 o’clock, all the damaged grain on the
site of the Grand Trunk elevatof, on Galt’s
wharf.
At four o’clock, by order of the administralot of land with buildings, on tho southeast side of Newbnry street, recently occupied
by Wm. Sheridan.
a

Every visitor, resident, or former resident
of Portland should purchase Loring, Short &
Harmon’s Guide Book of Portland & vicinity,
illustrated with Photographic views. Price 50c

jyl5-lm

_

For Sale on favorable terms, a valuabl
slate property, partially developed, with most
encouraging prospects, in the eastern part of
the State. Owners refer to 8. T. Pullen, Esq..

jell-dtf

Press office.

Now is the time to have your window screens
made. Lcthrop, Devens & Co. have received a
large quantity of German linen and cotton
No. 61 Exchange St.
gauze, greeu wire, &c.

mayl7tf

reasonable

own

prices at
Atwood’s,

27 Market

Square,
up one flight.

jy8codtf
For Loss of

Appetite, Dyspepsia, Indiges-

tion, Depression of Spirits and General Debili
ty, in various other ferms, Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya made by Caswell,
Hazard & Co., New York, and sold by all

druggists, is the best tonic.
patients recovering
er sickness, it has no equal.

As a stimulant
from fever or othIf taken during
the season it preveuts fever and ague and other
intermittent fevers.
jyl7-lwt
tonic for

Job Printing.—Every description of Job
Printing executed promptly, aud at the lowest
prices, at the Daily Press Printing House, 109
Wm. M. Marks.
Exchange St,
Does Advertising Pay?—There is no instance on record of a well sustained system of
judicious advertising failing of success.
“My success is owing to my liberality in advertising. ’—Bonner.
“Advertising lias furnished me with a competence.”— Amot Lawrence.
“I advertised my productions and made mon-

ey.”—Nicholat Lonnworth.
“Constant and persistent advertising is
prelude to wealth.— Stephen Girard.

a sure

“He who invests one dollar in business should
invest one dollar in advertising that business
—A. T. Stewart.
“Without the aid of advertisements I could
have done nothing in my speculations. I have
the most complete faith in printer’s ink.
Advertising is the royal road to business.—Barnum.

_

A

Regular Day

amusing to listen to the conversacars in reference to boarding houses

very
tions in the
and hotels. The man’s question is: “Do they
“Do they dress
feed well?” the woman’s
much?” The other day a fellow passenger asked
another, “Why do th»y have such hard beds?”
After gravely considering this for a moment,he
said: “I give it up” very much to the disgust
of the querist who did not look upon it in the
light of a conundrum. Men as a general thing,
cannot kill time or enjoy it in dancing, bathing,
strolling, flirting(?) or dressing for others to admire. The: are more devoted to the creature
comforts of life, and so long as they have a
good bed and plenty to eat they are all right.
There is, however, one thing to bo said in
their favor. They are perfectly willing for their
wives and daughters to be happy in their own
way, and are most unselfish in leaving them
through the week, to idle away the time, while
they return to th« dust, turmoil aDd ceaseless
struggle after the Almighty dollar. I do not believe that If the tables could be turned wo
would be as willing to do as much for them.
There is one great incouvenience attending
this place, that is no mail—save through Saco—
and our letters are very slow in coining directC. A. L. T.
ly to our bands.
is

Sews and Other Items.
Within the past two years a Detroit reporter
has shaken hands with thirteen “Buffalo Bills,”
all displaying the same boUDtiful supply of
“shooting irons,” but every one with a different “phia.”
ThC Reputiltuaus lu

Oliiu

1 tKo

l>cmooraS.

in that Slate, since they nominated William
Allen for Governor, “The Resurrectionists.”
It is nearly thirty years since Allen figured pubiu politics.
A passenger, bound for a watoring place on
board of a steamboat, watching the revolving
light of a light-house on the coast, exclaimed,
“Gosh! the wind blows that light out as fast as
tho man cau strike it.”
When the Shah presented to Earl Granville
his photograph set in diamonds tho earl extracted the picture, pressed it to his heart, and
returned tho diamonds, explaining that, much
he thanked

as

at Old Orchard.

Old Orchard, Aug. 11th, 1873.
Dear Press:
I was asked by a Portland gentleman at the
‘Hop’ given at the ‘Ocean House’ on Saturday
evening, “How we passed our time?” 1 pre-

him,

his

position

as

an

English

minister forbade liis receiving a present from a
foreign monarch. It was rather tough, but he
did it.
The Union Pacific Railroad Co. sold, during
the month of July, 1873, 20,599.43 acres of laud
at an average price of $ 7 73 2-10 per acre,
The sales averaged
amounting to $138,677 23.
108.42 acres to each purchaser. The total salss
to August 1st, 1873, were 758,644.57 acres, at an
average price of $4 37J per acre, amounting to

$3,310,495.53.
The directors of the Atlantic and Pacific
R. R. on Saturday elected Col. Thomas A.Scott
of Pennsylvonia, President and R. E. W.
Pierce, Jr., of IJew York, Vice-President and
general manager; Gen. Clinton B. Fitk of St.
Louis, Treasurer; John Edgar Thompson, Alfred S. Dennis, Thomas A. Scott and David
Salomon of the Pennsylvania combination
were

plate and warranted. Ice
Pitchers, Castors, Tea Sets, Urns, plated steco
Knives, Spoons, Forks, &c., also old Table
Ware replated in the best manner and at very
All of my

chosen directors.

Brooklyn navy yard employs 1,725 men
at present.
The number of pap. 1 mills in this country is
812, and tbe total capital invested iu tbe busiThe

$43,500,000.

*

These mills employ 22,042
laborers, and produced last year, 317,387 tons of
paper, valued at $66,475,825.
Carl Benson has propounded a new conun“Is the public made for the convendrum:
ience of tbe post office, or the po3t office for the
ness

is

convenience of the public?”
A Boston gentleman is reported to have
bought a lot of land at Old Orchard with tjje
view of erecting a hotel thereon.
Some one in New York lost a $1000 Treasury
note belonging to a friend in 1866. It has taken
He has now
him seven years to refund it.
written to Treasurer Spinner inquiring whether
the note has been redeemed, and if he has any
chance of receiving back what it has taken him
so

long to

repay.
The seasonable discovery that a convict in
the Georgia State prison had put arsenic in the
food prepared for dinner, recently, saved three
hundred lives.

The Chicago Superintendent of Public
Schools recommends the establishment of a
school expressly for the worst class of pupils,to
which ill-behaved scholars shall be sent from
His theory is that this plan
the other schools.
will educa e the evil disposed mentally and
and morally, while the other schools will not
be kept back by them.
The power of love is shown in the case of the
Iowa girl who went three miles from home to a

pasture lot belonging to her father, and there
cut the throat of a calf, so that when the old
gentleman beard of the matter he might hasten
thither and thus give his daughter a courting
spell with a lover, who bad been warned not to
appear upon the premises.

The Fat Men.—The President having been
invited to attend the clambake of the “Fat Men
pared to answer him but the celebrated flight of New England” on the 28th of
August, the
of Cinderella was slow compared to the time he
New York Post gives the following reasous for
made after one glance at his watch, and in
his attendance:
spite of the pressing invitation of a wide awake
The reasons why the President should give
Editor, he fled the scene taking with him one an official sanction to fatness may be briefly
stated.
Iu the first place, it is noeded in Now
of his Sunday school scholars, who very reluctwhich has never given any serious
antly followed his example, leaving my answer England,
attention to the subject of obesity. For want
on the tip of
to
I
am
of
my tongue, which
fatness, hereditary or acquired, the New
obliged
transfer tojthe tip of my pen.
Englander is rapidly degenerating into an exof nervous attenuation, and more or less
ample
One hardly knows how time flios
through the of this tendency has
been everywhere dissemiday. After breakfast is over, wo lounge around nated through successive migrations.
As the
on the piazza and walk on the beach until the I annals of the association have abundantly
there is nothing like honorable emulabell rings for bathing. Then
everybody throws | proved,
tion in the pursuit of an aim so important,
aside every idea of
individuality and make i| Like all deeds of heroic sacrifice, getting fat
themselves look as hideous as possible. Ladies needs the continual stimulant of rivalry and
who would be dreadfully shocked at
gentlemen the sanction of illustrious example. In the
place, the qu ilit-y of good nature, iu
seeing the tips of their toes at home, walk very second
which so many people are sadly wanting, is alindifferently down to the beach before hun- most invariably in ejcact ratio to the fatty sedreds—quito Indifferent as to bare feet and an- cretion. If you want a good-natured public
kies, safe in the kuowledge that a bathiDg suit you must encourage fatness, and tlio President,
cau not be indifferent to tbie
disfigures one past recognition. Then comes as a politician,
aspect of the question. Ou every account,
that dreadful first
plunge, and after that, noth' therefore, patriotic aud personal, it seems deiugisthoughtof but the intense pleasure and ex' sirable that the President should eat baked
clams—not too mauy—witli those famous and
cltemeut of plunging in the
breakers, There is
long-suffering men, the extra-fat men of Conno undertow here as a geueral
thing. Yesterday necticut, on the 28th of August.
at high tide, I noticed for the first
time that
there was quite au undercurrent. It is
perfectCholera.
children
safe
for
ly
just learning to walk—it
Columbus, O. Aug. 11,—There was one death

may lack the excitement that bathing

on

sued

Five hundred invitations

are

being is-

Governor Perliam is in town.
military.
The Capital Guards, accompanied by the Augusta Band, serenaded Gov. Perliam at his hotel at sunset. The Governor
a

to-day.

a

from oholera, to-day.

The Potomac Steamer Disaster.

responded by

complimentary speech.
[To the Associated Press.l
Lincoln Railroad meeting.
Bath, Aug. 11.—At a meeting of the directors of the Knox aud Lincoln Railroad, held in
this city fo day, it was voted to recommeud to
the several cities aud towns which have voted
aid to said
road, to choose committees to meet
in Rockland the 18th inst. consider the
question of
granting aid to the Penobscot Bay and

K-tox

Sixly-Scycn

versary.

Rockland,
ndery of Knights Templar,
Aug. 11.—The

ma

De Molay Comfifty in number,

accompanied by the Skowhegan Band, arrived
here this evening in the steamer from Belfast.
They were received at the wharf by Claremont
vorumandery 0f this city, with the Rockland
Baud, and escorted through the streets and to
t*ie quarters provided for them at the Thorndike and Lynde hotels. To-morrow morning

Sfolays, accompanied by
will proceed to Thomaston by
Claremont

Commandery,

afternoon

the two bodies will embark in the
Clarita for ViualhaveD, where they will spend
the night, returning here the next morning.—
On Wednesday they will march to Dameson’s

Point,

Recovered.

Washington, The steamer Vanderbilt arrived last night from tbe scene of the Wawasselt
disaster with six more bodiesof the victims
who perished on tbe ill-fated vessels.
Five of
them were identified as tbose of Geo. W. Cook,
a grocer of
Washington, Richard Murray, a
colored passenger, Geo. Tibbs, a colored deck
hand, Mary Blackwell, a colored passenger ami
a little girl about twelve years old, supposed to
be the daughterof Mrs. Lucinda Grant.
The
sixth body was that of a colored woinon not
identified.
yet
Another steamer went down last evening
and is expected to-day wilh more bodies. The
latest estimate of the number of those lost on
the VV awossett is that it will reach
seventy at
least. Many of th 'se will, in all
probability,
not be identified, particularly in the ease of
colored persons.
The Supervising Inspector of steamboats for
this district has arrived, and will, by order of
the Secretary of the Treasury, commence Wednesday a full examination into tbe recent
steamboat disaster on the Potomac.
A
thorough count of the number of Dead
bodies already recovered puts the list at 67.
Washington,Aujj. 11.—Boatmen living on
tiie river say that the screams of women and
•hildreu oil the Wawassett could be beard for
miles; that all boats available were put into
service and every effort made to extend relief.
Oa the way to Chatterton several bodies of colored men and women were passed which had
been dragged ashore. The wreck of tbe steamer
lies about 250 yards below the landing, and
probably 150 yards from shore. The boiler,
smoke stack and all motalic portions seem to
rest firmly on the bottom, and nearly all the
machinery is exposed to view at low water.
Not a particle of combustible mateiial remains.
Between Boydshall aud Chatterton the shore
is lined with pieces of wreck, and half way between the points named was the ill-fated life
boat with her entire stern 'out.
Shreds of
clothing, bonnets, hats, fans and smaller articles were floating promiscously about in the
surf. Ayonugwotnan rescued from the Wawassett states that she saw four little children
banging on by their hands to the waist of the
burning f ieamer, and one after the other dropped into the water, the flames driving them off.
The colored people were perfectly wild, and no
remonstrance on the part of the officers was
heeded. They jumped into the boat piling it
full and deolared that it was the colored peoples’ boat, refusing all whites admission.
When it went down, all were
dumped iuto the
water together and many others followed, being
Both white and colored
pushed overboard.
stragglers plundered and robbed the dead as
they floated ashore. Yesterday several instances
of this kind were noticed but could not be prevented, by Mr. McClelland, who alone was authorized to take charge of the valuables found.
Owing to tbo long extent of shore, many bodies
could not be reached by him till they had been
rifled and tbe guilty parties escaped.

Biver Railroad.
Masonic Visitors—Founli maittc Anni-

the De

Bodies

and

where

served up.

chowder and clam hake will be
The Do Molays will leave for Bath
a

with those who choose to join thorn will make
an excursion to Owls Head by
steamer, where
the annual meeting of the Association will be
held and a clam bake will he served np; returning to this city they will close the festivities
with a ball in the evening.
For Maine.
New York, Aug. 11.—President Grant left
foi Boston to-night.

NEW

HAMPSHIRE.

Scrion* Accident to a Loaded Singe.
Bethlehem, Aug. 11.—Six horses attached
to the morning stage between the Crawford and
Profile House, ran away, upsetting the coach
on Whitcomb Hill, in this town, instantly killing J. R. Donnell Kierl of Baltimore, aud fatally injuaing A. S. Butler, a bauker from AlThe following were also injurleghan, Mich.
ed: Mr. add Miss. Reeves of Phenixville, Pa.,
fatally;
Chaucy G. Harrington of
probably
Worcester. Mass., seriously; Austin G. Fox
and Mias Fox. 45 West 33d street, New York,
seriously; and G. S. Fox, slightly; Miss Emma
Kennedy of ludianapolis, slightly; Mrs. Culbert, son aud daughter of Scranton, Ohio,
slightly; Mrs. Lacroix of Irouton, Ont., arm
broken and slightly injured in the head.
Two
or three others were slightly injured.
It is believed that all of the injured with the exception
possibly of Mr. and Miss Reeves, will recover.
The accident was caused by the breaking of the

NEW YORK.

Imbroglio.

with tbe President.

■

New York. Aug. 11.—Gov. Austin and Mayor Brackett of Minneapolis have bad two
inter?
views at Long Branch with the President regarding the Manitoba affair, and explained the
whoie matter from beginning to end, dwelling
especially on the cruelty with which tile prisoners are treated by
the Manitoba authorities.
They also sought to impress on tho President
the necessity for speedy action as they feared
that the people of Minnesota,unless something
was done at once, would
take the case into
their own hands. The President, according to
the despatch, gave the Gov. and Mayor to understand that unless the matter was disposed of
within a reasonable time, a.demand in unmistakable teTms would bo made on the British
government, and would be followed by further
action. The President then asked the'Governor and Mayor to reduce
their statements to
writing, which they did, and tbe paper was
forwarded to Secretary Fish, who will lie visited to-day by the authors.

FIRE RECORD.
In Bncksport.
Three bams filled with hay belonging to
Frederick Spofford at Bncksport were burned

yesterday.

In Eloia, Oat.
Eloia, Aug. 11.—D. M. Potter’s dwelling
house, Mimdello's’ cabinet factory and dwelling,
and storehouse of the Eloia Agricultural JlachiuuXwipany were dastmjred by lira Saturday
nigh t. Loss $15,000.
Iu Labe City, Fla.
Savannah. Aug. n.—a fire tbD morning at
Lake City, Florida, destroyed property to the

speech,

Post office Decision.

Washington, Auo. 11.—The Postmaster
General has decided that postage upon letters

from Postmasters addressed to the Treasurer of
the United States, containing United States
currency for redemption must be prepaid by
the sender with the full legal rate of postage,
Postmasters
the same as ordinary letters.
should not use official stamps in payment of
such postage. It is their duty to register
such packages free of charge if the mailiug
party requires it.
The President on the Minnesota Difficulty.
Washington, Aug. 11.—Gov, Austin and
the Mayor of Minneapolis on their retnrn from
Long Branch to-day, had another interview
with Secretary Fish, relative to the Manitoba
difficulties. Al! the President said to them was
that the subject should receive the prompt attention of the government, and ho would see
the rights of American citizens protected. It
was too early at this stage, to give more definite
assurance. The Secretary of State was charged
with the conduct of such affairs, and would
doubtless place him iu possession of all the
facts to govern his action iu the premises at the
earliest moment.
Gov. Austin, on being interrogated by private parties was reluctant to talk on the subject. It can be truly stated that the matter
has not assumed a diplomatic aspect although
Sir Edward Thornton and Secretary Fish have
had several informal interviews concerning it,
The proceedings now iu progress are of a judicial character and therefore do not at present
justify diplomatic interference.
Treasury Balances.
The following are the Treasury balances to
day: Currency $10,327,813; special deposits of lo
gal tenders for redemption of certificates of de-

posit $34,670,000; com $81,641,512; including
$44,026,800 iu coin certificates;) outstanding
legal tenders. $356,000,000.
Postal Cards.

Post Master General has ordered that Postal
cards be stamped on the face hereafter. There
have been furnished the pnbiic 44,118,000
postal cards.
Indian Barbarities

St. Louis, Aug. 11.—Itcv. Norman Badger,
army chaplin, at Fort Concha, Western Texas,
arrived hero yesterday, en route for Washington. He states that a scouting party returned
to Fort
Concha, Saturday week, after 40 days
absence, bringing in a number of stolen ponies
captured from Indians off that reservation,
also, the fresh scalp of a white girl, 13 years
old, who was with a woman killed and scalped
on Staked
Plain, two weeks before. Mr. Badger
says it is now known that Gen. McKenzie,
during bis expedition agaiiiBt tbe Commanches
last fall killed upwards of a hundred, although
it was reported at tbe time that he killed but
23.

About three weeks ago a band of Indians
appeared near old Camp Colorado, shot and
stabbed a Mrs. Williams, Jalsu shot Mrs. Williams’ little girl, and mashed her head against
a door
post, and threw her body into the fire.
On entering the house they shot a girl 8 years
old, and carried her away with them. Mrs.
Williams, notwithstanding her two wounds
crawled into the house, pulled the child out of
the fire, rolled her in wet blaukets and laid her
in bed.
Her husbaud soon after returning, she
recounted to him the circumstances of the attack upon the house aud then died; but the infant wiiose head had been so badly bruised was
still alive when last heard from, aud will
probably recover,
A baud of from 50 to (10 Indians were roaming about the country south of Fort MoKenett,
lad., aud in the absence of cavalry at tbe Fort,
couriers were sent in ail directions to warn settlers. Much alarm existed and the citizens
were arming to defend themselves.
Fish! with A (inches.
Gen. Pope, commanding tho department of
in
a general order announces the brilMissouri,
liant result achieved by Cant. G. W. Chilson of
the 8th U. 8. Cavalry and detachment under
his command in pursuit of tbe Apache Indians
m New
Mexico.
Ou the I3thof July tbe Indians bad stolen eleven herd of horses from a
cjtizen of New Mexico, aud were followed by
Capt. Chilson aud his command five days,when
they ware overtaken. A fight ensued, which

MUSIC HALL,

Bayonne, Aug. 10.—The Carlists have surrounded Oyarzuni in the province of Guipuzloa.
The Republican troops have returned to Pampeluna from Elizauda, leaving the Carlists iu
The Cai liat
possession of Northern Navarre.
General Horregairay with 100 men <8 at San

Estaban.

English Cabinet Change*.

been vacant for three
years. It is believed it
will not be
necessary for M. Gladstone to lie reelected to Parliament in
consequence of his
Chancellorship of Exchequer. Childers will retire altogether from the
ministry in October.—
1 he report that he was to
succeed the exchequer is not correct
Loml Gorilou Gordon
Disappear*.
Fort Carry, Aug. 11,—lord Gordon Gordon has suddenly disappeared. It is
said he
ha3 gone to the Rocky Msuntaing or
British
Colombia.
A party just arrived,
reports
having met him with a large escort about, one
huadred miles west of here.

terday.

a

brakeman
killed at

was

on

the Boston &
yes-

Foreign Import*.
ST.JOHN. NB. Schr M E Bliss—290C railroad
George & Co.
FREDERICKTON. NB. Schr Industry—2300 railroad sleepers to C H George & Co.
PICTOU, NS. Schr Davol—1206 tons of coal to
Grand Trunk R R.
PICTO U, NS. Brig Wenonah—363 tons of coal to
John Portions.

Receipt* by Rnit.ond*

and Steamboat*.
Grand Trunk Railway—8 cars sundries, 4 do
berk, 2 do slabs, 3 do piles, 1 do iron, 62 do lumber,
3 do for New York, 3 do lor Boston, 1 do for Liver14 do for John, NB, 2 do for Haiiiax, NS.

In the decoration of the court house for a
bazaar, in a spirit of courtesy to American citizens, tlie stars and stripes were suspended side
by side with the British flag.
Attorney Gen
eral Clark, on beholding the flags thus placed,
ordered the ladies in charge to haul the flag

down. No one obeyed his command and he
retired.
The sheriff will not now allow the wives of
American prisoners to visit their husbands but
twice a week.
A fire in the lumber yard of W. F. Jndd in
this city, yesterday, destroyed about 2,000,000
feet of lumber. Several frame buildings near
by were destroyed. Loss from $00,000 to $75.000.

—*

For Lake

Esson & Co.100

Receipt* .ot|Grain.
EASTERN

R. B.

No. cars. Consignees.
Consignees.
No. cars
Geo W True & Co. corn. .2 J McGlinchy, malt.1
H Hanson & Co,oats,—1
Total.4
•

Ronton Stock I<i*t.
(Sales at the Broker’* Board. Aug. 11.1

—

money market.
New York. Aug. 11—Morning.—Money opened at
Gold 115|.
3 per cent.
Sterling Exchange 109 @

109}.

new York. Ang. 11—Rvenina.—Money was easy
in the day. Sterling Exchange at 108} for 60
days, 109|for sight. Custom receipts to-day $442,000. Gold quiet and steady with all busiuess at 115§
@115}; loans 2@4 per cent, for carrying. Tbq
Clearances were $16,000,000. The Asst. Treasurer
State
disbursed $67,100. Governments
bonds quiet. Stock strong with an upward tendency
duoing the morning with Pacific Mail and Vanderbilt shares as the featvres. TowardO the close the
market bee «me dull, though a firm feeling characterized dealings, closing with business having been
made. The chief imnearly the highest
provement was in Pacific Mail, which advanced to
42; Lake Shore rose to 95; Indiana Central was more
active than for some time past and advanced to 32};
Brio was weaker, declined } per cent.

early

steady.

quotations

quotations of Government

United States eoupoii 6*s, 1881,. 1201
United States 5-20’s 1862.117
United States 5-20’s IS64.117
United States 5-20’s 1865, old..119
United States 5-20’s 1865, new,.117
United States 5-20’s 1SG7,. 119
.118
United States 5-20’s 1868,....
United States 5’s, new...U4
United States 10-40’s.,coupons. »»• ....115}
Currency 6’s
....113}
the

closing

quotations

of

Western Union Telegraph Co. 92:
Pacific Mail. 41
N. Y. Centra’and Hudson River con sol Mated.... 105
Erie. 59
Erie preferred.72

Union Pacific stock. 28
The following were the quotations for Pacific Rail-

road securities:
Central Pacific bonds.
10C}
Union Pacific do. £2}
Union Pacific land grants.72}

Union Pacific income bosils. 62}
lf«na«»ttc

receipts

New York. Aug. 9—Evening—Cotton dull; sales
315 bales Middling uplands at 20c. Flour firmer;
sales r'3,000 bbls; State 4 75 @ 7 00; Ronnd Hoop Ohio
6 03 @ 8 40; Western 4 75 @ 8 20;
Southern 6 20 ®
10 50. Wheat is 1@ 2c better; sales 1C8,000 bush;
No 1 Spring 1 53; No 2 Spring 1 42; Milwaukee 146
Com steady; sales
@ 1 48; No 3 do at 1 34 @ 1 36.
130.000 bush; steamer Mixed Western 51® 54c.—
Oats dull; sales 39,000 bush; White Western 48®
53c; new mixed 42$ @ 43c. Beef steady. Pork easier;
400 bbls new mess at 17 40 ® 18 00. Lard is steady;
sales 300 tes; steam at 8$ @ 9 l-16c; kettle 8$c. Butter
Ohio 16 @ 24c; State 25 @30c. Whiskey
steady; Wesem free 94$c. Rice is Arm; Carolina at
8$ @ 9$c Sugar Arm; sales 690 hhds, 700 boxes; refining at 8 @ 8$o; Cuba 8Jc. Cotlee firm; 19 @ 20$c in
Gold.
Molasses is quiet; Clayed 27 ® 31c; New Orleans 55 @ 85c; -'orto Rico 30 ® 60c; Muscovado 28
® 32c. Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentine is firmer
at 43c; Rosin quiet at 2 95 for strained.
Petroleum
declining; crude at 6$c; refined at 16jc. Tallow quiet
at 8$ ® 8 9-16c sales 160,000 lbs.
Freights to Liverpool firm; Cotton per steam | @
7-16*1. Grein 13$ @ 14c.

steady;

Chicago, Aug. 11.—Flour In good demand at full
prices; stock continues light; sales of extra Spring

Wheat is steady tor cash and active and
higher for tutures ; sales of No 1 Spring new 1 21 ®
1 21$ for bard; old 1 26; No 2 at 1 20 for spot; seller
August at 1 16$; do Sept 111; No 3 Spring at 1 07 @
108; rejected 92®93c. Cora steady; No2 mixed
on spot or seller Aug 37$ ® 37$c; seller for Sep at 38
high Mixed 38 @ 38$c; rejected 34@34$c;
o 1 and high Mixed Canal 39$c afloat.
Oats are in
fair demand and firm; No 2 at 27$ ® 271 on si*ot; 26
seller
is
@ 26$c
Sept; rejected 25$c. Rye firm and in
fair demand; for No 2 at 59c. Barley dull and nominal foj cash and higher for Sept; sales of No 2 at 92®
93c.
Provisions quiet and unchanged. Pork—au
advance asked hut none established;
quotable at
15 68 ® 15 70 for spot or seller Aug. Lard held at 8c
with 7$c bid for round lots. Bulk moats unchanged;
shoulders held at 7Jc; sides 9$ @ 9$c. Bacon unchanged; no sales, whiskey dull and nominal at
90$ bi.l; 91 e asked.
Lake Freights unchanged and steady; Corn to
Buffalo 5c.
Receipts—1,000 bbls flour, 61,000 bush wheat, 282,000 «*usb corn, 58,000 bush oats, 3000 bush rye, 1,000

t38$;

—

AND

STEAMER

—

MT. WASHINGTON

FOR THE ROUND TRIP.

day, and

return ticket*

can

and rotnra the
used. Train

go

good until

Portland & Rochester depot at 7.45 A. M.
W. H. TURNER,

Superintendent.

Portland, Jnly 15, 1873.

tf

AUCTION SALES.
Real Estate on Fore and Chatliam
Streets at Auction.
TUESDAY August 12tb, at 10 o’clock, we

ON

shall 8**11 the valuable property on northerly
corner of Fore and Chatham streets.
Said property
consists of a lot of land 76 feet on Fore street and 93
feet on Chatham; Also a lot 62 feet on Chatham St.,
running back about 45 feet. This sale is made to
close the Estate ot Henry and Elias Mountlbrt, will
be positive, and offers a good chance for investment.
GEORGE MOUNTFORT,
Execr of Estate of Henry Mouutfort.

CO., Auction?™.
did

auG

Damaged Corn and Oats by Auction.
DAY, August 12th, at 11 o’clock, on site of
Grand Trunk Ele ator, Galt's Wharf, for the
benefit of whom it may concern, all tbe Corn and
Oats damaged by tbe recent tire.
By Order.
F. O. BAILEY &CO., Auctioneer*.

THIS

_aul2It
Administrator's Kale «t Real Estate.
to a license from the Judge of Prob*te tor tbe County of Cumberland, I shall sell
at public auction to tbe highest bidder, on tbe premia s, on Tuesday the 12th day of August next, at 4
o’clock, P. M., the loliowing described real estate:
A lot of land with the buildings, on the southeast*
erly side of Newbury street, Portland, Maine, TO feet
on the street, being premises
occupied b> the
late Martin Sheridan, bounded by tne “school house
lot’* on tbe east, and lands foimerly of Wm. Bsker
the Portland
on tbe west; subject to a
Savings Bank, lor about $2,400.

PURSUANT

recently

mortgage'to

J. T. McCOBB, Administrator
of Martin Sheridan.

JylOdtd

Important

Kale of

Fine Crockery and Glass

Ware

TO FAflltlEt BY AUCTION.

OX THURSDAY, AUGUST

14th,

At lO O’Clook,
We shall sel at Salesroom, 18 Exchpngo street
fine maroon and green bunded English Dinner Service, 140 pc. ea., decorated and plain Toilet Ware,
full assortment tint quality English China, Rockingham, Yellow, Whtto lined and C. r. Ware. A large
variety of Glue* Ware. On exhibition

Wednesday, liitli inst.
Sale positive and in lots to suit.
F. O. BAILEY A

CO., Auctioneer*.

auQ_

td

ABRAMS A BROn

Market*.

New York, Aug. 11.—Cattle market. -Beeves firm
for prime anil dull for inferior; receits 9835 head:
quotations at 9$ @ 12$ for natives; 7 ® lCc for Texans.
Voal steady at 5 @ 8$c; receipts 3370 bead.—
27,730
Sheep declined $c; Lambs steady;
at 6 ® 6 for lambs, 5 ® 6$c lor sheep.
head;
Swiue lirm 6$ ® 7$; receipts 30,560 head.

® 6 25.

TO

Wolfboro and Centre TIarbor via
Alton Bay

F. O. BAILEY ft

New Fork Stock and

5 75

Winnipiseogee

EXCURSION TICKETS

same

Total.200
J B Donnell, 400 half sacks flour

quoted

Harrison,

Harrisrn 12.30.
Returning, leave Harrison at2.30 P. M.,No. Bridgton, 2.45. Bridgton 3.15, Naples 4.05, connecting at
Sebago Lake with trains arriving at Portland at 8.90
P. M., in season to connect with Steamer for Boston.
The Eastern Express Company will run a dully
line of stages in connection wlth'this steamer to jna
from Mount Pleasant House.
Tickets for the trip from Portland to Naples. B’-idgton or Harrison and return, $2.50.
Jyl7dtr

TRUNK R. R.

were

and

—

Todd & Cs.100

following

—

ON

Total.£00

The

TO

and after MONDAY, JULY 2Iat. the ne-v and
elegant side-wheel Steamer MOUNT PLEASANT, will make dally excursion trips over the Sebago Lake route, leaving Sebago Lake Station on arrival of train ’eaving Portland at 7.1rt A. M. arriving at
Naples at 10.65, Bridgton 11.45, No. Bridgton 12.16,

leave the

Bbls. Consignees.
Consignees.
Bbls.
Norton,Chapman & Co.100 David Keazer.300
D W Coolldge.100 Butler & Josselyn... 100
Howes, Hilton & Tar-

St'x-ks:

—

Naples

Brids:ton,

$4

of Flour. Arc.

the

VIA

—

Lake and Bongo River

Passengers from Portland

EASTERN RAILROAD.

were

the

WAN0O1V. Sw’r,
.Haine State Society.

Sebago

BAILVDOnESTIC RECEIPTS.

The following
securities:

of

mu-I

1873 Excursion 1873

Bleeoers to C H

F

day.

0, Uu“lncM Manager.

Entrance

auSeodlt

__

GRAND

the

I'

HA.TliEli

Worcester,

box.200

short season, commencing

Fee of ten per cent,
accompany the Entry.
The contest for this Purse to take place during
the State Fair, at Bangor, Sept 10,1873.
An

FINANCI4L AND COiUNEKClAL

Receipt*

a

tV "Price* a* usual.
Tickets to bo
T‘ KA
augl2dM

Prrw

who seduced his daughter.
The Odd Fellows of Portsmouth, N. H., presented a costly iewolled collar to Grand Representative J. F. Hartshorn on Monday.
A new ship of 1200 tons was lauuched
by
Toby & Littlefield in Portsmouth, Monday.
Oscar Mills, an assistant engineer in the TJ.
S. Navy, was shot near
Wilkesbarre, Pa., Sunday, by a man named Major who fired at a
hawk.

Carney,

for

FRIDAY, August 15th.

East Suriy Maine.

MINOR TEL EG HAMM.

Patrick

will appear

Open to all trotting horses owned in
>’ew England, Nova Scotia, New Bruns*
wick and the Canadas.
$400 to 1st,
$125 to 2d, $80 to 3d, $40 to 4th. 4 to
enter, 3 start.
Entries must Im* made on or before MONPAY,
Sept. s»tb, with the Secretary, Samuel Wasson, at

The postoffice at Toronto, Out., was robbed
of 91 registered letters Sunday.
In San Francisco, Monday,John Curron shot
and fatally wounded a man named Johnson

Aloany railroad,

POKTLAMD.
STAR OB’ THE east.
OOI.E.IK BIDWRLl,

Orand Sweep stakes-Purse,
*3635.

London, Aug. 11—G A. M.—Mr. Ayrton,
late Commiasioner of Public Works, becomes
Judge Advocate Ge teral, an office which bad

Eastern Railroad 7s.'.101
Hill Manufacturing Company.140
Boston & Maine Railroad......117}

Terrible Tragedy.
New YonK.Aug. 11.—At 8 o’clock this morna
ing terrible tragedy took place in the third
story of 66 Vessey street at the cigar manufactory of Stciuhart Brothers & Scholank. A value of $20,000.
young man named Ephraim Steinhart, brother
la Roxbury.
of one of the partners, stood behind Samuel
Scholank aud shot him with a pistol under the I
Boston, Aug. 11.—The extensive rope works
of
&
Sewell, Day Co. in Roxbury are now burne^r, then swallowed a bottle of poison and shot
ing with strong indication of heavy loss.
hirasc-lf under the left nipple. Scholank is conscious and will probably recover. Steiuliart
The li sag Island Fire,
will not survive to-day. Cause of the crime
Quarantine, L. I., Aug. 11.—Tho (Ire in the
not known.
; light-house department last night started in the
Tbc missing Nlrsmrr Arndt Seen oa tbc I lower room of the building used as a store room
H3d of July.
for lenses and was confined to the room where
it originated.
The agents of the Baltic Lloyd line of steamers, stare that they have received a cable disThe Manitoba Affair,
patch statiug that on the 23d of July tlieir over
due steamer Arndt was signalled in iat. 46 deg.
Minneapolis, Aug. 11.—It appears that
10 min. Ion. 45 deg. 3 min. by the ship King
Gordon left within two days after an augry inOscar with propeller broken and under cauvass,
terview with his counsel who dunned him' for
steering north with a strong southeast wind.—
money.
She did not require assistance. Again on the
A special from Fort Garry savs IT. S. consnl
26tn she was seen by the White Star line steamwas serenaded by the
Taylor
military band of
er Oceanic steering the same course and in lat.
Fort Garry and throe eheers given by those as46 deg. 10 min. long. 43 deg. 37.
sembled. Tho consnl responded In a brief

WASHINGTON.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Spanish Affairs.

Interview of Minnesota Officials

MASSACHUSETTS.
A Bara and Several Horses Burned.
Boston, Aug. 11.—A lire in Watertown Sunday moruiuing burned Warren Ladd’s baru
with three horses, a bull and forty-five tons of
hay. Loss $1000.
The Coe Assignee*.
Boston, Aug. 11.—The creditors of Jos. ACoe at a second meeting held to day, made
choice of Frank Shaw, Jos. Doro and das. Doshon for assignees. The claims proved and a!:
lowed amount to $287,127, including one of
Lucy D. Fisk, wife of the late James Fisk.Jr.,
for $230 for rent of stable on Worcester street.
Vice President Wil eon.
Vice President Wilson was in Boston to-day.
His improved appearance indicates steady protoward restored health, which has* been
brought about by Ins cessation ot all active laqor.

FO KE1GN.

—

The Manitoba

pole strap.

licly

Tu-Th-Sat.

Auction Sales To Day.—Messrs. F. O.
Bailey & Co., will sell at ten o'clock, by order
of the administrator, the Mouutfort property*
on the corner of Fore and Chatham streets.
This property has a front of 76 feet ou Fore

tor,

Grant.

Thursday morning. During their stay in this
city they will be the guests of Claremont CommandeTy. The third anunal re-union of the 4th
Maine Regiment Association takes place here
this evening and to-morrow. A public meeting with addresses is to be held this evening,
arW to-merrow the members of the regiment

until he prepares another plate, then the people instantly form themselves into natural positions until he comes to make a second failure.
We have five clergymen in this house,
aud^I
can assure) you they
enliven the house very
much with their genial.manners and entertain-

B. D
Minr. Ch. Scotland, Chathom Q.
Rev. Benj. J. Dinglan,
Georgetown, Del.
James B. Cushing.
Chatham, Quc. Canada.
Miss E. B. Coolidge,
Boston.
M. E. Cushing.
Montreal.
Mrs. Beveridge,
Ottawa House.
James Dakers,
Montreal.
Henry A. Little,

1

The President a( Augusta
[Special to Press.1
Arousta, Aug. 11.—Speaker Blaine gives a
party Thursday evening in honor of President

recognized.

little more to the left, {now, perfectly still—
ready”—aud somebody langhs outright at nothing funny and the artist claps on the cloth—
looks politely disgusted, begs them to remain

sengers.
Donald

IN MAINE.

us grouped around in the most
natural manner—tells us to be ready "as he is
going to make a nice picture.” Instantly everybody is seized with a mania for standing
bolt upright in front—and looking off into
space in the most industrious manner. Groups
are broken
up and formed into a straight
row like a class in spelling, and
everybody is
satisfied that their figure will bo the plainest

He says “ready”—after everybody has tears in their eyes—“now look straight
aud keep perfectly still fivo seconds—that man
is stauding directly in front of that woman—a

appended:

the lives of

MATTERS

the ten o’clock trai n where they will visit the
State Prison by invitation of Warden Rice, returning here by special train at noon. In the

ready—finds

have been highly imprudent for Captain Sands
to have turned back for the purpose of endeavoring to save those on the burning steamer Di
riga, inasmuch by so doing he would have been

To-Day’s Convention.—The corridors and
office of the Preble House were thronged last
evening with delegates to the Democratic State

Square.

is

several toilettes a day.
Some of the time is exhausted in having
ourselves stereotyped. The photographer comes
down with his stock of patience and camera all

We the undersigned, having been passengers
on board the steamer Gazelle on Saturday last,
testify that under the circumstances it would

occurred.
On tbe New York line the Franconia leaves
Thursday, and the Chesapeake, Monday.
A. Little & Co. lost 83000 worth of silks.

Young Men’s Christian Association-Corner
Congress and Casco streets. Every evening.
Portland Fraternity—No. 3531 Congress street.

yesterday.

following

by jumping from the Montreal.
It is reported that a watchman on board the
Dirigo was sleeping below at the time the fire

Maine Charitable Mechanic Association—
Corner of Congress and Casco streets. First Thursday in each month.

chowder, which almost everybody eats,
pari of the programme, we s'roll on the
beach again until the trains arrive from Boston
or Portland, when
everybody rushes to the neat
little station to see who has arrived, and to
wonder, with the hotels all full, where they are
going to put them. The long platform at the
station makos a very nice place for promenading, more especially for those ladies who make
After

TO THE PUBLIC.

Mattison belongs in this city. He was 51 years
old and leaves a wife and two children. The
body of Mrs. Miller was sent to New York yesterday under charge of Mr. Bunce, the Maine
Steamship company paying the expenses.

TEMPLARS OF HONOR.
At Templars’ Hall, Xo. 100 Exchange Street.
Council—Maluo, first and Lhird Mondays in each
month.
Temple—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday
evening.

streets.

The

resulted in killing three Indians and the recovery of all the horses.
Naval Order*.
Steamer Powbattan left Norfolk on the 7tb
for Halifax.
She will return to N. Y. about
the 1st of Sept.
The Jlonongabela is fitting out at Portsmouth. She is now ready for the officers and
they will be ordered to her in a few days. The
vessel will be ready for sea about the 25th, and
will be sent out to enforce our naval forces on
the Spanish coast.
Geo. Wilmuth, oldest
boatswain in the Navy died at Brompton,
Canada, on the 5th iust.
The Narragausett. arrived at San Diego. Cal.,
on the 10th inst.
After having coaled she proceeded on surveying service.

BY TELEGRAPH.

as a

made by oue or two men on board, for ns
to turn back, aud only for the purpose of saving
life, the steamers Montreal and Chesapeake
not seemingly being in any immediate .danger,
neither having moved from their positions at
Atlantic and Franklin wharves, respect.vcly.
Of course we consulted hurriedly as to what
course it was right for us to take, as we were
anxious to do anything in reason to save life or
property. Was it then prudent to run such a
steamer as the Gazelle is, with her precious
human freight, with so much top hamper out
of the water, up to a burning steamer lying at
one of the wharves, and with such a precious
human freight on board of our steamer, especially when we knew that both these steamers
had life boats, and any amuunt of life preservers on board, to say nothing of so many small
boats always in the immediate vicinity? The
result would have been the loss of more human
lives and of our steamer, had we then turned
back, as every one can sec. The Montreal
never took lire at all until we reaohed Peaks
Island. One word as to my friend. Captain
Oliver. It should be borne in mind that the
steamer Express is a very different boat from
the Gazelle, built for a tug boat, and lying low
in the water, aud without much of that inflammable material high above water, that our
steamer possesses, and therefore the very opposite of the Gazelle in these respects. Captain
Oliver started at 1.45 o’clock, had gone down to
Peake’s Island, landed his passengers, and was
on his return when the fire broke out, and he
was, as to time, and every other circumstance,
in bettor condition to render aid than we were,
and besides, it is his business to act as a tug
boat when not otherwise engaged, aud had we
been situated as he was as to time, we should
doubtless have acted as be did.
C. F. Sands.

when the flames broke out. Before an escape
could be made the horse was burned about the
head.

Commanderieb ok K. T.—Portland, fourth Monday: St. Albans, second Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;
Grand Council,
Wednesday 3 p. M.; Grand Coro-

him.

on

jump

seen since.
and Noyes, with great difficulty,saved
a valuable piano from the Boston shed just as
the flames struck the roof.
Fenderson & Plummer lost about $300 worth

Wednesday.

panic

was

Bailey

Chapters—Greenleaf K. A. C., first Monday; Mt.
Vernon, U. A. C., thiid Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second

Then we stroll home fully impressed with one
fact, that a man can never be made to forget
for ono hour that dinner or supper is before

board. When we got off the buoy
near the end of the breakwater, we could see
that the intense heat and spread of the flames
forced some of the employees of the “Dirigo”
into the water; and then the demand
to
a

them with clothing. Mr. Pearce was severely
burned while attempting to get the cat-bead
over for the stewardess to
cling to. These men
say that two boiler makers, one of them a onearmed man, were on board at tho time of the

Stated Meetings.

Portland Army and

tality is greatest when it appoals to our hearts
through nature. One never tires of wandering
through its shady paths and resting in its romantic little nooks, until the gentlemen forget
the spiritual in the temporal, and wonder
what they are going to give us for supper.”

produced

fire,

L. Smith, J. A.
and
Salem Rands, in the same boat, wish to tender
thanks to Mr. Page, the druggist at the cornor
of Fore and India streets, for bis kind services
in attending to their wouuds, and in

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
to Let—Woodman, True <& Co.
For Sale
Tarrant’s Seltaer Aperient.
S.
To Let—S.
Knight.
Vol. 60, Maine Reports.
Wanted—Bartram & Fanton Mn’fjg Co.
Non-xtosldent Taxes—Town of Sebago.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES
Mnalcal Instruction—Miss A. M. Eldon.
Velvet Bolts—Nelson A Co.
or

Congress and Brown

see the fire at all.
There was then no
apparent need of any assistance as the fire had

did we

Dirigo,
Dewie, Charles Grouve,

we

same fate.
After dinner we make up a party for a stroll
in the Park, a most delightful spot—one of the
chief-attractions here— and read the appropriate inscriptions on the trees, never losing sight
of the presiding spirit of the place, whose gen;ns and refined love of nature has left to the
visitors of this place a reminder that immor-

j

Damaged Com, At*.—F.

gives

Then

shared the

not made progress enough as we passed the
of ashes. The machinery doesn’t appear to be
end of Galt’s wharf to warrant the offer of it.
materially damaged, the engine and boiler ap- j We had about one hundred and sixty passenparcntly being in good condition.
gers on board, mostly ladies and children, not
Tho Montreal, still on Cushing’s Island, is
mare than twenty of that number being men.
totally ruined. A party of experienced boiler- As we progressed on our course, tho fire spread
mauufacturers went down to inspect her yestcrwith unusual rapidity, and all the passengers
day.
got on the land side of the steamer to witness
somewhat of
Robert Pearce, 2d mate of the
and J. ! the
which of itself

shell, containing but her machinery and

New Advertisement. Tn-Wny.

beach

crowd.

has no respect for chignons; for one of my
braids switched off into the water and I suspect
some mermaid is twining it at this moment in
her hair. A number of wedding rings have

The first afternoon trip of the Gazelle was
made as usual at 2 o’clock precisely, and the
fire had not then commenced, no alarm having
lieeu sounded, and only when we had got out
of our dock and off the end of Franklin wharf

City

shelving

it

right position.

will run as a daily line, loaviug
Franklin wharf for Boston at 8 o’clock, p. in.
The Carlotta was brought up to the Allan
steamship wharf yesterday. She is a mere iron
Forest

one, but it is safer for the
take a sun-bath, and after
drying our back hair, so that it may match that
taken off, we dress for dinner; and that reminds
me to advise all ladies who go into the surf, that

uation at the time, and which when made, will,
to all candid minds, place the matter in the

Tho lumber lias been purchased and the shed
will be up by Saturday night. The officers of
the oompany will lie temporarily located in this
shed. The recent loss will occasion no detention to business. The John Brooks and the

At Riddefonl, of
At Saco of L, Hodgdou.
At Waterside, of J. S. Carter.
At Gorham, of News Aeeut.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros.
At Kennebunlr, of C. E. MUler.

CITY AND

The gleaner Gazelle.
To the Editor of the Press:
The severe and unjust strictures made upon
the undersigned, as master of the island steam
er Gazelle,
during the calamitous fire of last
Saturday, by the morning journals, calls for a
full and correct explanation of his peculiar sit-

Note* of the Fire.

The Maine Steamship Company will immediately contract for a now steamer, to take the
place of the Dirigo.
The Portland Steam Packet Company held
and
an informal meeting yesterday morning,
determined to erect at once, upon Franklin
wharf a freight shed 250 feet long and 50 wide.

Auctioneer* and ('emmiAsien iRrrchaati,
give tbeir special attention to selling Real Estate,
Furniture and Merchandiseoi all kinds, Horses Carriages, &c. Advances made on consignments. Regular Sales of new and second-hand Furniture at the
Auction liooms every Saturday morning. Communications by mall promptly attended tu
ABftAMM A BROTHER,
125 Federal St., under the U. S. Hotel.
N. B.
Money advanced on Watches, Jewelry,
Furniture, Clothing, and all goods of value.
drf
*pr23

SALE of PUBLIC

LANDS.

Maiee, Land Office, 1
Bangor, May 24th, 1873.
J
hereby given that tbe following townState of

NOTICE is

ships or tracts of land, situate in the County ot
Franklin, set apart for sale under the provisions of
the Revised Statutes. Chapter 5, Section 46, will bo
sold agreeably to the direction ot tlic Governor and
Council, on MONDAY, the first day of September
next, at 12 o’clock, noon, at the Land Office in Bangor. by sealed proposals, to be received at any time
previous to said lime of sale, no proposals to be re-

ceived unless

ten

per cent, of the minimum price is

paid into the Land Office with the proposal.
The

following is a line of the lands to be sold M
aioresaid, with the minimum price per acre for each-

viz:

Township number Three, in Range Five, west of
Bingham’s Kennebec Purchase, the minimum price
fixed lieing 25 cents per acre.
All that part of township number Three, Rango
Six, lying within the limits ot the State, the mlulpriee fixed therefor being 23 cent* per acre
All that part of township number Two, in Range
Seveu. lying within the limits of tbe State, the minimum price fixed therefor being t wenty cents per

mum

Judicial Decision.
! acre.
Salt Lake, Aug. 11.—On Saturday last,
Payment to be made as follows,* viz: One-*hlrd
of the purchase money in cash including tbe 4 n per
Snow, Territorial Attorney General, moved becent, of the minimum price deposited, and 11 • *alfore Judge Emerson fur an order on tbe court
aoce by notes for three equal sums, payable » ao alfor a grand jury for the September term. Judge
ith
ly, in oue, two and three years, respectiv y.
Emerson asked U. S. Attorney Curry if he
interest, and a bond with sufficient sure > fj the
wished to have a grand jury, and the latter repayment f a fair stum pace of ail Umber o .e cut
plied that as the Territorial court had already
thereon, to be applied to tue payment of he notes.
Deeds to be conditional in tbe usual fi m o. State
intimated that no jury could be
legally ciupandeeds.
celled under existiug laws, lie did not wish to
PARKER P. BIRLII OR.
go through with the farce of a criminal examiLi td vgont.
my28wtd22
nation, or trial, to have it set aside immedi!
thereafter.
court
then
as
The
held that
ately
bush
barley,
the Territorial Legislature had taken the subShipments—7,000 obis flonr, 2,000 bush wheat, 340.ject from the court and given it to the clerk, he
000 Push corn, 43.000 bush oats, 340,000 bush rve, 000
had nothing to do with it.
bush barley, 0000 hogs.
Tho Young Divorce Case.
aolxdo. Aug. 11.—Flour is firm and in fair demand. Wheat advauced; sales of No 3 White Wabf
Tbe argument on the question of the jurisdicash
1 59; No 1 White Michigan on spot 1 38$; seller
tion of the court in the Webb Young divorce
Aug l 39; do Sept 1 40; No 2 Lake Snore Red 138;
case has been completed. Tho court reserved
No. 97
Street.
No 3 Red 1 29. Torn steady; high mixed on spot and
its decision.
seller Aug 43$; do Sept44$c: low Mixed 43c; Yellow 43$; no grade 39c. Oats steady; No 1 at 31c; old
MFE8 TO BENT in.I.lc the Van Its at
No 2 at 32$; rejected 27c.
Senatorial natters.
from 813 ta 880 per annum
Lake Freights very firm; to Buffalo 4@4$c; to
Parbons, Kan., Aug. 11.—A dispatch re- Oswego at 8$ ® 9c; to Kingston 9$; to Ogdensburg at SPECIAL DEPOSITS of
8toeka, Beau,
ceived from the Indian country to-day says the
9 ® 10.
and other valuable* received.
Receipts—9,000 bbls flour, 38,000 busn wheat, 72,00o
Downing-Ross party have beaten the reformers
DEPOSITS of ANY ARTICLES of VAXbush com, 9,000 bush oats.
but Bell has obtained letters written by Ross
Shipment?—0000 bbls flour,38,000 hush wheat,73,000
EE RECEIVED at rates varying acand Jones to Washington, showing treachery
do com, 3.000 bush oats.
cording to the size of package and val
to the principles of the paaty.
The full bloods
aatien.
Cincinnati, Aug. 11.—Pork quiet at 16 73. Lard
are said to be indignant and aroused, and that
steam
uominal
at
held
kettle
at
quiot;
ly
8c;
8$ @ 8$c COLLECTION and RkNITTANCI o
Ross and Jones must go to the brush to save
cash: 8 40 per cwt buyer Aug.
Bulk Meals quiet;
Interest and Dividends attended to.
their lives.
shoulders held flrmlp at 8$c; clear rib sidos at 9$c;
It is also asserted that the death sentence has
clear sides 9$ ® 9|c.
Bacon is in good demand;
been passed by certain Indians upon Col. Boushoulders at 9; clear lib sides 10$; clear sides 04 ^
oct24
w43tf
dinot, James Bell, and others of the progres- 9$. Whiskey firm at 91c
sive and reform party, There is no question
Detroit, Aug. 11.—Flour Is quiet and unchange fibut anarchy and crime are largely on 'he inat 8 25 @ 8 50.
Wheat is steady; extra White 1 6**»
Administratrix Sale.
No 1 Wnito 1 54 @ 1 55; Amber Michigan 1 37$. Cor1}
crease, and many of the best men of that localat 47c; No 1 46$c.
Oats are aull and
VIRTUE of a license from the Judge of Proity begin to believe the only safety lies in a steady; Yellow
declining at 31$.
hat** f»r the County of Cumberland, I shall sell
strong control of territorial form of government
Freights—to Oswego per sail 9; steam 10.
at public solo to the highesh bidder on Saturday tho
under the protection of the United States.
Receipts—1,000 bbls flour, 12,000$ bush wheat, 0,000 sixth clay of September next, at two o’clock P. M. at
bush corn, 5,000 bush oats.
the late dwelling bouse of Mahlon M. Came deceased.
Shipments—2000 bbls flour, 13,000 bush wheat, 0000 In Standish in s^id county, the whole of the real
flUTEOROLOGlCAl..
t nsh corn, 5000 bush oats.
estate belong ng to the estate of said deceased, being
farm of said Mahlon M. C^rnc tn
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT TWKNTT-FOCB
Charleston, Aug. lt.-Cotton quiet; Middling the 1 te homestead
said Standish, situated on the eusterlv side of the
HOURS.
uplands 18c.
road leading from Bonny Kagle to York’s Comer in
War Dkp’t, Office Chief Signal)
Savannah, Aug. ll.-Cotton dull; Middling upStamiish, containing forty acres more or less, being
lands at 18c.
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
the same described in the inventoy of the estate of
}•
neccaseil, duly returned to the probate Court tor
saJd
(8
11
P.
—Cotton quiet ;Middling uplands
Ang. 10,
If,) l
Mobile, Aug.
said County.
at18$c.
Far the Eastern States
Terms made known at the time and
place of sale.
New Orleans, Aug. 11.—Cotton—demand moderand Middle States, falling barometer, north°AME’
ate; Middling uplands 18$ @ 18Jc.
Standish Jniy2M«X
easterly and southerly winds, increasing cloudiness, rising temperature with occasiouol rain
in New York and New England,
Uavann Market.
Havana, Ang. 10.—Sugar In fair demand; market
flrm.O Molasses Sugar "i ® 8 rs; Mme'evado, Inferima Cure relieves the most violent
9 ,® S'i
paroxysms in five
Tho Chinese Trial.
or to common SJ @ 8} rs; feir to gooil reflnin„
inmutes, and effects a speedy cure. 75 cents a box by
rs.
Molasses nominal. Lumber nominal. Slock In
San Francisco, Ang. 11.—The trial of Chimail. Circulars free. Address S. O. Upham. 25 South
and
latanzas,
.9.6,000
Havana
at
the
warehouse
neso members of the Hip Yce Tong
Society boxes an 1 22,000 hogsheads. Receipts of tie week at Eighth Street, Philadelphia. Pa. Sold by all Di uggists.
was resumed to-day. Several witnesses corohoboxes and lOSObogsSIPERFMOIS HAIR BE9IOIKD
Havana and Matanxas are 13,000
from Havana and Malania, .Turuted Yee Sang’s statement about the soeietv,
The
From any part of the body in five minutes, without
been 24.300 boxes and 2110 hogshave
its character, objects and the manner in which
week
the
ring
injury to the skin, by “Upnam’s Depilatory Powder.*
boxes and all the hhds to the
he was treated by the accused.
heads, including 3000
Sent by mail for $1.25 by S. C. UPHaM* 25 South
The trial is
United States.
not yet concluded.
Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Circulars free,
Freights -Loading at Havana lor the United States
japam:wc hair htaiiv
» bbd sugar 9 25® 8 80; loading at other ports on
the Hair, Whiskers and Moustache a beautiful
Colors
lUolher-ln-Enw Poisoned.
the north coast of Cuba to the United States ® hlid
blmck or brown
It consists of only one preparation.
lihd Molasses 5 SO (if 6 Ml.
Sugar 9 50 ® 10 00;
Detroit. Ang. 11.—A horrible case of pois«ot fado or wash out. 75 cents a box by
"XcbaDge firm; on United Stales 60 days currency Color will
mail. Address S. C. Upham, 2\ South Eighth Street,
oning occurred near Owasso, Mich., yesterday, 27* @ 28 prem; short sight 29 @
29* prera ;do 60 days Philadelphia, Pa. Circulars sent free.
the victim being Mrs. Wartcmberg.
Her sougold 46* @ *7 prem; short sight do 50* @ 57 prem.
LOST MANHOOD BE9TOBEO
iu-law, Charles Moore, was arrested and conUR>
fessed to giving her arseuic. A desire to posSpeedily and effectually, by the use of Pnce $-.
of
•
Freights.
sess her
PORTVs Like Elixer.* Cure
property was the probable motive
S.
Upham.
C.
to
Sent
the murder._
Charleston, Ang.
poet-paid, by
Liverpool by
Freights
free. mar28w3ml4
steam via New York,
|d on uplands; l*d on sea Is- Philadelphia, l*n. Clrculai ssent
lands. Coastwise—to New York, by steam. Ac *jT
The Elections.
lb on uplands; $1 50 & lee on Rice; 60c %>bhl on'Uosin; by sail, 50c
ft on Resin;
M on
Louisville, Ky., Aug. 11.—The recently
tho relate ol
Lumber; $12@ 1250 on Timber. To Boston, by
elected Assembly of Kentucky will be compostrust of Administratrix of
lato of Portland,
steam, Jc. 4? ft on uplands; $2 50 ^tierce on Rice;
ed as follows. Seuate, 33 Democrats, 6 RepubJOSEPH CHAP-MAS
atutl $ 12 (g 12 50: Phospliatef
70c
on
resawed
Resin;
19
81
Democrats,
Republicans. $5 00 5 50. To Providence by sail $10 50 & 11
licans; House,
in the Countv of Cumberland, deceased, and given
&
@
two
in
the
^
gain
■|»w
P*™"” having deThe Republicans
Senate, and M on Boards: by steam, via New York, Cotton Ac. bond, m the
*Ur®c4'/
ate of said deceaaed are required
the Democrats one in the House,
maud, upon the eat
Vessels are in demand by our merchants to take Lumand
all
the
a:.me;
Indebted to Mid
pereone
S exhibit
ber freights from Georgetown, 8. C.. Darien and a *-,,-te are called upon to mnke payment to
e
ullaRiver. Gau and Jacksonville, Fla., to North#m
ABBT CHAPMAN, AdmJnirtratrlx
Base ball at Pittsburg, Pa,—Red Stookings
$10 © $12 p M are rates on Lumber wd
wlw31»
Portland, July 15,1871,
Enterprise 20,

PORTLAND

Safe

Deposit Vaults,
Exchange

Robert A. Bird, Manager
BY

“Mi

asthSaTupham’s

he^Ids

86,

J

exports

£.

POETRY,
The Holy Same.

pious

MUTUAL

the vain dread; but blind and dull
The soul that only smiles, and cannot see
A thought of perfect beauty foiled in
The zealot’s reverent fear, a» in some free
And
flaunting flowcr-cup may be hived and held
One drop of precious houey for the bee.
We smile at

f

we tread them down, as, pressing
Our eager inconsiderate feet we set
On the unvalued treasures where they lie.
We are too blind to prize or to regret,
Too dull to recognize the mystic Name
Graven upon them as on amulet.

Ah! dears, let

us no

OF NEW

Marine

Risks

THE EAST RUNNING

Only

Cargoes, Freights &

Awarded
She Highest
FSEXint
TOi lielal)
At
ahesicah
BTS7I7DTE

Tessels

by the Tear.
ASSETS

hours,

Gout and Rheumatism,
and curod in a few days,

Englisn Medicine,

They require neither attention or confinement o<
any kfod and are certain to prevent the disease at- j

tacking any vital parts.

BT

PREPARED

Dividend to

wl th trains lor Lowcl
For Hanchegtcr

Policy Holders

The 8ECOR is simpler, better, made and more
highly finished than any other machine. Sews every-

on

thing, and is always ready; no change of tension required in sewing from light to heavy work. Agents

Premiums Terminating in 1872,

PROUT & HARSANT

oil!
>0
LpaS

$15,571,206 !

Blair’s Gont aud Rheumatic Pills.

LONDON, ENGLAND,
and sold by all Druggists,
nov20
eodlyr

60

PER

wanted. Get the latest and best. Send for Circular.
THE fSECOR HEWING MACHINE CO
697 Broadway New York.
tSw
Jyl7

CENT.

Goodenough

Horse

Shoe.

_

WHITE, CLEAN, SOUND TEETH!

company in this country.

ALL MAY IIAVE BY USING DAILY

Soft,

Beautiful,

166 FORE

eodlyr

(Patbictkd.)

CORRESPONDENT.

>f

use

febl7

THOMPSON’S POMADE OPTIME
Price, 25 and 50 Cents psr Bottle,

no20

eodlyr

HOTEL

LIGHT COLORED KID GLOYES

Cleanei

AUGUSTA.
St. Harrison Bak-

WELLS & CO., New York,
eodlvr

HENRY CLEWS &

CO.,

32 WALL STREET. NEW YORK,
Offer

for sale

a

OF

THE

BOSTON.
American

Honse, Hanover St.
Proprietor.

—

Burlington,. Odar Rapids
nesota

Railway

At 90 and neerned

intercut in currency.

At which price they yield

strongly

and

Safe

& MinLine.

9 per cent., and
recommended as a
over

Profitable

are

Investment*

Tills Railway la a corporation organized under the
laws of the State ot Iowa, which is the moat prosperous State in the Northwest, lieln® the only State in
the Union free from t»ert. The Minnesota Division, running from Burlington, Iowa, to Austin,
Minnesota, a distance of 260 miles, was completed in
February, 1872, and earned during that year an average of $83,000 per month, being a monthly increase
of $35,000 on the earnings of 1871. The earnings for
1873 are estimated to exceed 31,600,000, or more than
$126,000 per month. The .Milwaukee Division, from
Cedar Rapids to Postville, on the Milwaukee and St.
Paul Railroad, a distance of lift miles, passes through
one of the richest sections of the State of Iowa, and
furnishing an outlet to Milwaukee ami the lakes.
The Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Minnesota
Railway bonds have been admitted to the New York
and are daily dealt In and quoted on
Stock
the official lists, thus furnishing dealers an advantage
enloyed by few of the new iesues of Railway Bonds.
The entire loan has been sold, except about 3300,000, which we now offer, to close it out.
All marketable securities taken in er.cbang0 at current prices, without commission.
For sale in Portland by

Exchange,

Robt. A.

Bird,

St. H. D. Parker*

New York State Sportsmen’s Association.
Extracts from ‘'Report of Committee on
for Shot.”

etor.

Trr“*»' St.
TSS°."‘
A Cu. Proprietors.
Wrisley ?*""■

committee lias fixed
“Upon the most critical examination, your committee have determined to adopt as the “American
Standard” the scale presented to us by Messrs.
Thos. Ot s Le Roy & Co., of New York.”
R. Newell, Chairman
N. M. Smith,
F. G. Skinner
dealers
and
desirous ol
oaving the
Sportsmen
above scale, or any information relative thereto,
can promptly obtaiu the same by applying to THOS.
OTIS LE ROY & CO.. New York.
jn£6eod3m

A. S. LYMAN’S

BRUNSWICK. HE.
P- A K. Dining Roams, W. R. Field,
Proprietor.
CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean Honse—J. P. Chamberlain, PropriCALAIS.
International

Proprietor.

Hotel,

W.

D.

Simpson,

J.llh Thousand in Press. Bale increasing.
tl.OOO more GIVE AGENTS Wanted lor our

CAHDEH.
Bay View Honse, E. H. Demntb, Prop.

FOXCROFT.

every Summer. Butchers
who
it, in its best form, will soon hud their meats
recommended by their customers. The internal arrangement is such that a current ot cold air is kept
constantly moving over the contents of the Refrigerator. The Patent upon this has been fullv tested in
tfce U. S. Courts and its validity established in eighmore
use

cases.

JORDAN,
FOR MAINE,

St.,

to whem all applications should be made, and who
has full power to settle infringement*.
mcb4eodtf

TONIC

BITTERS

Imparting HEALTH and STRENGTH.
U no remedy to good for

LIHERICK.
Limrrich Honse, Joseph G. Harmon, Pro-

PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprieto

Honse, Adams
Proprietors

DEBILITY,

Proprietor.

Albion House, 117 Federal St. J.G Perry,
Proprietor.
American House, India St. J. IT. Dodge,

GILMAN BROTHERS, Proprietors, Boston, Mass,

Proprietor.

DITTMAR’S DUALIN POWDER.
celebrated powder is m powerful

Complexion*

If there is one wish dearer than another to the
heart of woman, it is the desire to b© beautiful.
The wonderful reputation of GEO. W. LAIRD’S
“BLOOM OF YOUTH” is very justly deserved. For
improving and beautifying the skin, it is undonbtedly the beet toilet preparation in the world: it is
composed of entirely harmless materials, and while
the immediate effects are to render the skin a beautiful creamy white. !t will, after a few applications,
make It soft, smooth and beautifully clear, removing all blemishes and discoloration.
This delightful toilet preparation has been severely
tested by the Board of Health of New York
City. I)r Louis A. Sayers, a Iter carefully examining the analysis made by the above Board,p onounced

Geo. W. Laird’s “Bloom of Youth’
Haralrn, find Enlirnly Free from Any.
thing Injarion. to the Health or Skin.
BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS.
Ask your Druggist for Geo. W. Laird’s “Bloom of
Youth.” The genuine has the L ofted States revenue
stamp engraved on the front label, and the name,
“G. W. Laird,” blown in tbe glass on the back of
everv bottle. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND
FAltCY GOODS DEALERS.Jv26t4w
A WORK OF INTENSE INTEREST &

INTRINSIC

City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.
John P. Davis Ac Co. Proprietors.
Falmouth Hotel, P. E. Wheeler, Propri-

NITHO OLYCERINE,
as common powder, and the

safe to handle

BEST KNOWN

EXPLOSIVE

Ocean Fisheries, &c. Over tf OO spirited cuts. Subect New. Price Low. Agent* Wanted. HUBBARD BROS., I*ubN 53 Washington Street
Boston.
jj25£4w

Proprietors.

Julian Hotel, Cor. Middle and Plum
MU. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
U. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Federal Sts. E. Cram Ac Co., Proprietor.
Walker Honse, Opp. Boston
Depot, Geo.

159 Commercial Street, Portland.
J. C. marble Sc CO., Pari., sole agonls.
for
JvldSw

Maine.__
TOR SALE.

creel lent land, situated at PresuiunseotInLf
1
P
er on?
<Wl8’
Falmouth, 4, tulles from Portland
Also a wood lot of sir acres, together with
«.t,i
IS arces nn.ler goo-1 culiivation, belonging.*
10
”•
Hicks. For further particulars enquire of

SROWHEGAN.
Tnrner Honse, T. H. Hussey Ac Co. Pro
prietors.
Elm House. M. H. Hilton, Proprietor,

Y

JOSEPH 91,

Falmontb

lyi4eol4w»_

$25

PRINCE,

REWARD.

hotel for sale or lease.
Tho well and favorably known “BAKEtt
HOUSE,” pleasantly located In Yannuth,
ten ml'es from Portland’ The train# of the
Grand Trunk road .top within a few rod# of
the House. Terms very favorable. A pply
to the proprietoi on tne premises, or of
WM. H. JEHKtb, ltcal Estate Agent, Portland.
tf

I

?nAderBtheBfl

rortiamd, July 14,X*7».

D'

«■

for the

the

solid tod by
undersigned,
TENDERS
labor of prisoners connected with the Androscogand convenient
are

A commodious
completed in connection with the Jail,
With a design to Shoe Manufacturing.
Parties
SSit
blurting will state the per diem they will give for a
for each prisoner’s labor, rating their
w ;varB'
twenty four and tbirtySiv mnmutee’slx’
U
understood that the longer
the D, isonerv,6.”’
^inKmore
valuable will be his per
diem services
parties may have So
mrw'™11?' ,llan
Pr'“°n labor in the
work-shoe in
essary space required
ing will bo warmed and all n, v
ed for prison discipline bj the

work-shop

is

nrWlSof

fofthemSSfuJIk^TheoriU*

Ckttmt^*Fmf'fL,Hd5"
nlars bid bv inquiry of either or the m,dl£
of Thomas Littlefield, SherifT and JaOor
scovgm County. Bids to be left with, of JlrfSIlS
to Clerk of Conrts, Aubnrn, Me., until Sem m fSS?
sealed and marked
for
or

“proposals

Prison
all bid# i# reserved.
D. F LOTHROP) Commission

The right to reject any
JOHN
W. D.

Aug. 5,187.3.

Notice.
admitt*d

™

JSTOTICE.
glu County Jail.

mHE above reward Is offered to any person who
JL will furnish the dog, and prove hw ownenfhip,
that destroyed the Swans in Evergreen Cemetenr on
the 27th instant. And APKC1 AIa NOTICJfc is
hereby given that Dogs are Abnolntely forbidhden
within the iuclo&ure of the Cemetery.
James baIley.)
C. E. JOSE,
( Trustees.
J. S. PALMER,
)
Portland, May Mth—d3m

Copartnership

Materie., Medica.

READ,
KOAK,

}

r»

of

} Androscoggin Co.
auStitseplO

To Let.
•

P»rt'

«•|

Store on Atlantic near Congress St., and
Horse cars. Suitable for a Shoe Store or fancy
and domestic goods or Groceries. Apply to S. A.
! ANDERSON, No. ST St. Lawrence St.
dlw thea oodM
awrff

ANEW

Obstructions known to

It Is specially adapted to constitutions “woru
down” and debilitated by the warm weather of
Spring and Summer, when the blood is not inactive

circulation, consequently gathering impurities from
sluggishness and imperfect action of the secretiv,
organs, and Is manifested by Tumors, Eruptionse
Blotches, Boils, Pustules, Scrofula &c.. &c.
When weary and languid from v>ver work

artd dullness, drowziness and inertia take the place
of energy and vigor, the system needs a tonic to build
It up and help the Vital Forces to regain their recup
eratlve power.
In the beat of Hammer, frequently the Liver
and Spleen do not properly perform their functions;

the Uterine and Urinary Organs aie inactive, producing weakness of the stomach and intestines and a
predisposition to bilious derangement.

Dr. WELLS’

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY Is In splendl*
condition, Is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
SE&-PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to all through

B.ggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

tion.
Tho Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 In value 'and that perfonal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate ol
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
tl. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY. Local Suprentendent.
Portland. June 23.1873.
tt

MAINE CENTRAL RAIL-

ROADS.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
JULY 21, 1873.
Passenger trains leave Portland dalpnffSKiSSllv, for Portsmouth and Boston, (Snnr-i^,
fe.AlaT» excepted) at *1.30 A. W. t6.15 A.
M., t9.10 A. M., tl.05,1)3.20 P. M., t6.00
P. M.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at 118.00 A. M., 112.00 M., *7.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at t7.30
C3.30A. M, 112.30, t3.15, 116.00, *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *8.00 P. M.
______

17.00 A. M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston An
gusta, Farmington, Waterville and Skowhegan
st
b
tl.00 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bath, lowiston, Rockland An
gusta, Skowhegan, Belfast, Bangor, St. John’ and
nd
Halifax at 111.05 P. M.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta st t5.20 P. M
For Lewiston via Danville at t5.15 P. M.
ljeave Bidileford tor Portland at t7.15 A. 51
’’
turning at 5,t5 P. 51.
The 6.15, 9.10 A. 51,1.05 and 3.20 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bancor
make close connections to New York by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticket
ed through by either route.
The 6 15 A. 51. train arrives In Boston at 10 40 A
M„ connecting with train for New York via Shore
The 9.10 A. 51. train arrives
Line at 11.10 A. M.
in
Boston at 1.0 P4. M. in season to connect with the
train for New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 p m
(steamboat) trains for New York via Fall River
Stonlugton and Norwich Lines. The 1.05 and 3 oti
P. 51. trains arrive in Boston in season to connect
with trains for New York via Springfield at 9 p m
also with t:aiu from Boston at 8 P. 51. via Boston
and Providence R. It., and steamer Rhode island
at Stonington for New York.
The 9.10 A. 51., 1.05, 3.20 and 6.00 P. 51. trains
from Portland connect at Conway Junction with the
lDe

In prepared dirrctly trom the SOUTH AMERICAN PLANT, amt la peculiarly suited to all these
difficulties; It will cleanse the VITIATED BLOOD,
strengthen the LIFE-GIVING POWERS, and REMOVES AI.L OBSTRUCTIONS from IMPAIRED
AND ENFEEBLED Organs.
It should he freely token, as Juruhcba la pronounced by medical writers the most efficient
PURIFIER, TONIC and DEOBSTRUENT known
In the whole range of medicinal plants.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., New York,
Sole Agent for the United States,
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send for Circular
lit

____fwt

W
A *rrri?TY-ALL MEN, wi8hjn?
TT J\, in A iL I /make money to send for

■

Railroad.
Great Falls and
The 7.30 A. 51. t rain from Boston arrives in Port
land in season for passengers to take the cars of the
P. & O. Railroad, (via Sebago Lake) for
Bridgton, North Bridgton, Harrison and Waterford’
The 8.30 A. 51. train fro
Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway for Montreal, *
'I,
QueW amI
all pans of Canada East
The 12.30 P. M. train from Boston connects with
steamer Falmouth every Tuesday for Halifax N s
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John Hoi
al"

Conway

EXTRACT OF JURUBEBA

a

or

cleanser, strcngthener

40
a

taken at low rates.

W. L. BIUJNG8, Agent
J. B. fOYLE JB., General Agent.mch30t.f

end

A Fine Business Opening
“tlddle aged man of nnexceptionaihoniieS a n®4- Experienced accountant and one

of

Central Wharf.

w

Steamships
William Lawrence Capt. W. A. Hallett
44
William Crane,” Capt. Solomon Howes.
44George Appold,” Capt. Winslow Loveland.
“Black-stone,” Capt. Geo. H. Hallett.
44
William Kennedy,*’ Capt, Henry D. Foster.
“McClellan,”Capt. F. M. Howes.
Freight forwarded trora Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady oi the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail: and by the Va. tC* Term.
Air Line to all points in Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama and Georgia; and over the Seaboard anti Roa-——.-

points in Xorth and South Carolina
Ohio R. R. to Washington and 11

-—

ilax, Dover, Fcxcroft, Rockland, &c.

•Pullman sleeping car express tram.
train runs Sunday 5Iornlng, rloet vot

N. B
run

This

Mondav

Cm™l^VtaMroadDe^.an<1
t Accommodation train
lIFast Express.

M.,

Rallroart’
L.L.f.mtoSr™
Sunt. First Div. 51.

C, R R
GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern &U.C.B.B,
Portland, Me.

Jf29

tt

“d

making

and 1.30 P. M..

direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winnlpiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
6.15 A. M. and 12 M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
at 8.30, A. M., via Boston & Maine, and Eastern

Railroads.
Leave Portland for Gorham at 4.00 P. M.
Leave Gorham for Portland at 4.45 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

Limington, daily.

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limington .daily.
At Centre Waterboro* for Limerick, Newfleld, Parsonsfleid and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro* for Limerick, Parsonsfleld,

daily.

_

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.

_jun3-tc

Maine

Steamship

Co

NEW' ARRANGEMENT.
SEMI-WEEKLY LINE
Steamers Dirlgo and Franconia
will, until further notice, run as
follows:
Leave Galt’s Wharf. Portland,
every MONDAY and THURS-

<_

TABLE
SAUCE.
Received the bifheci
at ibrAniefran
Pair,
Ne w York City, I87‘i.

Fireiuiam
fnutitate
IT

Landing.
Returning, leave Evergreen Landing

timely
preparation, as has been
proved by the hundreds of
testimonials received by the
proprietors. It is acknowledged by many prominent

11.00 A. M. and 2.15 and 5.00 P.M., and Jones’ Landing at 9.30 and 11.15 A. M., and 2.30 and 5.15 P. AI.
Will run a Morning and Evening trip in pleasant
weather, leaving Custom House Wnarf at 7.15 A. AI.
and 7.15 P. M., and Janes’ Lauding at 7.30 A. M. and
9.00 P. M.
Fare down and back 25 cents, children half
Special arrangements cau be made by applying to

price.
junl4if

St.

CO.~

Windnor and Halifax.
SUMMER

ARRAN GEAIENT

’Wednesday and Friday, at
Eastport and St John.
Returning will leave St. Jol n and Eastport

m., for

ness

6.00 p.

on the
days.
Connections made at Eastport for St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.

John for

Digbv, Anoap

The Old Union
Is

Ticket

—

WHERE

TRAVELERS FOR CALIFORNIA

proposals,

wealth.

Proposals for Purchase.
Sealed proposals will be also received as aforesaid
for the purchase of the whole or any portion of s.-iid
parcel of flals for cash; the purchaser to bui d said
sea-wall and do said tilling according to said plans
and specifications, and to perform allthe obligations
ot the Commonwealth to the City of Boston in relation to said parcel under the Indenture of Four
Parts made between the said Commonwealth, the
Boston and Albany Bailroad Company, the Boston
Whart Company, and the City of Boston, dated June

23d. 1873.

right

to reject any and all proposals is reserved
by the Board of Harbor Commissioners, and their acceptance is subject to the approval of the Governor
and Council.
Proposals must be endorsed “Proposals in relation
to the South Boston Flats,” sealed
up and directed to
the chairman of the Board.
For the Board of Harbor Commissioners.

JOSIAH QUINCY, Chairman.

HARRIS, ATWOOD & CO..
Portland, Aptll 23,1873.

For the

145

Commercial St.
apr24tl

Islands.

Running as follows, nntll farther notice:
Leave Custom House Wharf foot of Pearl st., for
Peak’s aud Cushing’s Islands at 9 and 104 A. M. and
2 and 3J P. M.
Returning, leave Cnshing’s Island for Portland at
9$ A. M.. and 2J P. M.
Leave Cushing’B Island, touching at Poak’s Island
11.15 A. M, and 5,15 P. M.
Tickets down and bock 25c. Children half price.
Private parties can be accommodated by applying
M the Captain on board.
ialOtf

(Successors

Jy22deow3w

SON’S

to

UOANE, WING A CUSHING.)

The American Piano.
FIRST PREMIUMS.

Illinois State Fair, 1870.
Alabama State Fair, 1871,
Ohio State Fair, 1871 & 1872.
Texas State Fair, 1872.
Numerous County Fairs.

PA.

IB an I tan

Edward Hoffman, the celebrated Fiauiei
“I conscientiously believe that roar Plano ia In
every respect a mo*t nuigntfceut irutrumen/.»•
brom Mr

Form the “Independent*
“The American Piano has deservedly become

BOLL*,

IB ant
Durable;
—

very

Danble

popular instrument.”

Purchasers’ testimonials from all parta of the U. S.

Spinal
COGS,
U.ifticM

Warkinr;

I

WARRANTED SEVEN (7) TEARS

Lldjailnble

Cnrr ed
CLAMP.

clamp

Prices Low for the

Hol<!»
;

PROVIDENCE

TOOL

CO.,

J*

WORK, Agent,

H.

Quality.

Kcsronrible Agoots wanted for unoccupied terrltory. In localities where aaeocle# are not yet eeubllehed. until such are cetabliahed, we will eell Plane#
to the public at Factory Wholesale Price#. Send I
circular to

Providence, B. I.
44 Broad street, Boston, ilfara.

Junl4_deowl y
Second Examination of Pnpils for
Admission to High School.
Bub-committee on the High School will examine such of the
from the Grammar
Schools, who desire it, as railed to be admitted on
the first examination, s ch as were recommended
and were sick and not able to be present at that
time, and children of persons who have become residents of this city since the first examination, on
Friday, Ang. 99d, at 9 o’clock P. n,, at

THE

pupils

the High School Building.
By order of Com. on High School.
LE
IS B. SMITH, Chairman.
Portland, Jnly 19. 1873.
eodtd

“PLEASURE PARTIES AHOY J”
Yacht

tons burden,
“Spy”
very safe and
fast craft in
THE
fitted to take parties anywhere
the Coast. Nathaniel
14

WIWO & sow,
417 Broome St., New York.
ly
»pl0_
WE M. HARKS,
~

Book, Card and Jok

a

now

Haskell is her Pilot and
along
acquainted with our coast. The yacht will be
let by the hour, day or week, and will sail from Custom House wharf. Lewis, Whitten* Co., on said
wharf will supply parties with any thing and everything wnnt.sl at very short notice and low prices.
For further particulars cnquiie of A. K. PAUL,
“owner,” U.S. Pention Agent, corner Plum and
Middle streets, LEWIS. WHITTEN * CO., Custom
House Wharr, or Capt. NATHANIEL HASKELL.,
auldlw
on board.

is well

PRINTER
109 EXCHANGE STREET

Manufacturer of and
Dea.L-r in

and Carpenters’ Tools.

Also
r

and

MAGNETIC MOVEMENT

BLUE,

LOCATED

FOB LAUNDRY USE,

FOB

SALE IS

BOSTON*

POltTLAND BY

SMITH, GAGE SCO, 02 Com’l St. J. IW. PERKINS & CO., 86 Com’l St. FOGG it HOYT, 'ooksell-

ors.__Jyaw8Tn3m
Is hereby given, that the subscriber haa
been duly appointed and taken upon hlmsolt
the trust of Administrator of the estate or
WALTER L. MERRILL, late of
Yarmouth,

NOTICE

bounty

of Cumberland, deceased, and
given
the law direets. Ad persons
having demands
Upon the estate oi said deceasod arc required to exhibit
the same; and all persons indebted to said estate
are called npon to make payment to

in the

bonds

Y

as

tf

promptly and
of
used.
Con-

hands guarantord to selected cases. No drugs
Clairvoyant diagnosis by a skilled proficient.
sumption, C« rebro-spinal meningitis. Spinal Curvatures, Irritations. Softening ot the Brain, all forms of
Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, Chills and Fever, other
Liver Complications; specific in Uterine Difficulties,
Paralysis. Bed-ridden irom various causes, and all
forms of acute and chronic diseases successfully
treated at their Institution, where spacious rooms
can be hail.
Hygienic board, invigorating atmosphere, pleasant walks, picturesque and beautiful surroundings. Come and see ever dav. or address Drs.
C. C. <Sr P. A. F. DUSENBURY, Tarrytown, N. Y.t or
16 W. 24th. St.. N. Y. City, Mondays and Fridays, or
address Post-Office box 3536 N. Y.
au6dl2wf

CHANCE!

FOR SAlLE !
Grocery and Provlsslon
doing a grod
Sui uing tl10rn"l?hrare.Express
Wagon,
A vxPnl"?’ J,5mP-"ea'
the

a

tor

soon.

about to
tbo city. Enquire of
CHAS. leayo
Cahoou Block.
All persons indebted SAMPSON,
to the some
please call and
owner

is

___jyastf
Lumber and Dock Timber Wanted
In exchange for

■•■an, Hsrlwaial Engine*,
I'*C2—.‘Lr«
Fead Paiapa and Other Haekiaerp

^AMreaa,
Mbidtf

description

ot

Work

G. H. ANOREW8.
Pearl St., Naw York.

caretu|ly executed

TABRYTOWN ON THE HUDSON.
Complete restoration to health by the laying on

NC. COBB, Adm'r of
Peering.
1873.
auldlaw3w*F

fi*tnrf 8 of

Every

CURE

AT

annontb, July 15,

RARE

as

to.

HAHNEMANN

MARK.

4 LIBERTY S«|.,

Daily Press Printing Houm.

orders for Cu!»a

promptly attended

HOP Fore Street. Portland, Me.

Peak’s and Cnshing’s Islands,
11th,

PHIA.

f Coopers’

1__

ACNE

&

[ Commissioners.

)

PIANOS!

Wringer.

|

The STEAMRR GAZELLE,
Capt. C. F. Sands, will commonce
her trips to

1

"WING

)

J, Bradford,

TRADE

of

Providence

before Octo-

ber 1st.. 1876.
The above work must be done according to plans
and specifications to be seen or furnished at this office
between the hours of nine o’clock iu the forenoon aud
twelve o’clock noon.
The contractor will beoj quired to give a satisfactory guaranty that he will execute a contract accordand to give satisfactory bonds
ing to his
fortbe faithful performance of his contract.
The legislature of Massachusetts has appropriated
four huudred thousand dollars towards the above
specified sea wall and filling, but ne contract will be
made binding the Commonwealth for any more of
said work than can be »aid for by
appropriations ot
the Legislature, under the laws of the Common-

For Waldoboro and Damariscotta.

Inquire

Hospital.” &c.

Maine.”
WM. P. WHITEHOUSK.
NATHAN G. HICI1BORN,
JOSIAH G. COBURN,
Augusta, July 11th, 1873,

LORD,

SEALED

May fl-dtf

The Steamer
CHARLES HOUGHTON
Alex. Farnliam, Jr., Master, will
•on and after 30th
Inst., leave Atlantic Wharf every Wednesday at
6 o’clock, A. M„ for Roothbay, Round Pond and
Waldoboro, mid every Saturday at 7 o’clock A. M..
for Boothbay, Hogdon’s Mills and Damariscotta.
Returning, will leave Damariscotta every Monday
at 7 o’clock A. M., and Waldoboro, every Thursday
at 6 o’clock A. if., connecting with the Railroads and
Boat* for Boston. Freight aDd passage cheaper than
by any other route. Freight received alter One
O’clotk P. M., days previous to sailing.

my3dtf_PniLADEl

Purchase of witch Parcel.
Comnonwealth of Haswachnsetta.
Office of tiie Board of Harbor
)
CoMMissioJiF.its, No.8 Pemberton square, >
Boston, July 17th, 1873.
)
PROPO AL8 will be received at this office until WKDNE DAY, August 20th. 1873 a
12 o’clock hood, for enclosing with sea walls and
tilling
a parcel f the Commonwealth’s flats in South
Boston, situated at the juction of tho motn and Fort
Poiut Cban nel, in Boston Harbor, bounded southwest by flats of the Boston Wharf Company, and
southeast by flats sold of the Boston and Albany Rail
road Company, and containing about one million
square feet, more or less, as follows:
1. For about 700 lineal feet of light sea wall on
Fort Point Channel.
For about 1300 feet, of heavy sea wall on Fort
2.
Point Channel and the main channel.
3. For filling said parcel to grade 13. with material dredged by the contractor from the mouth of Fort
Point Channel and from a
portion of Boston Harbor,
which is to be dredged uniformly to a depth of 23 feet

en-

STATES.

W,

OEO.

Dredging In Bsstoa Harbor, Filling a
Parcel of Month Boston Flats, and for the

bos

Now. therefore, the undersigned commissioners appointed under the provisions of said Resolve, hereby
give notice tbat they will receive such proposals
from cities, towns or individuals until the thirtieth
day of September next. All proposals should be
sealed and addressed to the “Commissioners on the
New Insane Hospital. Secretary of State, Augusta,

I will Remove and
Prevent
SCALE in any Steam Boilers, 01
make no charge. Address,

Proposals for Sea Walls,

Jy22dlm

said

SCALE I\ BOILERS

49 1-9 EXCHANGE STREET.

Tho

Side,

LARGEST

]an30d3wisto8tf

on or

Insane Hospital is now full, and
from lime to time been enlarged, until no further

largement thereof is feasible, and hence the Stare la
now called upon to enter open the work of building
another Insane Hospital; thereof,
“Resolved, Tbat the v ovenor with tho advice ot
the Council, appoint three commissioners, whose
duty It shall be to solicit proposals from cilice, towns
or individuals, as an inducement to the location of

stock in the State and lowest prices.
Also some Farms and Timber Land without regard tocost. Call soon for this Fall we shall “goSouth
with the birds.”
ALBERT COLBY * SONS.
119 Exchange St, Portland, Me.
jyl7dtf

W. D. LITTLE X CO.,

filling said parcel as aforesaid

its

Hospital.”
“Whereas, the

4e°d&weowly

IN THE UNITED

West, South and Northwest, may procure
Through Tickets at tLe lowest rates, via the Michigan Central and Great Western (via Sustention
Bridge) Pennsylvania Central (via New York city),
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, or ltock Island, Chicago <R North Western, and all the principal and favorite routes to the Pacific Coast and all other points.
For Tickets apply to the Old Agency >f

last session pasta new In-

Legislature of Maine at
ed the following
THE
Resolve, relating to
to wit:

sane

Cheapest Book Store

—

And toe

and

Proposals for a new
Insane Hospital.

case

nor

NO. 491-2 EXCHANGE STREET,

(]3m

PUBLIC NOTICE.

PREPARED BT

Agency!

Co.,
00 BLACKSTOSB
tnl2

SETH Wi TOWLE & SONS, Boston, M&s3<f
And sold by Druggists and Dealers generally,

heretofore at

row as

is the

as

wruun^/ufB

ST., BOSTOA.

with
most preparations, but it
loosens and cleanses the
lungs, and allays irritation,
thus removing the cause of
the complaint.

behind,

oils, Windsor, Kcntville, Halifax. N. S., FredcricKton, Shediac, Amhetst, Charlottetown, P. E. 1., and
Summerside, P. E. I.
^“Freight received on dayB of sailing unK 4
o’clock, p.ra.
A. R. STUBBS, Agent
is lw then os
jun24
tf

Passenger

in the Chest and

1

e^n»i*»,Ui)S««to

Complaint, Bleeding
at the Lungs, &c. Wistar’s
Balsam does not dry up a
Cough, and leave the cause

same

Connections made at St.

to

Liver

On and «iftcr MONDAY, Jnne
the Steamers of Internation30th:
al Line will leave Railroad Wharf
•foot of State St., every Monday

Epicnrean
Table Sane*

>

Croup, Whooping Cough,
Influenza, Asthma, Colds,
Sore Throat, Pains or Sore-

John, Digby-

Table

Should nave ft.

<3frble5autf

be the most
reliable preparation ever introduced for the relief and
cure of all Lung complaints,
and is offered to the public,
sanctioned by the experience
of over forty years. When
resorted to in season it seldom fails to effect a speedy
cure in the most severe
cases of Coughs, Bronchitis,

physicians

CAPTAIN A. S. OLIVER,
Will leave the end of Custom House Wharf daily at
f 45 A. M. and 1.45 P. AI. for Evergreen Landing direct, and at 10.15 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. for Evergreen
landing, touching at Jones’ Landing.
Returning, leave Evergreen Landing at 9.15 and

aud

Every Well Furnished

ard

EXPRESS.

Eastport, Calais

by

Flnt

Class Grocers.

Epicurean

a

resort to this stand-

MTEAMER

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP

be cured

can

TABLE

Kept by nil

CONSUMPTION
which

THE

RELISH IN USE.

THE GREAT REMEDY FOR

On and after MONDAY, July 14th,
steamer MAGNET, Capt. B. S.
Dean, will leave It R. Whart, foot of
State treet, dally at 9 A. M. for EverLanding direct, and at 10.30 A. AI., 1.45 and
.00 P. M. for Evergreen Landing, touching at Jones’

he Captain.

IS

BEST

FOB THE ISLANDS.

DAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 3# E. R.. New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
The Dirlgo and Franconia arc titled np with line
accommodations for passengers, making this the most
convenient and comfortable ronte for travelers between New York and Matne.
Passage in State Room S3. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax St. John, and all parts of Maine Shippe
me requested to send their freight to the Steamers as
earlv as 4 P. M., on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply 1 o
HENRY FOX, Galt’s Wharf, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Pier 3S, E. R„ New York.

WEDNESDAY,

J. PRESCOTT,

“.a1 J'WSWoSS:ptomm

at 7.45 A.

leave

EPICUREAN

Central and tne Phil. & Roading R. R’s., and to all
the principal cilies in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission for forwarding.
Full Information given by WALDO A. PEARCE,
Agent, 121 Washington St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO., Oen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.
janli ly

at mean low water.
4. For filling said parcel with good clean gravel
from grade 13 to grade 16,
5. For the whole work of building said sea wall

Portland
Passenger
for Rochester andintermediate stations
trains

THE

I

Running between Providence
and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY jives
direct communication to and
rom Portland and all other points in
Maine, with
Philadelphia and lievond. Through rates aro given to
Philadelphia and all points reached y the Penn.

Hoston

^Seml-tVcckly^ for NORFOLK and

without this Liniment. The money refunded unless the Liniment Is as represented. Bo sure and get the genuine
MEXICAN MUSTANG LINIMENT. Sold
hy all Druggists and Country Stores, at
25c., 60c. and $1.00 per Bottle. Notion
style, size of botth), &c-

of Steamers !

Steamship, of this Line sail from

Nanlcs°

pamphlet containing instructions. &c., which everyV ‘lumld ft note. J. C, TILTON, Pittsburo,
1*1
Paautjttw

Portland,

PAILV, (enSDAYS EXCEPTED)
A.T 8 O’CLOCK P. TSt.
Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
daysat 7 P. M. Fare $l.fSO*
E^~Tickcts and State Rooms for sale at No 74
Exchange Street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at reduced xates.

Hummer Arrangement*
Jane ‘J, 1S73

at

Is tbe most power fa I
and remover of Glandular

RICHMOND.
Richmond Hotel, II. Springer. Proprietor

ATLANTIC WHARF,

-lPPO*tf53 Central Wharf. Boston.

Leave Portland for Lewiston, Bath, Rocklaad An
gusta, Waterville, Skowhegan, Belfast and Banwnr
*"r

PEAR’S ISLAND.
Union Honse—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.
SOUTH CHINA.
Lake House, J. Savage, Proprietor

JIVnfHEAl,,
Having commodionii Cabin and State Room accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

PORTLAND ft ROCHESTER RAILROAJL

Calais

Proprietors.

FLETCHER & CO.,

huoomh

J. C. FURNIVAL, Agt.

EASTERN &

Clyde’s Iron Line

SUPERIOR. NEA-COJ
IX« STEAMERS

places West.
Throngh rates given to South ana West.
Fine Passenger accoraraocattons*
Fare including Berth and Mea'.j to Norfolk $15.00
Wme 48 hours; to Baltimore $15, time G5 hours.
For further information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.

Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland. Bancor
s
and St. John at 118.30 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland st t9 58 mo«
P.
t5.40
P.
A. M.; H2.57
51.,
M„ 118.09 *10.05 P. M
Leave Portsmouth for Portland. Bangor. Houlton
uutcon,
and St. John at, *10.05 P. M.

etor.

Preble Douse, Congress St. Gibson Ac Co.,

Commercial House—L. O. Sanborn & Co.,

For sal. by

jrouisr

by

■

Bndgham Jr., Proprietor.

for submarine and hoavy blasting.

jp-.THE

iMgfflTTB.

Northwest, West and Southwest

VALUE

By the gifted, soncf the famous “PETER PARLE Y.” The result of great historical research;
Aa nathenlic hicitory of navigation and
its Manifold dinrorerieiislnce the flood; Abounds
with Startling Incidents, Fearful Disasters,
Lawless Piracies, Bloody Battles and Glorious
Achievements; also describes Diving, Telegraphinq,

Sturdi-

FOR BOSTON.

noke R. R. to all
the Balt. <£■

To Canada, Octroi', Chicago, Milvrna
kce. Cincinnati, St. Louis, Omaha,
Saginaw, St Paul, Sait Lake City,
Denver, San Franciaeo,
and all points In the

AJTD

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK !

Train and early Morning Trains for Boston.
For further particulars inquire of Roes &
vant, 179 Commercial Street, or

OF TRAINS.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates J

•

Has been before the American public
OVER THIRTY year*. It has never yet
failed to give perfect satisfaction, and has
justly been styled the panacea.for all external Wounds, Cuts, Burns, Swellings,
Sprains, Bruises, Ac., Ac., for Man and
Roast. No family should be a single day

PHILADELPHIA.

FRIDAY

Will leave Railroad Wharf every TUESDAY and
FRIDAY Evenings, at 10 o’clock, for Rockland, Castino, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, (Mount Desert,! Mlllbridge. Joneeport, and Machiasiiort.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday and
Thursday mornings at 5 o’clock, arriving In Portland
same evening, connecting with the Pullman
Night

ARRANGEMENT.

trains.

St.

ae

u

Robbinson,

PORTLAND.
Adams Honse, Temple St. Charles Adams

my 13eodStn

This

Ac

I

the

OCEAN S STORY:

PHILLIPS.
Barden

general following acute disease. The
Faculty indorse it, for DYSPEPSIA.
JAUNDICE, NERVOUS DISEASES.
Price $1.00. Sold by all Druggists.
or

etor.

Beautify

—

Korfolk and Baltimore and Washington
B. C. Steamship Line.

—

J'

PORTLAND

The Steamer Lewiston.
CAPT. CHARLES DEERING,

Freight

Offices,

to

^“Excursion Tickets to Halifax and Return good
until Nov. Its—at reduced rates.
mar2Sdtf
JOHN PORTEOU8. Agent.

o’clock P. M.

Jy7ti

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

How to

and

evening,
o’clock.
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Lincolnville, Belfast. Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport,
Winterpnrt and Hampden.
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday, Wednesday ami Friday morning at 6 o'clock, touching
at the above named landing, arriving in Portland at

ioI^eJ>0rt!f?<!.Ar

AND

MONDAY,

NESDAY

North Ccnway at 7.10 A.M.,
12.20 P. M. and 5.30 P. M.
Leave North Conway for Portland at 6.45 A. M„
12.35 and 5.30 P. M.
Donnemions Dy iit.au r, m. cram rrora Portland
with Stages at Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar
Falls, Freedom, N. H.; at Brownfield for Denmark
and Bridgton; at Fryeburg for Lovell and North Lovell; with steamer at Sebago for Naples, Bridgton,
North Bridgton, Harrison and Waterford.
Stages leave ^orth Conway daily for Crawford
House and Glen House.
The 6.45 A. M. and 12.35 P. M. from No. Conway
connect in Portland with Boston
Maine R R. for
Boston, aniving In season for all lines South and
West, via Springfield, Providence or Sound Steamers.
Trains leave Portland from B. & M. R. R. Station.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.

—

DAYS, at 8.30 P. M.
For freight and further information apply
B. COYLE, Jr., Atlantic Wharf, or

at 10

ran

74 EXCHANGE ST.

prietors.

every

WED-

and

follows:

Passenger

Railroad Wharf,

eave

CYRUS STURDIVANT, Urn A*>t.
Portland, May 19. 1873.
mviotf

bec.
Mail train 1.30 P. M. (stopping at all stations to
Island Poud.) connecting with night mail train for
Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Night Express at 7 P. M. Gorham, Island Pond.
Montreal and Quebec.
From Montreal, Quebee, and the west at at 9 A.
M., 3 and 8 P. M.

LEWISTON.

etors.

CAPTAIN C. KILBY,
Will

g?K?????.r?W|Train8 will run as follows:

Honse, Waterhouse * Helton,
Proprietors.

NORTH ANSON.
Somerset Hotel. Brown Ac Hilton, Propri-

The Steamer
OF RICHMOND,

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Portland, July 5,1873.

and

CITY

OGDEXSBURG B. R.

ALTERATION

BeWitt

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard Honse, C' S. Railey Ac Co. Pro-

There

Inside lines between
Portland and Bantor, Mt. Desert
Machine.

jv28tf

Op and after Monday, July 7th.
ESfl~SHT5S|until further notice, trains will

Slv,

A.

The Peak’* Island M team beat Company’s

Co.

Div.

______

Steamshlo

wiUleave Railroad wharl Portland, every TUESDAY, at 5 30 P
'M., (or eu arrival of train leavng Boston at noon.)
FOR HALIFAX DIRECT)
MakiDg close connections with the Nova Scotia
Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and
Pictou, and steamers for Prince Edward Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for
Cape Breton.
Ey RETURNING wiU leave Halifax on THURS-

PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
or Passage, apply to

Portland, Bangor and Maehias Steamboat

m-

WEEK.

The new side wheel
FA LM°UTH Cant. W

Ft B. SAMPSON, Agent,
Jn23-iv70 Long Wharf, B.ilon.

Lewiston via Danville at 5:15 p. m.
Trains are Hue at Portland.
From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 8:55 a. m.
From St. John, Bangor, and North and East at
2:45 p. m.
From Augusta and Lewiston at 5:55 p. m.
From St. John, Bangor. &c., at 1:20 a. m.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland and baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Hali-

PORTLAND &

the rate of

For Freight

For Balh, Lewiston, Rockland, Angnsta, Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor at 7:00 a. m.
For Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta, Readfield,
Winthrop, Skowhegau, Belfast, Bangor, St. John and
Halifa* at 1:05 p.m.

1873.

TKIP~PEK

For Peak’s Island.

21i l£*7h.
Trains leave Portland for Bangor,
Calais and St. John at 12:15
m. (sleeping and day carson this

Augusta, July

ONE

at 9.30 and
11.15 A. M. and at 2,30 and 5.10 P. M.
Fare down and back 25 c nts; children half price.
Special arrangements can be made by applying to
the Captain.
jyl7atf

Arrangement; Commencing July

fax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
L. L. LINCOLN, Superintendent First

DIRECT!
Wilh connection. ,. Prince Edward I»land and tape
Breton.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 n.oi.
From Pine Street Wharf, Phila-

sailing vessels.

train.)

to

the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
Freight
by eonuectinj lines forwarded free of Commission.

RAILROAD.

at 5.20 p

line

Halifax Nova Scotia,

for

PAYSON TUCKER, General Agent, Portland.
Boston, July 23, 1873.
tt

Lewiston, Bath andAognsta

mail

freen

10 a. m.
Insurance one half

station in Boston, Causeway street.
«»AS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt., Boston.

MAINE CENTRAL

On and after MONDAY, June 9th,
the steamer Sebago will leave
Harrison at 4 A, M., North Brulgtou
4.15, Brldgton 4.45, Naplos at 6.45,
connecting at Sebago Lake with the morning train
arriving jn Portland 9.07 A. M.
Returning, will leave Sebago Lake on arrival of train
which leaves Portland at 12.30 P.
M., arriving at Nap!es at d.50, Brldgton at 4.50. No. Bridgtou at 5.20
and Harrison at 5.35.
Bridgtou, June 9. 1873.
jul3dtf

«^TjgM1873.

Wharfage.
delphia, at

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

prietor.

etor.

Ib tlie Best Aromatic Tonio
and Stomachic ever offered to
the public. It will IMPROVE
your APPETITE. FACILlTATE DIGESTION, GIVE
TONE to the NERVOUS SYSTEM, VIGOR
TO E VER Y ORGAN OF THE ROD Y, thereby

LANGUOR &,

Beauty !

Nit. Cntler Honse,—Hiram Baeton, Pro*

NORRIDGE WOCK.
Danlorth House, D. Danforth. Proprieto

No

Freight

H IRANI.

Proprietor.

leave each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y.

Lines.

£^^-"£*-3 Express traius at 7.15 A. M., for Gorham, Island Pond, Montieal, and Que-

OLD ORCHARD BEACH.
Ocean Honse, B. Scary, Proprietor.
Old Orchard Honse, E. C. Staples, Propri-

ATWOOD’S

and Norwich

_On and after Monday, June 23d,

prietors.

No. 80 Middle

Steamship Line.

GREAT PALLS, N. H.
Great Palls Hotel, O. A. Frost, Proprietor

NAPLES
Elm House, Nathan Church Ac Sons, Pro-

For LICENSE, RIGHTS, &c., apply to

PHILADELPHIA

ton, for sale at 25 per cent, discount.

SUMMER

NORWAY.
Real’s Hotel, O. H. Green, PropElm noose, Main St. W. W. Whitmarsh

—AMD—

Family package tickets between Portland and Bos-

tor.

NORTH WINDHAM.
Nemasket Honse, W. W. Stanley, Propri-

whether
Medical

•‘CAMPHORINF” cures every pam, &c. Try
it. Sold by all druggists. REUBEN HOYT, Proj \ 264wt
prietor, New York.

Secret of

BOSTON

Trains stop at Fxeter tor refreshments at
First Claes Dining Rooms,
t Accommodation.
*Fast Express.
Passenger Depot in Portia id, Commercial street.
Portland & Ogdenjbure R. R. passenger trains arrive at and depart from this station.
Passenger Depot in Boston, liavmarket Square.
Freight received at Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.
Freight Depot, West Commercial street, until 4 P.

Summer

Exchange Street, Portland, Mo

STEAMERS.

All

prietor.

is

(UININE

Boston.jy24j4w

ELLSWORTH.
American Haase.—S. Jordan A Son, Prop
City Hotel.—N. H. Higgins * Sons, Props.

to Butchers, Provision dealers.
ITHotelindispensable
Keepers, Grocers and Restaurants. Will
than its cost

or

600 pages, only $2.50. Look out for interior works.
Send for circulars and Proof of the great©* success
of the season. Reports just in* 184 subs, in six day**.
HUBBARD BROS., Publishers, .3 Washington St.,
over

_

MECHANIC PALLS.
Union Hotel, P. B> Cobb, Proprietor.

AGENT

LIVINGSTON E28™AFRIC A

DANTILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trank Railway Depot, H. W. Clark. Proprietor.

The best and Only Reliable One in
the market.

No. 2 Park Street

WORKING
CEASS, male or
a week guaranteed. Respectable emat
ployment home, day or evening; no capital required ; full instructions and valuable package ot goods to
start with sent tree by mall. Addicss with 6 eent
return stamp M. YOUNG & CO., 173 Greenwich St..
New York.
jy24-4wt

The
female $60

etor.

MACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—K. E. Stoddard, Prop.

SCOTT D.

THE IOWA LOAN AND TRUST COMPANY will
invest money on Hrst-clats Real Estate at 10
percent,
interest, net, payable semiannually it New York,and
will garantec the collection of all loans made
through
its tgency. All charges paid
by the borrower. Please
write, betore investing, lor New York and New England references, and full particulars. Samuel Merrill, (late Governor of Iowa,) President. Address
JAMES B. HARTWELL, Sec’y, Draw 167 Dos Moines, Iowa.
jy2414w

Hancock Honse,—J. N. Hancock, Prop.

Patent Pure Dry Air Refrigerator]

teen

10 PER CENT. NET.

BOLSTEB HILLS.

POINTS

The *3.20 P. M. train (Fast Express) arrives in
Boston at 6.50 P. M., conneccing with trains Jor New
York via Springfield at t P. M.; also with train leaving Boston at 8 P. M. via Boston and Providence R.
R., which connects at Stonington with Steamer
Rhode Inland for New York.
Passengers ticketed and Baggage checked through

For
For

Bingham

BETHEL.
Chandler House, P. S. Chandler A Cu.
Proprietors.

mr!3-tf_No. 1

The t6.15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.30 A
M., connecting with train for New York via 8hore
Line at 1.1 A. M.
The t9.15 A. 31. train arrives in Boston In s 'aeon
to connect with the 3 P. 31. train for New York via
Springfield; also with 5.30 P. in. (steamboat) trains
lor New York via

Foxcroft Exchange, D. Savage, Proprie-

“All manufacturers will h ve eventnlly to confoim,
when sportsmen require that their shot shall compare with tlie standard of excellence which your

save

Don’t be deceived by Imitations.
Sold by all druggists. Price 25 cents a box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt-st., New York.
Send for circular. Sole Agent for United States.
Jy24
d4w*

Revere House, Bowdoin Rganr«,Balflneh,
Bingham, Wrisley* Ca.. Proprietors
St. James Hotel—J.P.M. Stetson, Propri

prietor.

Attention, Sportsmen!
Standard

mail.

DIXFIBLD.
Androscoggin House, J. Jackson, Pro-

D7 Exchange Street.

apICdtf

School
PSrkeILHo"*«,»
Co., Proprietors.

L.Bic

Albany, Philadelphia,

SOUTH AID WEST.

TABLETS.

In all oases ot sudden cold, however takeu, these
TABLETS should be promptly and freely used. They
equalize the circulation of the blood, mitigate the severity of the attack, and will, in a very short time restore healthy action to the afiected organs.
Wells’ Carbolic Tablets are put np only in
blue boxes. Take no substitutes. If t. ey can’t be
found at your druggists send at once tothe Agent
in New York, who will forward them by return

Plnmmer, Proprietor

36 HOURS BOSTON TO CHICAGO.
Pullman Cara on all Through Trains.
VST Passengers who wish to travel without detention, and with ease and comfort, will find the above
routes very desirable.
Continuous Trains, A© Changes, Courteous Employees, Unusual baeditiea for Meals at Seasonable
Hours.
Tickets to New York via Sound Lines (State Rooms
secured at this office), Fall River, Stonington and
Norwich. All Rail Routes—Shore Line (via Piovidence), and Boston and Albany. Tickcta to Boston
via Eastern, Boston and Maine, Portland and Rochester, and Boston Boats.
Merchants going to Boston and New York, will
save the time usually experienced at the depots by
purchasing their tickets at this ofllce. Call and examine our time tables, maps, etc., and be convinced
that we represent all the best roads running West.
ROLLINS & ADAMS, Agents,

M

are a sure cure for all diseases of the
Respiratory Organs, Sore Throat, Colds, Croup, Diphtheria, Asthma,
Catarrh, Horseuess, Dryness of the Throat, Windpipe,
or Bronchial Tubes, and all diseases of the
Lungs.

BATH.

VERTIBLE SINKING FUND
GOLD BONDS

QA

WELLS’ CARBOLIC

^thhSigtu&“d

by either route.

Heglect a Cough. Nothing is more certain to
lay the foundation tor future evil consequences.

Cony. Proprie-

Sagadnhoc House, John S. HilUken, Proprietor.
Bath Hotel, C. M.

Bay School
for .Young Ladies,
EAST 42d STREET, NEW YORK.
and

NEVER

BANGOR.
Harriman House, J.E. Harriman A Co.,
Proprietors.
Franklin Honse, Harlow St., R. Qninbv.
with m D HcLanghlin A Son., Prop.

limited number of the

FIRST MORTGAGE 7 PER CENT, CONj

—

H.

tors.

Wholesale Agents.

no20

AUBURN
Elm Hone, Court. Rl. W. R. A A. Tonus,

Augusta House, State
er, Proprietor.
Cony House, G. A. A

FRENCH & GERMAN

In Four fleck* Canvassing
was one agent's profit on Bryant^s
Library of Poetry and Sony; 970 in one week
on The New Uouskeeper's Manual, by Miss Beecher
and Mrs. Stowe. Any active man or woman can
have an agency. J. B. FORD & CO., New York,
boston, Chicago and San Francisco.Jy23 4wt

Proprietors.

renovate them thoroughly. Prioe 25 cents
bottle. All sold by Druggists and Fancy Dealers
will

No. 7
O

tor.

INODOROUS

E.

AT

have made arrangements and can now ticket
passengers to
III Point. West, North-Wo.i, South and
Noulh-VI rst, Una FraucUeo, Kansas
City, Hi. Paul, New Orieaua,
and all points in Florida, via all the first-class
Hail-Roads—Penn. Central, Lake Shore and Michigan

Baltimore, Washington,

Stonington

Jy23 8wf[

ALFRED.
County Honse, Edmund Warren,Proprie-

JOUVEN’S
Glove

Bearding

DIRECTORY,

Embracing the leading Hotair in the State, at which.
the Dally Press may always be found.

are very stylish when not soiled.

Kid

ENGLISH,

RATES LOWER THAN EVER.

EXCURSION TICKETS.

AND ALL

Office^

Ticket

We

Fall River,

Re-opena October 1st, her

HOTELS.

Union

TRAIN.

and Concord via Lawrence
W

For New York,

Sebago Steamboat Co.

COOMBS. Sun*t.

Portland to Wolfboro and return, Price $4.65 to
Centre Harbor and return $5.00.
For Hilton and Union t9.15 A. M., f3.30 P.
M.
For Old Crchardn Saco and Biddcford
®
t8.50 A. M.
Returning, leave Biddeford at f2 P. M.
Foi Hear boro, Old Orchard, Saco, Biddeford and Keunebnnk t8.30 P. M.
Returning, leave Keunebnnk t7,30 A. M.

MRS. J. T. BENEDICT

eodllm&wflw

dim

HORSE-SHOEING,”

with plates, illustrating how to perform operations
and cure foot troubles. Sent by mail on receipt of
one dollar.
Send stamp for circular to GOODENOUGH HORSE-SHOE, 41 Dey St., X. Y.
Jy23fl2w

ALL DESIRE IT, ALL MA Y HAVE IT

by constant

JUSTFUBLISHED:

“RATIONAL

John W. manger,

Hair

Glossy

to the Horse’s Foot.

STREET, PORTLAND,

THIS

_medical.

jh

taken at ,ow rites
*2®* TralE8 daily and flUei8'd
A,

t9.15 A.M.
For Rochester and Alton Bay 16.15, A. M
**
*3.20, f3.?0P. M.
For Wolfboro and Center Harbor, via
Stramir He. Washington from Alton Bar
7
t6.15 A. M.. *3.20, t3.30 P. M.

all Diseases Incident

OFFICE,

Powder

Price, 25 and 50 Cents per bottle,

no20

Cures and Prevents

I

THURSTON’S

Ivory Pearl Tooth

THE CHEAPEST & BEST.

Policy Holders in this Company obtain perfect security, costing far less than to insure in any ther

CARS

Castle for Bristol and
Pemaqnld, daily,

At New
i

1VLV noth. 1873.
OBBHBP I’niuli'ii.rr Train, lean Port.
kSi£S*|g»l«nd for Bo.ton t6.tB, fB.15 A. 31
•3.20 (Parlor Care), t .30, *6 P. H.
Returningi leave Boston at t7.30, »8.30 (Parlor
Cars), A. M., H2.30, t3.30, *6.00 P. 31.
Trains from Boston arc due at Portland
nt 12 10.12.3
4,56, 8.10,9.45 P. M
Par Rnnrhcster and Concord, 17. If.. ani,
C e NORTH via ( .& P. B. B, Junction
t6.15 A, M-, t3.30 P. M.
For Lowell—All trains connect at Lawrence

j
1

rm,
1372.

:

TO

ATTACHED

k

—OH—

longer do thi« thing.

excruciating pain of
two

STITCH.

M.

ington. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Thomaston ior St. George daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for Jeflerson and Whitetteld, Mondays
Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Waldoboro* for North Waldoboro*, Washington

Thirty Minutes.

PARLOR

LOCK

SECOR

GOUT and RHEUMATISM
by

P.

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincoinville, Northport. South Thomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Wash-

Pappenger train leaving Portland at 3.2(k P. M.
dally (Sunday* epcepted), arriving in Boston at 6,5oi
making tlie time in

Three Hours and

Portland

Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert VJual llaveu
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 A. M., and 1.00

FAST EXPRESS.

INSURES AGAINST

Rockland.
of care between

change

Steamers leave

on,

And thus the sweeter life lose and lot fall;
But with anointed eyes and reverent feet
Pass on our way. noting and prizing all,
Knowing that God’s great token-sign is set
Not on the large things only, but the small.
—Susan Coolidge in Independent.

relieved in
THE
the cclobrated

and
^S^jp^-^a^iWarron
7711
No

VIA

YORK,

Direc rail route to WiflCAMet. New
lo, Damar«cotta,
Waldoboro.

and Rockland.

Old Orchard, Saco. Biddcford. Keane,
bank, Borer, Oreat Falls, Exeter,
llarerhill and Lawrence.

COMPA N Y

STEAMERS.

& LINCOLN RAILROAJL

_Trr=w

PORTLAND TO BOSTON

INSURANCE

Small wind-blown things there are, which any day
Float by in air or on our pathway lie,
Swifl-wiuged moments speoding oh their way,
Brief opportunities, which we pass by
Heedless and smiling, little subtle threads
Of influence—intimations soft and sly.

KNOX

R.—

—R.

haply

Carelessly

BOSTON & MAINE

ATLANTIC

Moslems walk abroad,
'Tis said when
If on the path they spy a floating bit
reverently
they turn aside
Oi paper,
And shun th** scrap, nor set a foot on it,
thereupon the awful name
Lest
Of mighty Allah should by chance be writ.

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

miscellaneous.

INSURANCE.

For Sale In Portland by HALL L. DAVIS, LOB
ION, SHORT & HARMON.R- K. HUNT & CO.

auirtfl__oo'lly

HEADQUARTERS 1ST REGT. INFANTRY,)
Me. Volunteer Militia.
}
Portland, July 19,1873. I
tho purpose of organizing a Regimental
Dram Corns five men will be mustered Into
Comnanles A, (Portland Light Infantry,) and the
sarrenumber loto Company B, (Portland Mechanic
nines) to be unllormed and equipped as musicians
AnnUcations for these yacaneies should bo made
forthwith to captains of these companies. The corps
will be nlaced under suitable Instruction prenaratory
to master to take place In August. Further particulars may be obtained at these Headquarters,

FOR

jjlldrt °”*i|€ATTHRW AJ&AM8, Adjutant

and at the Lowest Prices.

The Best

PaperTTry It! j

The Srimtiflr Americas Is the che*p«st and
bO't illustrated wecilypspur published. Every number contains from 10 to 15 original ougiavings of m w
machinery, novel Inventions. Bridges, Engineering
works. Architecture. Improved Farm Implement.,

A year**
and every new discovery in Chemistry.
number contain 832 pages and several hundred ongraving*. Thousands of volumes are preserved for
binding and reference. The practical receipts are
well worth ten times the subsription price. Terms
$! s vest by mall. Specimens sent free. May
3 b*
had of all News Dealers.
PATIil.TR obtained on ths best terms. Mode*
of new inventions and sketches examined and ad.
vice free. All patents are pnbllehod in the
Sclentifls
d ioorl an tin- im k they issue. Send for
Pamphlet.
119 pages, contaning laws and full
directions for ob-

taining Patents.
Art.lreto for the Taper, or
Patent*
MINN A fO.,;, Park Knw. N.concsrutag
Y. Branch Ofife*
eor. f. and >th
Sts., Washington, D. C.
atgtiw

Removal.
S. 8.

ROBKUTS,

has reraoTed to 191 Commerotal Street

ss.-s
aatar-ffitja
_Jus
lot

WOOD J

WOOD

